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Kurzfassung

Die vorgelegte Arbeit ist eine komparative theoretische und experimentelle Untersuchung
der mechanischen Eigenschaften von Bombyx mori Seide auf makroskopischer und auf
molekularer Ebene. Die Reaktion der Seide auf mechanische Einwirkungen wurde erforscht
mittels der Beobachtung der Variationen der mikroskopischen Struktur der kristallinen
Regionen und der Molekulardynamik der amorphen Phase. Zu diesem Zweck wurden
in situ Streuungsexperimente durchgeführt, bei denen die Struktur mittels Synchrotron-
strahlung erkundet wurde. Hingegen wurden die molekulardynamischen Eigenschaften der
amorphen Phase mittels Neutronenstreuung untersucht.
Besonderes viel Aufmerksamkeit widmeten wir den noch wenig erforschten Aspekten der
zeitlichen Entwicklung der vorliegenden Phänomene. Dementsprechend wurden unsere
Dehnungsexperimente auf mehreren Zeitskalen durchgeführt, mit Dauern von einigen Sekun-
den bis zu einigen Tagen. Auch wurden unsere Experimente in einer streng kontrollierten
Umgebung durchgeführt, da die Temperatur und die Feuchtigkeit der Umgebung die mech-
anischen Eigenschaften der Seide stark beein�ussen. Um den Ein�uÿ des Wassergehaltes
auf die mechanischen Eigenschaften der Seide genauer zu untersuchen wurden die Messun-
gen bei verschiedenen Feuchtigkeiten wiederholt.
Aus der theoretischen Analyse unserer experimentalen Ergebnisse resultierte eine Reihe von
zusammenhängenden, viskoelastischen, strukturellen und dynamischen Modellen. Dies er-
laubte uns das Verhalten von gedehnten Seidenfasern in den untersuchten Kraft-Dehnungs-
Bereichen e�ektiv zu beschreiben. Insbesonders ermöglichte es uns sowohl die Grund-
prinzipien des linearen und nicht linearen viskoelastischen Verhaltens von Seide als auch
die geometrischen und strukturellen Aspekte der Dehnung der kristallinen Bereiche zu
klären. Generell konnte der Zusammenhang zwischen dem makroskopisch-viskoelastischen
Verhalten und den Wirkungsmechanismen auf der molekularen Ebene etabliert werden.
Mittels unserer experimentellen Techniken und unserer theoretischen Analyse waren wir
in der Lage die mechanischen Eigenschaften der kristallinen Bereiche von den Eigen-
schaften der amorphen Regionen zu trennen und ihre Wechselwirkung zu zeigen. Unserer
Meinung nach verdienen einige unserer neuen Ergebnisse aus dem Bereich der langzeit-
viskoelastischen-Relaxation und der molekularen Di�usionsprozesse besondere Aufmerk-
samkeit. Beide Phänomene zeigen einen Memory-E�ekt und sind beschreibbar mit Mod-
ellen der di�erential-fraktionellen Analyse. Trotz der Tatsache, dass beide Phänomene zu
verschiedenen zeitlichen und räumlichen Ebenen gehören, zeigen ihre fraktionellen Charak-
teristika groÿe Ähnlichkeiten.
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Abstract

This thesis is a comparative experimental and theoretical work focused on the mechanical
properties of Bombyx mori silk on macroscopic and molecular levels. We did study the
response of silk to a mechanical perturbation by monitoring changes of the microscopic
structure in the crystalline regions as well as the molecular dynamics of the amorphous
phase. In order to achieve this goal in situ scattering experiments were performed: syn-
chrotron X-ray radiation and cold neutrons were used as probes of the structure and
dynamics, respectively.
Much attention was devoted to the less studied temporal evolution of the surveyed phe-
nomena. Accordingly our stretching experiments covered several time intervals, ranging
from fractions of a second up to several days. Because such environmental parameters
as temperature and humidity strongly in�uence the thermo-mechanical properties of silk
the measurements were done at controlled environmental conditions and were repeated at
several humidities.
The theoretical analysis of our experimental data resulted in the development of a set of
interrelated viscoelastic, structural and dynamical models. These models allow to describe
the behaviour of stretched silk in the examined range of forces and elongations over almost
the whole range of humidity. Particularly, they help to clarify the basic principles of
the viscoelastic linear and non-linear behaviour of silk as well as the geometrical and
structural aspects of the elongation in the crystalline regions. Generally, a link between
the macroscopic viscoelastic behaviour and the mechanism at the molecular length scales
has been established. With our experimental techniques and analyses we could separate
the mechanical properties of the crystalline region of silk from those of the amorphous
part, as well as show their interplay. In our opinion, interesting novel results were also
obtained concerning the long-time mechanical relaxation of silk and molecular di�usion
processes. Both phenomena exhibit de�nitive memory e�ects and can be well described by
the models based on fractional calculus. Despite the fact that these phenomena belong to
very di�erent temporal and spacial levels the fractional characteristics of these phenomena
are very similar.
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Introduction

The interplay of biochemistry, biology and physics has created exciting opportunities for the
discovery, invention and application of new and old natural materials. Materials usually
used in engineering are hard, while nature builds on the basis of soft materials. What
renders softness so successful in nature?
Research on soft materials has brought applications of mechanics and thermodynamics to
the forefront of human creativity and contributes to further development of these disci-
plines. Related chemical and biological phenomena and the investigation of their physical
aspects and engineering applications, have motivated the development of theories for di-
verse soft materials. The experimental and theoretical studies of soft composite matter
attempt to answer commonly asked questions, such as: How do thermodynamic, mechanic
and dynamic properties and the hierarchical structure of materials work together to pro-
duce an e�ective response to external forces or to allow a large deformation without failure?
Which features and characteristics of a material optimize its function? What is the rela-
tion between the molecular processes and their e�ect on the macroscopic behaviour? How
e�ectively can one form of energy be converted into another one within soft materials?
Answers have to be de�ned in an operative form and implemented in the form of software,
so that they can be broadly useful in the design of new materials and machines or in the
more e�ective application of well-known materials.

The objective of the presented research is the study of the mechanical response of Bombyx

mori silk. Being allegiant to the above mentioned general tendency we will probe the sub-
ject of our study on both the macroscopic and the microscopic level.
Silk is a soft �brous material composed of polypeptides, i.e. polymers made of amino
acids [24]. It belongs to a large class of polymeric nano-composite materials which are
currently of both fundamental and technical interest. Silk is one of the most successful
materials �constructed� by nature and has been in human use for at least 4000 years. This
is, because it exhibits outstanding mechanical properties [157], combining high elasticity
and tensile strength. It is a light-weight material, but its tensile strength is comparable
to that of steel and of synthetic high-tenacity �bres such as Kevlar, while its elasticity
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is 4-7 times higher than that of Kevlar. Additionally, it is inherently bio-compatible and
its production is inexpensive and ecological. It does not only �nd applications in textiles,
but, due to its biocompatibility and slow degradability it is increasingly studied and used
in biomedical applications. Silk can play the role of a model in the design of new soft
materials. This is not owed to a simple structure, which is in fact rather complex, but in
the sense of principles underlying its properties. Once understood, these principals can be
used in the design and controlled production of new, light-weight materials with properties
adapted for speci�c use.
In our work, we approach the mechanical properties of silk at several levels. It is intended
as a comparative experimental and theoretical study covering a large range of spatial and
temporal scales. At the time of starting this work the mechanical response of silk was
studied mostly statically (see e.g. [141, 166]) and little was known about its evolution in
time [171]. Hence we attempt to step forward in this direction. The macroscopic response
is measured and analysed at several time scales: from the moderate time scale of sev-
eral seconds up to the scale of many hours. We also aim at investigating the connection
between the microscopic structure and the dynamics. This is performed with particular
interest in the macroscopic response of silk to mechanical excitations. X-rays and neutrons
are used as probes of the molecular structure and dynamics on the microscopical level. We
combine scattering experiments with in situ stretching. Considerable interest is paid to
the in�uence of environmental conditions, e.g. a variation in humidity, which causes the
mechanical properties of silk to change in a distinct and reversible fashion.
Such a study requires a sophisticated experimental setup as well as re�ned methods for the
analysis of the measured data. To achieve su�cient resolution in in situ X-ray scattering
experiments on a single silk �bre, whose diameter is about of 10 µm, we use a micro beam
facility of the ID13 measurement station at ESRF (Grenoble). A specialized stretching
cell with controlled humidity environment is designed, built and used in these experiments.
The sample cell ful�lls the requirements for a high temporal and spatial resolution as well as
high resolution in force sensing for exact monitoring and control. We elaborate a procedure
of the analysis of the di�raction images from silk �bres. This provides access to detailed
information on the structure of the elongated crystallites in the crystalline regions of silk
�bre as well as the distributional characteristics, e.g. the orientation of the crystallites in
the stretched �bre.
Because a quantitative analysis of the in�uence of the applied force and environmental
conditions is possible only within a chosen model we will adapt some existing models and
construct our own one. For this purpose we use the principles of thermodynamics whose
laws are insensitive to the very details of a material. The mechanical as well as the mi-
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croscopic structural and dynamical properties which we can measure are the sum of the
contributions of a huge amount of mesoscopically sized interconnected subsystems of silk
�bre. The author sets out to pick out the main properties of these subsystems to replace
them (in a simulation of the behaviour) by a set of simple subsystems. The cumulative
contribution from such simpli�ed sub-systems to the average response of the system as
a whole will be described by viscoelastic-like dash-pots and springs. Such an approach
(in case of success) will result in simple models with few parameters. They will help to
classify the results of the measurements and also to understand the behaviour of silk on
an averaged level.

This thesis is organized as follows:
In the �rst chapter generally known aspects of the structure of Bombyx mori silk as well as
its building blocks are presented. In the second chapter we give a short introduction into
the linear viscoelastic theory which we shall use later. This is followed by a presentation
of the models of the fractional viscoelastic theory together with the minimal background
of the calculus of the di�erential operators of fractional order. The fractional linear vis-
coelasticity is used to describe the behaviour of silk on long time scales. The last part of
this chapter is devoted to the non-linear treatment of the viscoelastic phenomena. Here we
discuss the models based on the Transition State Theory which we apply to the behaviour
of silk on the �intermediate� time scales. In chapter 3 a short introduction into scattering
methods and their basic theory is given.
The experimental setups is introduced in the chapter 4. Here we present our sample cells,
their constructions and driving programs as well as the calibration of sensors and actuators.
This chapter ends with a short overview of the instruments at DESY (Hamburg), ESRF
and ILL (Grenoble) where our scattering experiments where performed.
Chapter 5 starts with the reduction of the data from our measurements. Then the analysis
of the measurements and the results together with the models used are given. The chapter
ends with a detailed presentation of our model describing the X-ray scattering from the
crystalline region of stretched silk �bre followed by its applications to measured di�raction
images. An extensive discussion of the results and the conclusions are given in the chapters
6 and 7, respectively.





1. Silk: structure and properties

1.1. Silk

Silks are naturally occurring materials, consist of protein polymers and are produced by a
wide variety of insects and spiders [25, 176]. In nature silks exhibit diverse structures and
functions which are evolutionary tailored to the conditions of the environment inhabited by
silk-producing species. The diverse functions of silk range from web construction and prey
capture (spider webs), safety lines (draglines) and constructions of nests to reproduction
(cocoons) and housing [3, 40,174,181].

Silkworm silk is the best known type of natural protein �ber, which can be woven into
textiles and has been in use for about 4000 years. It is obtained from cocoons produced
by the larvae of the mulberry silkworm Bombyx mori reared in captivity (sericulture).

The scienti�c interest in this material is due to its remarkable mechanical properties: it
provides an excellent combination of lightweight, an extra toughness and elasticity. E.g., its
tensile strength is comparable to that of steel and of synthetic high-tenacity �bers as Kevlar,
its elasticity is 4-7 times higher then that of Kevlar. Additionally, silk is increasingly studied
in biomedical applications due to is biocompatibility and slow degradability.

Together with the spider Nephila clavipes, Bombyx mori is the most widely studied silk
[25,55,84,95,175]. In its natural form silk is composed of a �lament core protein, silk �broin,
and a glue-like coating consisting of a family of sericin proteins [176, 181]. Structurally,
silk �broins are characterized as natural block copolymers composed of hydrophobic blocks
with highly preserved repetitive sequence consisting of short side-chain amino acids such
as glycine and alanine, and hydrophilic blocks with more complex sequences that consist
of larger side-chain amino acids as well as charged amino acids. The hydrophobic blocks
tend to form (β-sheet) crystallites by hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions,
forming the basis for the tensile strength of silk �broins. These ordered hydrophobic
blocks combined with the less ordered hydrophilic blocks give rise to the elasticity and
toughness of silk �broins.
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6 CHAPTER 1. SILK: STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES

1.2. The biology and structure of silk

Silk of Bombyx mori silkworm is produced by the larvae of insects that complete their
metamorphosis by producing a cocoon in which the pupa has to be embedded. The co-
coon is formed from a single silk-�ber (thread) with a length of about 1 kilometer. It is
synthesized in the posterior silk gland cells of silkworm and secreted into the lumen of
the posterior silk gland. By building the cocoon around itself, the worm pulls the silk
thread from its spinneret (spinning nozzle), which is situated close to its mouth. During
the spinning, the solvated random-coil �broin protein, which is stored in the silk gland in
a liquid crystalline phase [101�104] [180], is transformed into a semi-crystalline silk thread
(bave) composed of two brins within a sericin coating [101] (see Fig. 1.1). The bave is
responsible for the cocoon's toughness and the seritine coating acts like a glue.

Coating

Two Brins (bave)

nanofibril (about 5nm)

microfibril (some 100nm)

T
hr
ea
d

Figure 1.1.: Sketch of the hierarchical structure of silk
Schematic diagram of a hierarchical composite structure of a silk thread from
nano- up to macro-scale, (drawn after [62]).

Symbolically we can describe the structural peculiarities of silk (�g. 1.1) on the following
hierarchical levels:

macroscopic level

structure of thread with its coating and bave, ranges over the length scale of some µm

micro-/mesoscopic level

comprises of nano- and micro-�brils and ranges over the scale about some 100 nm

nanoscopic level

organisation of semi-crystalline structure of the bave at the nanoscopic scale. Using the
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common classi�cation of proteins structures, this level contains: secondary, tertiary and

quaternary structures of the �broin molecular chain.

molecular level

is de�ned by the chemical structure, i.e. the amino acid sequence of the �broin subunits

and rules of their composition. It is a primary and secondary structure of �broin. The scale

is about 1 nm.

Biocomposite materials, such as a silk, show a strong interplay between di�erent spa-
tial scales. Additionally, silk demonstrates a complex interplay of two types of scaling:
chemical-binding topology scaling and 3D-space scaling. Chemically, silk �broin is com-
posed of highly repeated six-pack units, each of them is a composition of a six polypeptide
dimers connected to one glucoprotein chain (called P25 protein) through non-covalent bind-
ing [61]. Each of such polypeptide dimers is a disul�de bounded pack of two polypeptide
chains, one of which is much larger then the other (they are called heavy and light chains,
respectively) [17,78,79,165]. Each of these chains is a covalently bonded combination of the
simpler motives constructed as chain combinations of the almost elemental peptide units,
amino acid molecules. Every subsequence of them has a possibility to build a H-bonds at
the inter- or intra-chain level. This raises a spatial con�guration topology [173]. One can
say, that the properties of silk are coded at the molecular level, but they are manifesting
at the very supper-molecular scale.

Subunits of every chain can undergo a reversible disorder Õ order transition called protein

folding. The typical time of folding lays in the microseconds to milliseconds range [121].
Under suitable conditions, all of the information needed to realize the ordered form of most
sub-chains is encoded in their linear sequences; no auxiliary components are necessary
to guide the disordered chain to its unique, native three-dimensional structure. In fact,
�broin self-assembles spontaneously and iteratively, from a top-down structural hierarchy
that terminates with protein monomers, which assemble themselves.
In the following paragraphs we will discuss some aspects of characteristics for a particular
length scale, starting from the molecular level.

1.2.1. Molecular level

Amino Acide Units

The most basic subunits of the silk �broin structure are amino acids. Amino acids are
molecules containing four di�erent groups bonded to a central carbon in their structure
(see diagram in �g. 1.2): a hydrogen, an amino group, a carboxylic acid group and a
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Charged,

3-letter Single Polar,

Name (Residue) code code Hydro-

phobic

Alanine ALA A H

Arginine ARG R C+

Asparagine ASN N P

Aspartate ASP D C-

Cysteine CYS C P

Glutamate GLU E C-

Glutamine GLN Q P

Glycine GLY G -

Histidine HIS H P,C+

Isoleucine ILE I H

Leucine LEU L H

Lysine LYS K C+

Methionine MET M H

Phenylalanine PHE F H

Proline PRO P H

Serine SER S P

Threonine THR T P

Tryptophan TRP W P

Tyrosine TYR Y P

Valine VAL V H

Table 1.1.: One and three letter symbols for amino acids

side chain (called residual or R) that varies between di�erent amino acids. In the alpha
amino acids, the amino and carboxylate groups are attached to the same carbon atom,
which is called the α�carbon. The various alpha amino acids di�er in which side chain (R

Cα

H

R

N C

H

H

O

O−

R-group
(variant)

Hydrogen

Amino Carboxyl

Figure 1.2.: Amino acid structure

Here, R is an organic substituent (side chain). In the amino acids, the amino and

carboxylate groups are attached to the same carbon atom, which is called the α�carbon.

The �gure is taken from [179].

group) is attached to their alpha carbon. These side chains can vary in size from just a
hydrogen atom in glycine, to a methyl group in alanine, through to a large heterocyclic
group in tryptophan. Table 1.1 shows a list of 20 relevant for us amino acids, together
with a three-/single- term name convention and some physical properties.
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Primary structure

In silk, as in every protein, the amino acids are joined together by the peptide bonds between
the carboxyl and amino groups of adjacent amino acid residues. The representation of such
a binding as a chemical reaction (called condensation) is shown in �g. 1.3. By repeating

Figure 1.3.: Condensation of two amino acids

The �gure shows an illustration for the chemical reaction (called condensation) of two

amino acids forming a peptide bond. The �gure is taken from [179].

this reaction, long chains of residues (amino acids in a peptide bond) can be generated.
This reaction is catalysed by the ribosome in a process known as translation. In the
resulting sequence, the chain of [-N-Cpαq-C-]n is called the backbone and R-atoms form the
so-called side groups. The chain of amino acids is also known as a polypeptide. A protein
can contain one or more polypeptide chains.

Because the covalent bonds C�C and C�N are both strong and directional, the geometry
of such chains will be de�ned, in principal, by the three dihedral angles (see Fig.1.4):

� Ω � the bond between C and N (the peptide bond)

� Φ � the bond between N and Cα
� Ψ � (the bond between Cα and C (of the Carboxyl group)

The peptide bond is in fact planar due to the delocalization of the electrons from the
double bond [129]. This causes, that the rigid peptide dihedral angle, Ω is always close
to 180 degrees. But the angles Φ and Ψ can have a certain range of possible values.
These angles are the degrees of freedom of a protein, they control the protein's three
dimensional structure. They are restrained by geometry and the interactions of side groups
to allowed ranges typical for particular secondary structure elements, and represented in a
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Figure 1.4.: Dihedral angles
A peptidic bond has two degree of freedom, the dihedral angles named Φ and Ψ by

Ramachandran. Each atom type is represented by its usual in the literature colour:

H - white ˝, C - grey ‚, N - blue ‚, O - red ‚. The �rst atom of the residual is an

exeption, it is represented by green color ‚.

Ramachandran plot (i.e. plot of population vs. Φ and Ψ ). The sequence of the di�erent
amino acids is called the primary structure of the peptide or protein.

Secondary structure

In 1951 Pauling and coworkers [129] established two fundamental structural principles in
arriving at the most probable con�gurations of polypeptide chains in proteins:

� the coplanarity of the atoms comprising the aminde group

� the formation of close to the maximum possible number of N´H ¨ ¨ ¨O´́C hydrogen
bonds

On their basis the two �rst elements of secondary structure, the alpha helix and the beta
sheet (β-sheet), were suggested in 1951 by Linus Pauling and coworkers [128�132]. Each
of these two secondary structure elements have a regular geometry, meaning they are
constrained to speci�c values of the dihedral angles Φ and Ψ. Thus they can be found in a
speci�c region of the Ramachandran plot. Both the alpha helix and the beta sheet represent
a way of saturating all the hydrogen bond donors and acceptors in the peptide backbone.
These secondary structure elements only depend on properties of the polypeptide main
chain, explaining why they occur in all proteins. The part of the protein that is not in a
regular secondary structure is said to be a "non-regular structure".
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Silk �broin on the macro-molecular level

The coating is made of several serine enriched proteins named sericin. The brins are made
up of �broin, which is comprised of natural block copolymers composed of hydrophobic
blocks with a highly preserved repetitive sequence consisting of a short side-chain amino
acids such as glycine and alanine, and a hydrophilic block with a more complex sequences
that consist of a larger side-chain amino acids as well as charged amino acids. The hy-
drophobic blocks tend to form β-sheets or crystals held together by hydrogen bonding and
hydrophobic interactions, forming the basis for the high tensile strength of silk �broins.
These ordered hydrophobic blocks combined with the less ordered hydrophilic blocks give
rise to the elasticity and toughness of silk �broins. [61,62,101]
The �broin of Bombyx mori can be viewed as a sequence of two types of polypeptide
chains, the light (Fib-l or L-�broin) and heavy (Fib-h of H-�broin) chain, additionally a
small amount of glucoprotein P25 is connected to six (Fib-l,Fib-h)-units. Fib-l and Fib-h
are linked together by disul�de bridges [61] (see sketch on Fig. 1.5), and P25 associates
with disulphide-linked heavy and light chains by non-covalent interactions. P25 plays an
important role in maintaining the integrity of the complex and causes solubility of the
Fib-H during the transport through the middle silk gland, where heterogeneous molecules
of sericin are added, and further towards the anterior part of the silk gland, where the silk
�ber is formed and spun [61,78,79,165].
These three components are appearing in the silk �ber with the molar ratio equal 6:6:1. The
molecular weights are 26 kDa of L-�broin, about 390 kDa of H-�broin and about 30 kDa
of P25. Their sequences contain 262 amino acids (sometimes abbreviated aa) in Fib-L,
5263 amino acids in Fib-H and 220 amino acids in P25 [17,78,79,165]. The core sequence of
the �broin chain, corresponding to a motif (pattern) of the form: �[GAGAGX ]� (where X
is S, Y, A or V) forms domains of crystalline, anti-parallel β-sheets of the regenerated silk
structure. It is often assumed, that during the process of spinning the �broin transforms
from the Silk I into the Silk II structure. This transformation occurs due to the light tensile
stress. The Fib-l possesses a non repetitive structure (see �g 1.6) and is responsible for
the disordered part of the silk �ber. [3, 53, 61, 101, 185] The Fib-h has a modular primary
structure (shown on �g. 1.7) composed of 12 repetitive regions rich of alanine-glycine
amino acid (shown in red) with 11 spacer regions (shown in green). The heavy chain
starts and ends with Amino- and Carboxyl-terminals (blue), respectively. Spacer regions
have irregular compositions and play a major role in the overall conformation adopted
by the silk �broin molecules [61]. This modular structure is essential for building the
β-pleated-sheet crystalline part of the silk structure.
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Figure 1.5.: Symbolical representation of the Fibroin peptide unit

Here N- and C-terminus mean Amino- and Carboxyl-terminals of the Fib-h, β-sheet and

Turn mean regular and irregular (spacer) parts of the Fib-h sequence. See �gs. 1.7,1.6

for amino acid sequences.The �gure was taken from [61].

MKPIFLVLLV ATSAYAAPSV TINQYSDNEI PRDIDDGKAS SVISRAWDYV DDTDKSIAIL
NVQEILKDMA SQGDYASQAS AVAQTAGIIA HLSAGIPGDA CAAANVINSY TDGVRSGNFA
GFRQSLGPFF GHVGQNLNLI NQLVINPGQL RYSVGPALGC AGGGRIYDFE AAWDAILASS
DSSFLNEEYC IVKRLYNSRN SQSNNIAAYI TAHLLPPVAQ VFHQSAGSIT DLLRGVGNGN
DATGLVANAQ RYIAQAASQV HV

Figure 1.6.: Fib-l polypeptide sequence
The Fib-l possesses non�repetitive structure and is responsible for the disordered part

of the silk �ber.
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MRVKTFVILC CALQYVAYTN ANINDFDEDY FGSDVTVQSS NTTDEIIRDA SGAVIEEQIT
TKKMQRKNKN HGILGKNEKM IKTFVITTDS DGNESIVEED VLMKTLSDGT VAQSYVAADA
GAYSQSGPYV SNSGYSTHQG YTSDFSTSAA VGAGAGAGAA AGSGAGAGAG YGAASGAGAG
AGAGAGAGYG TGAGAGAGAG YGAGAGAGAG AGYGAGAGAG AGAGYGAGAG AGAGAGYGAG
AGAGAGAGYG AGAGAGAGAG YGAASGAGAG AGYGQGVGSG AASGAGAGAG AGSAAGSGAG
AGAGTGAGAG YGAGAGAGAG AGYGAASGTG AGYGAGAGAG YGGASGAGAG AGAGAGAGAG
AGYGTGAGYG AGAGAGAGAG AGAGYGAGAG AGYGAGYGVG AGAGYGAGYG AGAGSGAASG
AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGTGAGSGAG
AGYGAGAGAG YGAGAGSGAA SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGYGAG
AGAGYGAGAG AGYGAGAGVG YGAGAGSGAA SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG
SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGVG YGAGVGAGYG AGYGAGAGAG YGAGAGSGAA
SGAGAGAGAG AGTGSSGFGP YVANGGYSRS DGYEYAWSSD FGTGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG
AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG YGAGVGVGYG AGYGAGAGAG YGAGAGSGAA SGAGAGSGAG
AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGVGSGAG
AGSGAGAGVG YGAGAGVGYG AGAGSGAASG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG
AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGVGYG AGVGAGYGAG YGAGAGAGYG AGAGSGAASG
AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG
AGAGSGAGAG YGAGAGAGYG AGYGAGAGAG YGAGAGSGAA SGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGAGSG
AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGYGAGVG AGYGAGYGAG AGAGYGAGAG
SGAASGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG VGYGAGYGAG
AGAGYGAGAG SGAASGAGAG AGAGAGTGSS GFGPYVAHGG YSGYEYAWSS ESDFGTGSGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGYGAGV GAGYGAGYGA GAGAGYGAGA GSGAGSGAGA
GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGY GAGYGAGAGA
GYGAGAGSGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGY
GAGVGAGYGA GYGAGAGAGY GAGAGSGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GVGSGAGAGS
GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGYGA GYGAGAGAGY GAGAGSGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGVGYGA GVGAGYGAGY GAGAGAGYGA GAGSGAASGA
GAGAGAGAGT GSSGFGPYVA NGGYSGYEYA WSSESDFGTG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG
AGAGSGAGAG YGAGYGAGAG AGYGAGAGSG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG
AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGSG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGYG AGVGAGYGVG YGAGAGAGYG
AGAGSGAASG AGAGAGAGAG TGSSGFGPYV AHGGYSGYEY AWSSESDFGT GSGAGAGSGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGYGAGVGA GYGAAYGAGA GAGYGAGAGS
GAASGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA
GAGSGAGAGY GAGAGAGYGA GAGSGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA
GSGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GYGAGVGAGY GAGYGAGAGA GYGAGAGSGA GSGAGAGSGA
GAGYGAGAGA GYGAGYGAGA GAGYGAGAGT GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGSGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GYGAGAGAGY
GAGYGAGAGA GYGAGAGSGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGYGAGY GAGAGSGAAS
GAGAGAGAGA GTGSSGFGPY VAHGGYSGYE YAWSSESDFG TGSGAGAGSG AGAGAGAGAG
SGAGAGYGAG VGAGYGAGYG AGAGAGYGAG AGSGTGSGAG AGSGAGAGYG AGVGAGYGAG
AGSGAAFGAG AGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGYGAG YGAGVGAGYG
AGAGSGAASG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGYGAGVG AGYGAGYGAG
AGAGYGAGAG SGAASGAGAG SGAGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG SGAGAGSGAG
AGSGAGAGYG AGAGSGAASG AGAGAGAGAG TGSSGFGPYV ANGGYSGYEY AWSSESDFGT
GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GYGAGVGAGY GAGYGAGAGA GYGAGAGSGA
GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGYGAGAGS GAASGAGAGS
GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGYGAGV GAGYGVGYGA GAGAGYGAGA
GSGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGSGAGA
GSGAGAGYGV GYGAGAGAGY GAGAGSGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GSGAGAGSGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGYGAGV GAGYGVGYGA GAGAGYGAGA GSGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGS
GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGYGAGVGA GYGVGYGAGV GAGYGAGAGS GAASGAGAGS
GAGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGYGAGYGA GVGAGYGAGA
GVGYGAGAGA GYGAGAGSGA ASGAGAGAGS GAGAGTGAGA GSGAGAGYGA GAGSGAASGA
GAGAGAGAGT GSSGFGPYVA NGGYSGYEYA WSSESDFGTG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG
AGAGSGAGAG YGAGVGAGYG AGAGSGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGYG
AGAGSGTGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGVGAG YGVGYGAGAG
AGYGVGYGAG AGAGYGAGAG SGTGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG
SGAGAGYGAG VGAGYGVGYG AGAGAGYGAG AGSGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG
SGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGYG VGYGAGAGAG YGAGAGSGAG
SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGYGAG VGAGYGVGYG
AGAGAGYGAG AGSGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG
AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGYGAG VGAGYGVGYG AGAGAGYGAG AGSGAASGAG
AGAGAGAGTG SSGFGPYVAN GGYSGYEYAW SSESDFGTGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGYGA
GYGAGVGAGY GAGAGVGYGA GAGAGYGAGA GSGAASGAGA GAGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGA
GSGAGAGYGA GYGIGVGAGY GAGAGVGYGA GAGAGYGAGA GSGAASGAGA GSGAGAGSGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGYGA GYGAGVGAGY GAGAGVGYGA GAGAGYGAGA
GSGAASGAGA GAGAGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA
GSGAGAGSGA GAGYGAGVGA GYGAGYGGAG AGYGAGAGSG AASGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG
SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGYG AGAGSGAASG AGAGAGAGAG TGSSGFGPYV NGGYSGYEYA
WSSESDFGTG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGYG AGVGAGYGAG YGAGAGAGYG AGAGSGAASG
AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG
AGYGAGVGAG YGAGYGAGAG AGYGAGAGSG AASGAGAGSG AGAGAGSGAG AGSGAGAGSG
AGAGSGAGAG SGAGAGSGAG SGAGAGSGAG AGYGAGYGAG VGAGYGAGAG VGYGAGAGAG
YGAGAGSGAA SGAGAGSGSG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG AGSGAGAGSG AGAGSGAGAG
YGAGYGAGAG SGAASGAGAG AGAGAGTGSS GFGPYVANGG YSGYEYAWSS ESDFGTGSGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGYGAGV GAGYGAGYGA GAGAGYGAGA GSGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGYGAGYGA GAGAGYGAGA GVGYGAGAGA
GYGAGAGSGA GSGAGAGSGS GAGAGSGSGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA
GSGAGAGSGA GAGYGAGYGI GVGAGYGAGA GVGYGAGAGA GYGAGAGSGA ASGAGAGSGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GYGAGAGVGY
GAGAGSGAAS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGSGAGA
GSGAGAGYGA GYGAGVGAGY GAGAGYGAGY GVGAGAGYGA GAGSGAGSGA GAGSGAGAGS
GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GSGAGAGYGA GAGAGYGAGA GAGYGAGAGS GAASGAGAGA
GAGSGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GYGAGAGSGA ASGAGAGSGA GAGAGAGAGA
GSGAGAGSGA GAGYGAGAGS GAASGAGAGA GAGTGSSGFG PYVANGGYSR REGYEYAWSS
KSDFETGSGA ASGAGAGAGS GAGAGSGAGA GSGAGAGSGA GAGGSVSYGA GRGYGQGAGS
AASSVSSASS RSYDYSRRNV RKNCGIPRRQ LVVKFRALPC VNC

Figure 1.7.: Fib-h polypeptide sequence

The Fib-h has a modular primary structure made of 12 repetitive regions rich of alanine-

glycine amino acids (shown in red) with 11 spacer regions (shown in green). The heavy

chain starts and ends with Amino- and Carboxyl-terminals (blue), respectively.





2. Mechanical and Thermodynamical

Properties of Viscoelastic Bodies

In this chapter we give a short summary of the theoretical background for the various
kinds of viscoelasticity as well as the description of the mechanical models used in this
thesis. The aspects of numerical computations are given mostly as hints with exception
of the Block Pulse Functions (BPF). The latter we introduce in section 2.2, where our
application of them to the fractional di�erential equation is described.

The chapter is organized as follows: The classical viscoelastic theory is discussed in section
2.1. A presentation of the linear fractional viscoelasticity and a summary of the basic
elements of fractional calculus are given in section 2.2. In section 2.3, the description
of several non-linear viscoelastic models based on the Transition State Theory is given.
The latter section shows the theoretical considerations which are adapted to the speci�c
properties of silk. The models are presented in the modi�ed form, so that their application
to measurements will need only a minimal modi�cation given in section 5.2.6.

2.1. Introductory notes on the linear theory of

viscoelasticity

Here some basic concepts of the linear viscoelastic theory [35, 168] are given, which are
used in the modelling of the mechanical properties of silk. We will describe: (i) the basic
model units of the phenomenological representation of the mechanical response, (ii) the
main principles of the model building and (iii) the modi�ed Standard Linear Viscoelastic
Solid Model (SLVSM) we use to describe the response of pre-stretched silk. Using the
method of the integral Laplace transform we arrive at the description of the mechanical
response in an analytical form, with parameters independent of the shape of the excitation.
Further, some limitations and drawbacks of the theory will be discussed. This section ends
with the introduction of the Rouse model, which describes a viscoelastic behaviour of a
coiled polymer chains immersed in a Newtonian �uid. The classical viscoelastic description

15
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of the Rouse model requires an in�nite (or very large number) of viscoelastic units. In the
next section 2.2 we show that in the frame of the fractional viscoelasticity the Rouse model
can be described with only one viscoelastic element.
There exists a long tradition of the application of the linear viscoelastic theory to the me-
chanical response of polymers [35,168]. However, this type of representation does not imply
that these models re�ect molecular mechanisms causing the actual relaxation behaviour
of these complex materials. In general, there is a multiplicity of models to represent the
same viscoelastic behaviour. The physical meaning of the parameters appearing in the
viscoelastic models based on springs and dashpots is far from evidence. Therefore, in the
subsection 2.3 we describe the non equilibrium approach to the relaxation phenomena and
will clarify the physical meaning of model parameters appearing in the linear theory of
viscoelasticity.
Based on the �lament-like geometry of the sample structure the quasi one-dimensional
assumption is applied. This means that the tensorial character of stress rσijs and strain
rεijs will be disregarded. All relations as they apply to a time-dependent shear stress, say
σ12ptq, will be simply called stress and will be represented by σptq. Similar, the correspond-
ing time-dependent amount of shear, e.g. ε12ptq, will be simply called strain and denoted
by εptq.

2.1.1. Basic principles

If stress or strain is imposed upon a body, rearrangements take place inside a material as
a response to the imposed excitation. On the atomistic scale, the length and angles of the
chemical bonds connecting the atoms may become distorted as the atoms may be moved
to new positions of greater internal energy. This is a small amount of motion and occurs
very quickly, requiring only about some picoseconds.
If the material is a polymer and has su�cient molecular mobility, larger-scale rearrange-
ments of the atoms may also be possible. Depending on the mobility, a polymer molecule
can extend itself in the direction of the applied stress, which decreases its conformational
entropy. Elastomers respond almost entirely by this entropic mechanism, with little dis-
tortion of their covalent bonds or change in their internal energy.

So, from a thermodynamical point of view the amount of mechanical work fdx (force ˆ
path) done on the system at the temperature T can produce an increase of the internal
energy dE or/and decrease the entropy dS:

fdx “ dE ´ TdS
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With an increment of the temperature the role of the entropic force will increase, while the
role of the potential response (energy storage) will decrease. The entropic and dissipative
parts of the response depend strongly on the molecular mobility, which is a function of the
many physical and chemical factors such as temperature, humidity, presence of other �uids
or stress/strain applied to the system.
In any real material the response rearrangements require a �nite time. This rearrangement
(or response) time has to be compared to the time spent for measurement and/or time-scale
of a measurement.

When the changes take place so rapidly, i.e. the time is negligible compared to the time
scale of the experiment, we regard the material as purely viscous. In a purely viscous
materials, all the energy required to produce the deformation is dissipated as heat.
When the material rearrangements take a virtually in�nite time, we speak of a purely

elastic material. In purely elastic materials the energy of deformation is stored and may
be recovered completely upon release of the forces acting on it (in�nite long memory).
In principle, however, all real materials are viscoelastic. Some energy may always be
stored during the deformation of a material under appropriate conditions, and energy
storage is always accompanied by dissipation of some portion of energy.
In a typical viscoelastic material the time necessary for the material rearrangements to
take place is comparable to the time scale of the experiment. The relation between the
two time scales can be conveniently expressed by a dimensionless number, called Deborah

Number, introduced by Reiner [149]

ND “
τmat
τexp

(2.1)

where τmat is the time scale of material rearrangements and τexp is the time scale of exper-
iment. This equation express the relativity of the material and experimental time scales.

ND " 1 : purely elastic : σptq “ Gεptq

ND ! 1 : purely viscous : σptq “ η
dε

dt
ND « 1 : viscoelastic : σptq “ Functionalrεpt´ τqs

where G is elastic modulus of the material and η is materials viscosity. σ, ε are stress and
strain, correspondingly.
As stated above, usually one has an intermediate situation, where ND is comparable with
unity, i.e. the material rearrangements take place on a time scale comparable to that of the
experiment. As a consequence of this, the relations between stress and strain cannot be
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expressed by material constants as in the case of purely elastic or purely viscous materials.
The rheological behaviour of viscoelastic materials is characterized by a time-dependent
material function. Generally the stress becomes a functional of the strain, i.e. it depends
on the strain history. We can denote it by writing:

σptq “ Ξ̂σ

“

εpτq
‰t

´8
(2.2)

where t is present (current) time, τ is past (historical) time. Here Ξσ represents (symboli-
cally) a functional relation between the value of stress at the current time and the whole
history of applied strain at the all past times τ . The functional relation is a rule by which
to every function εptq de�ned on the whole time domain (starting from the current time t
up to the past) there can be assigned one and only one value, a value of σ at the current
time t. Similarly, the strain may be regarded as a functional of the stress applied to the
system. This can be wrote symmetrically as

εptq “ Ξ̂ε

“

σpτq
‰t

´8
(2.3)

For a large class of phenomena, e.g. for su�ciently small deformations, those functionals
can be expressed by linear di�erential equations with constant coe�cients, or, equivalently,
by convolution integrals with di�erence kernels. Generally, we can regard the response
consisting of a combination of the following types:

� �conservative� response: small rearrangements causing an increase in the internal
energy. By such a situation the major part of deformation work is stored by the
material and can be recovered upon release of the force acting on it.
This kind of rearrangement can be described in the frame of linear theories under
constrains of small amount of deformations.

� dissipative transport processes: here the main part of deformation-work is dis-
sipated with time to heat and deformation is irreversible.
The most simple example is the response of the Newtonian �uids, where the energy
of deformation is dissipated immediately. Similarly, such laws as Fourier, Fick or
Ohm belong to this class of reactions, where corresponding currents are proportional
to the conjugated thermodynamical forces (or gradients).

The linear description of such processes should in principle be appropriate only when
the magnitude of gradients is small. In practice, linear relations of the viscoelastic
theory (and those proposed by the linearized non equilibrium thermodynamics) have
been proven to work well for many transport processes, even in presence of large
gradients.
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� entropy based relaxation: plays an important role in soft condensed matter and
biophysics where typical energies are of the order of the thermal energy.
Under suitable conditions, including small amounts of deviations and gradients to-
gether with the condition of su�ciently large temperature, such phenomena can be
described in the frame of the linear response theories, e.g. the thermal spring-dashpot
models for elastomer.

� activated processes [65]: parts of the system have to overcome some kind of barriers
of energetic or entropic nature (e.g. many kinds of forced phase transition between
stable or metastable states, di�usion limited aggregations, etc.)

Activated processes are genuinely nonlinear in their basic nature and cannot be an-
alyzed with linear viscoelastic theories (see e.g. [65,148]).

To describe the mechanical response of a viscoelastic body, the linear theory combines
two basic polar units of purely viscous and purely elastic responses together to mimic the
behaviour of a material.

2.1.2. Linear time-dependent behaviour

Purely elastic and purely viscous linear behaviour is typically expressed by the constitutive
equations of the form

σptq “ Gεptq (2.4)

for the elastic case, and

σptq “ η
dε

dt
(2.5)

for the viscous case. Generally, it can be shown that the simplest constitutive equation
which adequately describes small deformations of a viscoelastic body is a linear di�erential
equation of the �rst order with constant coe�cients pa,b,cq and has following form

σptq ` a
dσ

dt
“ b εptq ` c

dε

dt
(2.6)

An adequate description of the behaviour of real materials generally requires di�erential
equations containing higher derivatives of both stress and strain. Moreover, in a general de-
formation, the constitutive equation may not be linear or containing constant coe�cients.
But under the same conditions, e.g. in the case of in�nitesimal deformations with the ab-
sence of non-linear phenomena (such as activated processes), the viscoelastic behaviour can
be described by the linear di�erential equations with constant coe�cients. Such behaviour
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is termed linear viscoelastic behaviour. In practice, linear viscoelastic behaviour is
observed even in �nite deformations as long as the strain remains below a certain limit,
called the linear viscoelastic limit. The value of this limit is a material property.

To describe a linear behaviour, Ξ-functionals, introduced by the equations (2.2, 2.3), have
to satisfy two conditions of linearity. The �rst one, called stress-strain linearity, means that
increase in the stimulus (excitation) by an arbitrary factor α will increase the response by
the same factor, i.e.

Ξ̂rαfpτqst´8 “ αΞ̂rfpτqst´8 (2.7)

where the symbol f is to be understand as σ or ε and Ξ̂r . . . s denotes one of the stress
or strain based functionals. The second condition, often referred as time shift invariance,
means that an arbitrary sequence of stimuli must elicit a response, equal to the sum of
responses which would have been obtained from independently acting terms of the stimuli
sequence.

Ξ̂
”

8
ÿ

n“1

fpt´ τnq
ıt

´8
“

8
ÿ

n“1

Ξ̂rfpt´ τnqs
t
´8 (2.8)

where t ´ τ is the elapsed time. This symbolic notation emphasizes that the stimuli may
be imposed at di�erent times and that the shift of the stimulus along the time scale result
in a corresponding shift of the response without changing it in any other way. In spite of
the fact that with proper interpretation of the stimuli the equation (2.7) follows from (2.8),
these two conditions are to be carefully distinguished for the linear viscoelastic behaviour.

General di�erential equations with constant coe�cients and convolution-based integral
equations satisfy the above conditions of linearity.

Di�erential representation The most general equation of this type linking the time
dependent stress and strain can be written in the form

8
ÿ

n“0

un
dnσ

dtn
“

8
ÿ

m“0

qm
dmε

dtm
(2.9)

where un and qm are the constant coe�cients, not all of which has to be non-zero and
summation has not to be in�nite. Together with suitable initial conditions this equation
describes the time-dependent (linear viscoelastic) behaviour of a material subjected to an
in�nitesimally small shear deformation. The set of parameters tqm,unu in this equation
can be related to a rheological model (will be introduced later in sec. 2.1.5).
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To analyse such an equation we need to specify the suitable type of the initial conditions
with accordance to the experimental de�nition of the reference state of the material
under consideration. Commonly, there are two types of materials:

arrheodictic: Such materials have a preferred con�guration, so we can consider the state
in which the material is at t “ 0 to be a reference state. In the reference state
the material is free from the e�ects of any stress or strain history it might have
experienced prior to t “ 0.

rheodictic: Such materials do not have a preferred con�guration and it does not make
sense to speak of about an undeformed state. Experiments with such material have
to be arranged so that the material may be considered to be completely in rest for
times before t “ 0, so that the strain at t “ 0 can still be taken as the reference state.

Using the Laplace transform After the initial conditions are clari�ed, one can choose
the strain at t “ 0 to be the reference strain and enjoy the simplicity of analysis of the
equation (2.9) in terms of the operator calculus, i.e. it terms of Laplace integral transform
(see �g 2.1).
For convenience we give here the de�nition of the Laplace transform. For a real-valued
function fptq the integral transformation

f̄ptq “

ż 8

0

fptq e´stdt “ L̂T rfptqs (2.10)

is called Laplace transform of fptq, if the integral in the above expression exists. The
Laplace transform variable, s, is in general complex, i.e. s “ q ` iω. For inverse Laplace
transform L̂T

´1
f̄ is used. Sometimes, we will use expressions like fptq „ f̄psq to denote

the relation between a function and its Laplace image.
Indeed, applying the Laplace transform to the equation (2.9) we get the simple algebraic
equation in the complex domain (Laplace plane). This can be manipulated algebraically
with the result re-transformed back into the time domain, where the result can be compared
with measured values. Indeed, with zeros initial conditions (i.e. function together with its
derivations are zero at t “ 0) the application of the Laplace transform yields the simple
relation:

ūpsq σ̄psq “ q̄psq ε̄psq (2.11)

where σ̄psq and ε̄psq are the stress and strain transforms, respectively, and

ūpsq “
ÿ

n

uns
n and q̄psq “

ÿ

m

qms
m (2.12)
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time domain transform plane

integro-differential
equation

algebraetic equation
e.g. ū(s)σ̄(s) = q̄(s)ǭ(s)

Hook’s law
e.g. σ̄ = Q̄(s)ǭ

solution
e.g. σ =

∫ t
0 Q(t− ξ)σ(ξ)dξ

Figure 2.1.: Diagram representation of the solution route

A linear integro-di�erential equation can be solved through the Laplace transform,

using transformation rules for di�erential and integral relations L̂T
“

dn

dtn

‰

“ sn and

L̂T
”

şt
0 fptqdt

ı

“ 1{s. The red, dashed arrow represents the direct (di�cult) way, the

blue arrows represent the way through the transform plane. Instead of this integral in

the solution one can often use the tables of the Laplace transform to get the solution in

the analytical form.
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are polynomials in the transform variable s.
Division of the equation (2.11) by the polynomial ūpsq or q̄psq yields:

σ̄psq “ Q̄psq ε̄psq or ε̄psq “ Ūpsq σ̄psq (2.13)

where the rational functions Q̄psq, Ūpsq are de�ned as

Q̄psq “
q̄psq

ūpsq
or Ūpsq “

ūpsq

q̄psq
. (2.14)

The (rational) functions Q̄psq and Ūpsq are often called operational relaxance and retar-

dance, respectively. Or, in common, they are termed as respondances. It can be shown that
they describe a response to the impulse (Dirac δ-function formed) stimulus and, therefore,
their time domain images can play the role of the Green's function.

Integral representation The Laplace inverse-transform of the equations (2.13) yields the
Boltzmann superposition principle stated in terms of Boltzmann superposition integrals

σptq “

ż t

0

Qpt´ τq εpτq dτ and εptq “

ż t

0

Upt´ τqσpτq dτ (2.15)

This can be read as follows: the response (stress or strain) at a current time t to a stimulus
(strain or stress) history is a linear superposition of the all the stimuli applied at all previous
times τ , multiplied by the weighting function (Qptq or Uptq). The latter represent the
material response functions and are termed (characteristic) material functions. Sometimes
they are called memory functions.
The equations (2.13) can be viewed as the viscoelastic forms of Hooke's law in the transform
plane. They give rise of the reciprocal relation between respondances:

Q̄psq Ūpsq “ 1 (2.16)

which in the time domain takes the following form
ż t

0

Qpt´ ξqUpξqdξ “

ż t

0

QpξqUpt´ ξqdξ “ δptq (2.17)

2.1.3. Excitation/response in transform plane

Here, we de�ne, for convenience, some conceptual terms (such as relaxation modulus, creep
compliance) we will use to analysis our experimental results. Additionally, we describe the
form and properties of the excitations used in our stretching experiments.
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The behaviour of a viscoelastic material will depend of the kind of the time dependence of
the excitation chosen to elicit the response. In an idealized situation the knowledge of the
response to an excitation with some form of time dependence over the whole time domain
will completely determine the materials behaviour. Hence, at least theoretically, any linear
response of the material can be converted into any other. Practically, the choice of the
excitation form for the purpose of determining material properties is based on the criterion
of the experimental or theoretical simplicity. But, there are some practical criteria, e.g.
the time domain coverage possible: the step excitation allows linear viscoelastic behaviour
to be determined over about 1.5-4.5 log-decades of time. For larger time spans one can
choose a combination of the step and harmonic excitation. The so-called non-standard ex-
citations like slope, tooth or similar are often convenient to use in the in situ experiments
or to cover a large range of time or frequency domains.

Impulse response: relaxance Qptq and retardance Uptq Impulse response is de�ned
through the Dirac delta-function and has only analytical importance. Consider the excita-

σ(t), ǫ(t)

t0

σ0, ǫ0

Figure 2.2.: Impulse excitation

Shows impulse excitation for stress (of strength σ0) or strain (of strength

ε0). The arrow denotes (symbolically) the impulse.

tion be an impulse strain of strength ε0 applied at t “ 0 (see �g. 2.2). The strain excitation
can be written as

εptq “ ε0 δptq

Laplace transform of this function yields constant

ε̄psq “ ε0

and using the equation of the viscoelastic Hooke's law (2.13) we obtain the operational
relaxance

Q̄psq “ σ̄psq{ε0.
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Similar manipulations follow us to the operational retardance

Ūpsq “ ε̄psq{σ0.

The meaning of this functions is:

relaxance, Qptq: is the response to the unit impulse of strain,

retardance, Uptq: is the response to the unit impulse of stress.

Because any excitation can be represented as superposition of Dirac δ functions

σptq “

ż 8

0

δpt´ ξqσpξqdξ or εptq “

ż 8

0

δpt´ ξqεpξqdξ

it can be shown that Boltzmann superposition principle can be written in terms of impulse
respondances as

εptq “

ż t

0

Upt´ ξqσpξqdξ or σptq “

ż t

0

Qpt´ ξqεpξqdξ

Step response: relaxation modulus Gptq and creep compliance Jptq This is the
most widely used form of excitation and can be mathematically described though the unit
step (Heaviside) function (see �g. 2.3):

hptq “

#

0 : t ď 0

1 : t ą 0
(2.18)

with properties

d

dt
hptq “ δptq and hptq „ s´1 (2.19)

where the symbol „ denotes the relation of a function to its Laplace image.
So, e.g., the strain step function of strength ε0 can be written as

εptq “ ε0hptq. (2.20)

Although this is a mathematical abstraction and is not realizable experimentally, one can
approximate it very closely with suitable experimental setup.
With respect to a step stimulus one de�nes following terms:

relaxation modulus, Gptq: is a material response to a unit step of strain excitation, i.e.
it is a gradual decrease of stress when the material is held at constant strain.
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t0

σ(t), ǫ(t)

σ0, ǫ0

Figure 2.3.: Step excitation

Shows step excitation for stress (of strength σ0) or strain (of strength ε0).

creep compliance, Jptq: is a material response to a unit step of stress excitation, i.e. it
is a slow, progressive deformation of a material under constant stress.

Substitution of the Laplace transform of (2.20) (i.e. εptq „ ε0{s) into the viscoelastic
Hooke's law and the inverse transformation into the time domain will give

σ̄psq “ ε0
Q̄psq

s
ùñ σptq “ ε0L̂T

´1
„

Q̄psq

s



. (2.21)

Since the inverse transform of the Q̄psq{s has the dimension of a modulus the transform
of the stress response to the unit strain step excitation

Ḡpsq “
Q̄psq

s
(2.22)

it is called transformed modulus and its re-transform Gptq is termed as relaxation modulus,
i.e.

Gptq “
σptq

ε0
“ L̂T

´1
„

Q̄psq

s



“

ż t

0

Qpξqdξ. (2.23)

Here, σptq is the material response to the step of strain stimulus (e.g. as it measured in
experiment), Qptq is the relaxance (i.e. response to the unit impulse of strain).
Similarly, we can introduce the creep compliance Jptq as the material response to the unit
step of stress excitation, which transform is

J̄psq “
Ūpsq

s
(2.24)

and in analogy with (2.23)

Jptq “
εptq

σ0

“ L̂T
´1

„

Ūpsq

s



“

ż t

0

Upξqdξ (2.25)
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here εptq is the material response to the step of stress stimulus (e.g. as it measured in
experiment), Uptq is the retardance (i.e. response to the unit impulse of stress).

The relation to the relaxance and retardance follow from the re-transformation of Q̄psq “
sḠpsq and Ūpsq “ sJ̄psq ( cf. (2.22, 2.24) )

Qptq “
dGptq

dt
`Gp0qδptq

Uptq “
dJptq

dt
` Jp0qδptq.

Here the delta function is due to initial conditions andGp0q, Jp0q are values of theGptq, Jptq
at t “ 0. In the tradition of the polymer rheology these values are termed as glassy modulus

and glassy compliance and denoted Gg, Jg, respectively.
For an arbitrary excitation form the viscoelastic Hooke's law takes in terms of the step
response function the following form

σ̄psq “ sḠpsqε̄psq and ε̄psq “ sŪpsqσ̄psq, (2.26)

which in the time domain can be written as

σptq “

#

Ggεptq `
şt

0
εpt´ ξq dGpξq

şt

0
Gpt´ ξq d εpξq

(2.27)

for the response to a strain excitation εptq and

εptq “

#

Jgεptq `
şt

0
σpt´ ξq d Jpξq

şt

0
Jpt´ ξq d σpξq

(2.28)

for the response to a stress excitation σptq.

Slope response: generalized viscosity ηptq This excitation can be called constant
rate of strain (stress) excitation, because it consists in the imposition of a strain or a stress
at a constant rate (see �g.2.4). This can be described in terms of unit slope function:

pptq “ t hptq (2.29)

where hptq is the unit step function (2.19). The use of the hptq here is due to the initial
conditions. Let us denote a value of a constant rate of stress by 9σ0 and a value of a constant
rate of strain by 9σ0. A constant rate of strain excitation imposed at t “ 0 can be written
as

εptq “ 9ε0pptq “ 9ε0t, pt ě 0q (2.30)
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α = tan−1 σ̇0 , tan−1 ǫ̇0

t0

σ(t), ǫ(t)

Figure 2.4.: Slope excitation

Shows slope excitation for stress (with rate 9σ0) or strain (with rate 9ε0).

Following the same scheme as in the paragraphs above, one can introduce the generalized
viscosity as material response to the stress excitation with unit rate. In the time domain

ηptq “
σptq

9ε0
“

ż t

0

Gpξqdξ “

ż t

0

ż t1

0

Qpξqdξdt1 (2.31)

where σptq is a response to the strain excitation with constant rate 9ε0 (as it can be mea-
sured), Gptq is relaxation modulus and Qptq is the relaxance.
In the transform plane one get

η̄psq ” L̂T rηptqs “
Q̄psq

s2
“
Ḡpsq

s
(2.32)

Analogously, one can introduce the response to the unit constant stress rate excitation
χptq, with similar relations as above.
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2.1.4. Stimuli catalogue

For convenience, we will give a short description of strain excitations which are of relevance
for our experiments and theoretical considerations.

Table 2.1.: Stimuli catalogue

A short description of used strain excitations.

step excitation: The strain is suddenly raised to some height h (ε0), where it is held
constant.

t0

ǫ(t)

ǫ0

h

slope excitation: Stretching with a constant rate of strain (velocity) 9ε0.

t0

ǫ(t)

α = tan−1 ǫ̇0

ǫ(
t)
=
ǫ̇ 0
t

ǫ̇0 = const

ramp excitation: Applying the slope excitation up to some point tturn. After this
the strain is held constant.

t0

ǫ(t)

ǫ(
t)
=
ǫ̇ 0
t

ǫ(t) = const

ǫ̇0 = const turning-point

tturn
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tooth excitation: Consists of two slopes: an increasing one (with positive velocity)
and decreasing slope (with negative velocity).

t0

ǫ(t)

ǫ(
t)
=
ǫ̇ 0
t

ǫ(t)
=
ǫ
m −

ǫ̇
0 t

ǫ̇0 = const

turning-point

tturn 2tturn

ǫm

cyclic tooth excitation: Sequential application of a tooth excitation.

t0

ǫ(t)

ǫ(
t)
=
ǫ̇ 0
t

ǫ̇0 = const

2.1.5. Model representation of linear viscoelastic behaviour

Viscoelastic materials can be modeled in order to determine their stress or strain response to
an arbitrary stimulus. In the direct analogy with the electric circuit theory the underlying
physical system is replaced by idealized counterparts of its actual constitutive elements.
The interconnection of these elements is shown in graphical form to facilitate the analysis of
the system. The most familiar examples of such elements are spring, where energy is stored
potentially, and the dashpot (or dumper), in which energy is dissipated as heat. (See �g.
2.5(c,d)). The spring is assumed to be a Hookean spring and dashpot a Newtonian dashpot.
The response of the spring is de�ned to be purely elastic (i.e. no energy is dissipated in
it and its mass is zero), similary the response of dashpot is purely viscous (i.e. it is rigid
and its mass is again negligible). The stress and strain are also represented as by a two-
terminal elements as shown in �g.2.5(a,b). The two-terminal nature of stress (force) is in
accord with Newtonian's law of action and reaction. One has to take into account not only
the point of application of the force (stress), but also the point of reaction. To represent
the relation between stress and strain in a linear system one shell formulate them in the
transform plane. For example, denoting the stress transform by σ̄ and stress transform by
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σ̄(s)
ǭ(s)

G η s

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.5.: Usual symbols for viscoelastic model diagrams

(a) stress, (b) strain or strain rate, (c) spring, (d) dashpot

G η sσ̄(s) σ̄(s)

ǭ(s) ǭ(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6.: Systems with purely (a) elastic and (b) viscouse response
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ε̄ we can describe the potential energy storage by

σ̄psq “ Gε̄psq

and energy dissipation by
σ̄psq “ ηsε̄psq “ η 9̄εpsq.

The graphical representation of this expressions are shown in �g. 2.6.
The connection between a constitutive equation and its diagram representation is based on
the generalized d'Alambert's principle and combination rules. The d'Alambert's principle
can be formulated as follows: at any node in the diagram the impressed instantaneous stress
equals the product of the instantaneous node displacement (strain) and node relaxance.
The de�nition of the node relaxance is govern by the combination rules: relaxances add
in parallel, retardances add in series. The combination rules follow from the additivity
of forces in a parallel combination of passive elements and from the additivity of the
displacements in series combinations.

Elementary respondances In the example above (�g. 2.6) we can identify the relax-
ance, Q̄psq for purely elastic system is G (modulus) and ηs for purely viscous. G and η
are the parameters of the model. Similarly, one can use J and φ. The table 2.2 shows the
connection between the model parameters and respondances.

Table 2.2.: Elementary respondances

Model parameter Operational respondance Harmonic respondance

G G G

J J J

η η s iωη

φ φ{s φ{piωq

Model units

There are two possibilities to combine a spring and a dashpot into a one system unit:
parallel and serial combination. The parallel combination is commonly referred to as a
Voigt model unit and the serial is referred to as a Maxwell model unit. This combinations
does not represent viscoelastic behaviour adequately, but are an important building blocks
in other, more complex models.
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Voigt unit The �g. 2.7 shows the mechanical representation of the Voigt model unit,
which is a parallel combination of the a sprint and a dashpot.
Following the combination rules we obtain the the relaxance of the system in the following

G η sσ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

Figure 2.7.: The Voigt model unit

form:

Q̄psq “ G ` ηs (2.33)

and hence

σ̄psq “ pG` ηsq ε̄psq. (2.34)

This leads to the di�erential equation:

σptq “ Gεptq ` η 9εptq. (2.35)

The retardance takes following form:

ŪV psq “
J

1` τV s
(2.36)

where τV is the retardation time and is de�ned through

τV “ J{φ “ η{G (2.37)

with φ “ 1{η.

Maxwell unit This is the second most simple model. It is a serial combination of a spring
and dashpot (see �g.2.8) Following combination rules one get a retardance in the form:

Ūpsq “ J ` φ{s (2.38)
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G

η s

σ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

Figure 2.8.: The Maxwell model unit

where J “ 1{G and φ “ 1{η. Then for arbitrary stress excitation σptq:

ε̄psq “ pJ ` φ{sq σ̄psq (2.39)

which leads to the di�erential equation

εpsq “ J σptq ` φ 9σptq “
1

η
σptq `

1

G
9σptq (2.40)

Writing the relaxation time as
τM “ η{G (2.41)

the relaxance of the Maxwell unit become

Q̄Mpsq “ G
τMs

1` τMs
. (2.42)

Series-parallel models of viscoelastic body

The Voigt and Maxwell units alone cannot represent viscoelastic behaviour adequately.
Because the Maxwell unit does not represent strain retardation and Voigt unit can not
represent the stress relaxation. This is the reason that this constructions are called units
rather than models [168]. To overcome this drawback the combination of them is used
to model of a viscoelastic behaviour. The minimal of such models mast have at least
3-elements to describe the solid-like behaviour and 4-elements to describe the liquid-like
behaviour.

The models of the Standard Linear Solid The 3-parameter models are constructed
by adding a spring to a Voigt unit in series or to a Maxwell unit in parallel. The diagrams
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of them are shown in �gure 2.9, and �gure 2.10 shows how they respond to a step of stress
and strain.

Both models from the diagrams shown in 2.9 can be represented with an di�erential equa-
tion of the form

or more exactly as a tree parameters equation 2.6, which we reproduce here, for conve-
nience:

σptq ` a
dσ

dt
“ b εptq ` c

dε

dt
(2.43)

where parameters a,b,c are de�ned in terms of G,Ge,η for Maxwell model and in term of
Jg,J,φ for the Voigt model.

The retardance of the Voigt model is:

Ū3V psq “ Jg `
J

1` τs
(2.44)

where Jg, J, φ are operational retardances, τv “ J{φ is retardation time. This give us the
response to a step of strain:

εptq{σ0 “ Jg ` J
´

1´ e´
t
τ

¯

(2.45)

The model describes the response to a constant stress with a sudden strain of magnitude
ε0 “ Jgσ0 followed by a delayed strain which reaches an equilibrium strain εe “ ε0`ε “ Jeσ0

at in�nity, see �gure 2.10. Using the relation UpsqQpsq “ 1 one get the relaxance of the
Voigt model:

Q̄3V psq “
1` τs

Je ` Jgτs
(2.46)

and the response to a unit step of strain is:

σptq “ σe ` σe
´ t
τ 1 (2.47)

where τ 1 “ Jgτ{Je, σe “ ε0{Jg and σ “ 1{Je´ 1{Jg. The models responds to a unit step of
strain with an initial stress σ0 ” σp0q “ ε0{Jg and relaxes to an equilibrium value σe.

The relaxance of the Maxwell model is:

Q̄3Mpsq “ Ge `G
J

1` τs
(2.48)

where Ge, G, τ are parameters of the model, with τ de�ned as η{G.

For a step of strain of height ε0 we �nd:

σptq “ ε0

´

Ge `Ge
´ t
τ

¯

“ σe ` σe
´ t
τ (2.49)
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The model possesses an instantaneous modulus Gg “ Ge`G and shows the same behaviour
as Voigt model above.
The retardance of the model is:

Ū3Mpsq “
1` τs

Ge `Ggτs
(2.50)

and its response to a step of stress of height σ0 takes the form:

εptq “ σ0

ˆ

1

Gg

`
Gg ´Ge

GgGe

p1´ e´
t
τ q

˙

“ ε0 ` εp1´ e
´ t
τ q (2.51)

Therefore, the model responds to a step of stress with an initial strain ε0 “ σ0{Gg and
then increases stress up to equilibrium value εe “ σ0{G.
The both models are conjugate in the sense that Voigt and Maxwell responds identically
to the same excitation with a proper choice of values for model parameters. The Voigt
model is more suitable to study the response to a excitation in stress and Maxwell model
to an excitation in strain.

J

Jg

φ/s

σ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

Ge

G

η s

σ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 2.9.: Models of the Standard Linear Solid

The �gure shows diagram representations of the Standard Linear Solid: Voidg (a) and

Maxwell (b) model. These models are conjugate to each other because by the proper

choice of their parameters they will show the same respond to the same exitation.
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time t0

st
ra
in

ǫ(
t)

ǫ0

ǫe

time t0

st
re
ss

σ
(t
)

σe

σ0

(a) (b)

Figure 2.10.: Responses of Standard 3-elements model to steps exitations

(a) shows respnse to a step to stress and (b) to a step of strain
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Figure 2.11.: Bead-and-spring model of a linear polymer

Rouse model

The Rouse model of linear polymers in �uids and its adaptation to polymer solids are most
frequently used models in polymer physics [35]. Materials composed of �exible long-chain
polymers usually show a large spectrum of respondance times. The long respondance times
are due to cooperative motions required for long-chain moleculues to accomodate after an
imposed stress or strain.
The Rouse theory [152] describes the macroscopic viscoelastic behaviour of a dilute solu-
tion of coiled polymer molecules immersed into a Newtonian �uid. The model assumes
that the molecules are subjected to a random thermal force and a drag force. The ansatz
is the same as in the Langevine description of a dynamical system coupled with a thermal
bath, e.g. Brownian motion. Ferry and coworkers [36] adapt the Rouse theory to concen-
trated polymer solutions and polymer solids, composed of linear polymers without static
crosslinking or with a low degree of crosslinking.
In the viscoelastic description a polymer molecule is viewed as a linear assembly of massless
beads connected by Hookean springs. During deformation or recovery from a deformation
the storage of energy is provided by this springs while, energy is dissipating due to the
frictional forces caused by the interaction of the moving beads with their environment,
see �gure 2.11. The diagram representation is shown in �gure 2.12. Such arrangements
of viscoelastic elements are called ladder models [168]. If all springs and all dashpots
are identical the diagramm represents a regular ladder model. For regular ladder models
the computation of respondances is much easier. For example, in the Laplace plane the
relaxance of the Rouse model takes the form:

Q̄psq “ G
N
ÿ

n“1

τn s

1` τn s
, τn “ τ1{n

2 (2.52)

where N is the number of molecular units in the chain, τ1 is the �rst relaxation time,
which is a function of the model parameters: viscosity τ and elastic modulus G. Figure
2.13 shows the generalized modulus (response to the unit step) and generalized viscosity
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(response to the unit slope) computed on the basis of the equation (2.52). With increasing
of the number of molecular units N the behaviour convergs very fast to the assimptotic
case N “ 8. E.g. the relaxation curves are nearly coinside for N 50, 100 and 1000.
In the Rouse molecular theory τ1 is expressed as function of steady-�ow viscosities of the
solution and solvent, temperature and the molecular number density. Also, parameters
of the model have a clear physical meaning and are expressible through the measurable
values.

ǭ1(s)
G1

η1 s

ǭ
2
(s)

G2
η
2
s

ǭ3(s)
G

3
η3 s

ǭ
N−1

(s)
G

N−1
η
N−1

s

σ̄(s)

G0

ǭ0(s)

ǭ
N
(s)

η
N
(s)

Figure 2.12.: An example of a standard ladder model [168]
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Figure 2.13.: Responses of the Rouse model to standard excitations
On the upper pane the relaxation modulus (response to the unit step) is shown and the
lower pane shows the response to the unit slope excitation. The response is depicted for
several values of relaxation units corresponding to the terms in eq. (2.52).
None the rapid convergence of the curves with respect to increasing of the number of the
molecular units (viscoelastic elements) N. Especsially, the relaxation curves (upper pane)
are nearly coinside for the N ě 50.
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2.2. Fractional Models

The linear viscoelastic models, outlined in ch. 2.1, describe a material behaviour in terms
of arrangements of lossless elastic springs and lossy viscous dampers, i.e. dashpots. Such
models provide a useful description of relaxation and creep for some viscoelastic materials
with simple internal structures. However, for many complex materials, such as biological
composites, they are not su�ciently accurate. Therefore, an extension of the viscoelastic
theory in terms of the calculus of the derivative of fractional order [87] has been developed
and successfully applied (see e.g. [105]). In this extension a new viscoelastic element relating
stress and a �fractional order derivative� of strain is introduced. The models based on
this extension allow [28]

� to describe viscoelastic processes over long time intervals by means of a simple relation
with only few adjustable parameters.

� to model the experimentally measured non-Debye relaxation phenomena [109,116]

� a phenomenological quantative description of the memory e�ects and e�ects of stochas-
tic molecular motion on both a micro- and a mesoscopic level in viscoelastic pro-
cesses [109].

In the following we will give a short outline of such models together with numerical methods
we did use for �tting the experimental data.

2.2.1. Motivation

We start with a heuristic motivation for the fractional viscoelasticity. Then, after some
short historical remarks, the formulation of the basic operators of the fractional calculus
and a fractional extension of the standard solid model are provided.

In the following we show an intuitive introduction of a new viscoelastic element which
allows to describe non-Debye relaxations and which is neither purely viscous nor elastic in
its response but incorporates the property of dashpot and string as its limiting cases. For
this purpose we will go through the �solution route�, schematically depicted if the �gure
2.1. The following relations between the time and Laplace domain will be used:

δptq
.
“ 1 “ s0 hptq

.
“ 1{s

dn

dtn
fptq

.
“ snf̄psq ´

řn´1
k“0 f

pkqp0q sn´k´1
`ş

dt
˘n
fptq

.
“ 1{snf̄psq

(2.53)

convolution Theorem:
ż t

0

gpt´ ξq fpξqdξ
.
“ ḡpsq ¨ f̄psq
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where .“ relates an expression in the time domain to its Laplace image, hptq is the Heaviside
step function (2.18), δptq denotes the Dirac delta function. fptq, gptq denote some functions
of time, f pkqp0q denotes the kth derivative of fptq at t “ 0 and f̄psq is the Laplace transform
of fptq.

The two building blocks (elements) of linear viscoelastic models are the elastic spring
and the viscous dashpot. The former is responsible for energy storage and the latter for
energy dissipation. As was discussed in the previous section, both elements exhibit an
instantaneous response to a perturbation. Usually, this is expressed as:

Geεptq “ σptq,

η
dεptq

dt
“ σptq (2.54)

where σptq and εptq are time-dependent stress and strain functions, respectively. Ge is
Young's modulus and η the coe�cient of viscosity (see table 2.2).

A graphical representation of this elements is given in �g. 2.5. It sketches the relations
(2.54) in the Laplace (operational) domain, namely:

Ge ε̄psq “ σ̄psq,

s η ε̄psq “ σ̄psq (2.55)

where s is the variable in the operational plane, σ̄psq and ε̄psq are Laplace images of the
stress and the strain functions, respectively. To build a model which describes a material
behaviour with more complex structure one usually arranges this elements in series-parallel
connections. But such models inherit the drawback, common to these elements. They
are inaccurate describing non-Debye relaxation phenomena and they cannot adequately
describe a viscoelastic phenomenon with memory e�ects. To avoid this drawback in the
frame of the classical viscoelastic theory one needs to use models with an in�nite number
of elemental units, e.g. Maxwell units. So, the large spectrum of relaxation times re�ects a
very large number of the damping mechanisms incorporated into the model. Such models
usually require a large number of parameters for their speci�cation.

Our motivation is to �nd an element which allows to include the whole spectrum of damping
mechanisms from above into a model with a single internal variable.
Within linear response theory the behaviour of a system with memory e�ects is governed
by a generalized susceptibility or memory function καpt1,t2q, e.g.:

ż t

0

καpt,ξqεpξqdξ “ σptq (2.56)
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The response is now governed by the integral equation of the Volterra type with memory
function καpt,ξq as kernel. This kernel καpt,ξq connects the response of the new element
with its history and for time-shift invariant linear system it is of the convolution type,
i.e. καpt,ξq “ καpt ´ ξq, i.e. it is a function of only one variable. The subscript α
symbolically represents a possible parameters specifying the kernel. The energy now will
neither be completely stored nor completely dissipated in one element. For the kernel of
the convolution type the relation (2.56) takes a simple form in the Laplace domain:

κ̄αpsqε̄psq “ σ̄psq (2.57)

To incorporate the behaviour of the spring and dashpot elements into this terminology we
can write:

Ge

ż t

0

δpt´ ξqεpξqdξ “ σptq

η

ż t

0

δp1qpt´ ξqεpξqdξ “ σptq (2.58)

where δptq, δp1qptq are the Dirac delta function and its �rst derivative, respectively. The
former plays the role of καptq in the case of purely elastic response (spring) and the latter
in the case of purely viscous response (dashpot). Of course, the Laplace image of this
relations remains unchanged, see equation (2.55).

A comparison of the stress-strain relations (2.55) shows that the simplest response function
of our element would take in the Laplace domain the following form:

sαε̄psq „ σ̄psq, i.e. κ̄αpsq ” sα (2.59)

Up to the multiplicity constants Ge, η, this relation reduces to the Hooke's law if α “ 0

and to the dashpot behaviour if α “ 1. Generally, for any integer α the relation sαε̄psq

takes the form of the usual derivative in the time domain (here we assume zero initial
conditions):

sαε̄psq
.
“

dα

dtα
εptq, α P N (2.60)

where, as before, we use the symbol .“ to represent the relation between a function in the
time domain and its Laplace image.

For a negative power function καpsq “ 1{sα (with real α ą 0) as kernel, we can use the
Laplace transform pair:

tα´1

Γpαq
.
“

1

sα
(2.61)
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where Γptq is the Euler gamma function.
Due to the convolution theorem and (2.61), the relation (2.59) will take for the kernel
καpsq “ 1{sα following form in the time domain:

1

Γpαq

ż t

0

pt´ ξqα´1 εpξq “ σptq (2.62)

For the integer α (i.e. α “ n ą 0, n P N) the left hand expression has the meaning of an
n-fold (repeated) integration (see e.g. [26]):

n´times

ż t

a

dt1

ż t1

a

dt2 . . .

ż tn´1

a

dtn εptnq
.
“

1

sn
.
“

1

pn´ 1q!

ż t

0

pt´ ξqn´1 εpξqdξ (2.63)

where the relation between the expressions on the left hand side and on the right hand
side is the famous Cauchy formula reducing the n-fold integration to a single integration
of the convolution type. In the right hand expression we did use the relation Γpn` 1q “ n!

for integer n.

At this stage we can write down the relation (2.59) in the time domain for the new vis-
coelastic element for two classes of the Laplace image of the elements kernel κ̄αpsq: (i)
κ̄αpsq “ 1{sα for all real α ą 0 (see equation (2.62)) and (ii) κ̄αpsq “ sα only for integer
α P N (see equation (2.60)).
In order to know the form of the relation (2.59) in the time domain (for any real α) it
remains to cover the set of strictly non integer positive α R N, α ą 0. For this purpose we
rewrite the equation (2.59) for non-integer α, say n´ 1 ă α ă n pn P Nq, as

sn
1

sν
ε̄psq “ σ̄psq, ν “ n´ α, 0 ă ν ă 1 (2.64)

Now we can interpret the term sn as di�erentiation in the time domain and use the Laplace
transform pair for the power function (2.61) for the 1{sν term. The result is:

1

Γpn´ αq

dn

dtn

ż t

0

pt´ ξqn´α´1 εpξq “ σptq, α ą 0 (2.65)

This is the stress-strain relation for our new element.
For the range 0 ă α ă 1, which is solely of importance for the viscoelastic models, this
element obeys the simpler relation:

1

Γp1´ αq

d

dt

ż t

0

pt´ ξq´α εpξq “ σptq (2.66)
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For α “ 0 equation (2.66) exhibits the Hooke's law and for α “ 1 its behaviour is equivalent
to that of the dashpot.
It can be shown by direct computation that in the intermediate range 0 ă α ă 1 the new
element exhibits a power relaxation (as response to a step strain excitation):

σptq “
t´α

Γp1´ αq
(2.67)

reported for many complex materials [105], e.g. long-chain polymers. Bagley shows [6]
that for the α “ 1{2 the new element describes the behaviour of the Rouse model (see
page 38) with a very large number of molecular units, this is demonstrated in �gure 2.14.

Figure 2.14.: The fractional 'dashpot' as limiting case of the Rouse model

A relaxation modulus (response to the unit step) of the Rouse model for several values

of the molecular units number N (thin coloured lines) and of the fractional viscoelastic

element for the α “ 1{2 (thick red line) is shown. With increasing of N the response of

the Rouse model approaches the behaviour of the fractional element and forN „ 100 and

larger the relaxation curves almost coincide. This example shows how a single fractional

element describes the whole spectrum of damping mechanisms otherwise modelled by a

large number of the 'classical' viscoelastic elements.

The comparison of the equations (2.60, 2.63) for the integer values of the parameter α
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in the Laplace images of the forms sα and 1{sα, respectively, with the equations (2.65,
2.62) for the non integer α shows the similarity between the n-fold di�erentiation and
integration to their non integer counterparts (2.65, 2.62). Actually, the right hand parts
of the equations (2.65, 2.62) represent the so-called fractional derivative and integration
of Riemann-Liouville type. The notion of the operation of a fractional derivative exists
since Leibniz (for about 300 years already). Today there is a fully established theory of
the calculus of the di�erential operators of fractional order (or simply �fractional calcu-
lus�) [108]. Fractional calculus represents a generalization of the ordinary di�erentiation
and integration to non-integer (real and complex) order. In the last few decades it was
used to establish new models in many �elds of physics, e.g. viscoelastisity, heat conduction,
anomalous di�usion, chaos, percolation and fractals (see e.g. [7, 86, 105,109]).

In the viscoelastic theory the fractional approach goes back to the early observations of Nut-
ting [123]. He found that some material shows a stress relaxation which can be described
by fractional inverse power functions of time rather than by the usual decay exponents.
Later, Gemant [44] proposed to use the time di�erentiation of fractional order to model
the behaviour of materials shows the relaxation in form of power functions or responses
which can be described as fractional powers of frequency.

In the literature the fractional viscoelastic element discussed above is frequently represented
as a triangle. Sometimes, the usual dashpot graphical element is used. The element is
labelled by ηsα or pτα, sαq, representing its behaviour in the Laplace plane. η represents
the viscosity and τ the characteristic time of relaxation. Figure 2.15 shows an example.

σ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

ηsα ηsασ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

(a) (b)

Figure 2.15.: Viscoelastic element of fractional order α
The �gure shows a graphical representations of the fractional element: (a) by the triangle
with label ηsα, (b) the dashpot of usual form but with label ηsα instead of ηs connected
with elements of stress and strain. The element of fractional order are representation of the
response with Laplace transform image of the form sα. The symbol η denotes the elements
respondance.
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2.2.2. De�nitions and notation

In spite of the fact that the operations of integration and di�erentiation of fractional order
have not well established geometrical interpretation, the notion of fractional operations
arrose naturally in the study of the dynamics of systems with self-similar composition of
random processes. The exaples are di�usion and polymer dynamics [6, 52,109,112,119].
Below we provide a minimal set of the de�nitions and noitions of the fractional calculus
required for the formulation the basic models of fractional viscoelastisity. We will restrict
ouwself to the fractional operations of real order. The rigorous treatise of this subject can
be found in [87,110]. For applications to viscoelasticity see e.g. [105].

Fractional integration

The Riemann-Liouville integration of the order α ą 0 is de�ned as a generalisation of the
Cauchy n-fold integration:

aI
α
t fptq ” aI

α
t rf sptq “

1

Γpαq

ż t

a

pt´ ξqα´1fpξqdξ, α P R α ą 0 (2.68)

Here aIt denotes the operator of integration from a to t, e.g. the subscripts in I denote the
boundary of integration in the given order. fptq denotes some function of the real variable
t. Compare this de�nition with equations (2.62, 2.63) from the heuristic motivation given
in previous paragraph.
For α “ 0 the operation aI

α
t is the identity operation, i.e. aI

0
t fptq “ fptq. For integer α

(2.68) is becomes the usual n-fold integration.
For su�ciently good functions, e.g. functions which are almost everywhere continuous, the
fractional integration is commutative and satis�es the additive semi-group property:

aI
α
t aI

β
t rf s “a I

α`β
t rf s (2.69)

Fractional di�erentiation

Like in the usual calculus the operator of fractional integration will not commute with the
di�erentiation operator D “ d{dt. Hence, the operator of di�erentiation can be de�ned
either as left or right inverse of the Riemann-Liouville integration operator.
The Riemann-Liouville derivative of order α ą 0 is de�ned as

aD
α
t fptq “ aD

α
t rf s “

dn

dtn
aI

n´α
t fpxq (2.70)

where the integer value n is such that n ´ 1 ă α ă n. For integers α “ n (n P N) the
Riemann-Liouville derivative is reduced to the usual derivative, i.e. aD

n
t ” dn{dtn and for
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α “ 0 it is de�ned to be the identity operation. This operation has the property of being
the left inverse of the Riemann-Liouville integration aD

α
t aI

α
t fptq “ fptq. This de�nition

coincides with the right hand expression in the equation (2.65) for a “ 0.

For 0 ă α ă 1 the Riemann-Liouville derivative take the form:

aD
α
t fptq “

1

Γp1´ αq

d

dt

ż t

a

fpξqdξ

pt´ ξqα
(2.71)

This is the same expression as the 'derived' relation (2.66) between stress and strain for
the fractional viscoelastic element, introduced in the previous discussion.

Another form frequently used in the literature is the fractional derivative introduced by
Caputo.

Caputo derivative of the order β ą 0 is de�ned as:

C
aD

β
t rys ” aD

β
t

«

yptq ´
n´1
ÿ

k“0

ypkqpaq

k!
pt´ aqk

ff

, β ą 0 (2.72)

where n is the integer value such that n´1 ă α ď n and aD
β
t is the derivative of Riemann-

Liouville type, de�ned in (2.70). yptq is a function of the real variable t and ypkqpaq denotes
the kth derivative of the function fptq taken at the point t “ a.
This operation C

aD
α
t is a left inverse of the Riemann-Liouville integration.

For the special case 0 ă β ă 1 the Caputo derivative can be represented as:

C
aD

β
t rypxqsptq “

1

Γp1´ βq

ż t

a

y1pξqdξ

pt´ ξqβ
” aI

1´β
t

„

d

dξ
ypξq



ptq (2.73)

where y1pξq denotes the �rst order derivative of the function ypξq.

Mittag-Le�er function

The Mittag-Le�er function plays a fundamental role in the fractional viscoelastic theory
because the response of the basic models can be expressed in terms of this function. It
is an entire function of a complex variable and can be de�ned through its power series
expansion:

Eα,βpzq “
8
ÿ

n“0

zn

Γpαn` βq
(2.74)
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Re

Im
s

z
1
α

C

A representation, more suitable for numerical evaluations, is the
contour integral in the complex plane s P C:

Eα,βpzq “
1

2πi

ż

C

es
sα´β

sα ` z
ds (2.75)

where the integration path C starts at ´8 passes around the
circle }s} “ z1{α in the positive sense and �nishes at 8 (see
example in sketch on the left).

Additionally, we will use the following Laplace transform:

tβ´1Eα,βpλt
α
q
.
“

sα´β

sα ´ λ
λ P R, α ą 0, β P R (2.76)

2.2.3. Models

In the last few decades the fractional calculus was successfully applied to describe re-
laxation and transport phenomena in complex materials. In the context of linear vis-
coelastic behaviour of polymers and composite materials the progress was reported in the
application of the generalized viscoelastic models based on the fractional relaxation rela-
tions [6, 28, 42, 48, 48, 105, 108, 118, 119, 122]. Such models provide a relationship between
stress and strain of viscoelastic media in terms of a simple constitutive equation which,
in contrast to 'classical' viscoelastic theory yields non-Debye relaxations observed in many
experiments [109, 116]. Like in the 'classical' viscoelastic theory the fractional descrip-
tion based on the equation which can be applied to various types of experimental setups,
i.e. the same relations describe the response to a step, slope, sinusoidal or non-standard
excitations.

Relaxation equation The 'classical' viscoelastic description is closely related to the 'clas-
sical' relaxation equation whose homogeneous version can be written either in the di�er-
ential form

#

Dφptq ” d
dt
φptq “ ´ 1

τ
φptq

φp0q “ φ0 Ð initial condition
(2.77)

or in the integral form

φptq ´ φ0 “ ´
1

τ
Iφptq ” ´

1

τ

ż t

0

φpξqdξ (2.78)

with the exponent expp´t{τq as its Green function. For the purpose of a convenient
comparison, the shorthand notation of the operators for usual integration I ” 0I

1
t and
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di�erentiation D ” d{dt is additionally used.
Similar to the 'classical' theory the fractional viscoelastic models relate (implicitly or ex-
plicitly) to the fractional extension/generalization of the usual relaxation equation [51,122].
In the integral form the latter can be directly derived from (2.78), replacing the operator
of integration I by a fractional Riemann-Liouville integration operator

φptq ´ φ0 “ ´
1

τ q
Iqφptq, 0 ă q ă 1 (2.79)

The equation (2.79) is regarded as the standard version of the fractional relaxation

equation [51]. The di�erential form is readily obtained from the above equation by ap-
plying the operation of fractional di�erentiation:

CDq φptq “ ´
1

τ q
φptq (2.80)

Dq
rφptq ´ φ0s ” Dq φptq ´ φ0

t´q

Γp1´ qq
“ ´

1

τ q
φptq (2.81)

The second line is obtained from the �rst one by rewriting the Caputo type derivative
CDq “ C

0 D
q
t in terms of the Riemann-Liouville derivation using its de�nition and expan-

sion of the domain brackets of the Dq.
The solution of this equation (or its inhomogeneous version) appears in all fractional vis-
coelastic models, It is remarkable that the fractional relaxation equation is closely con-
nected to anomalous continuous random walks [109] (e.g. random walks of the trapping
type). This leads to the identi�cation of the parameter q in (2.79) with the Lévy index
of the waiting time distribution function of the hopping process (see e.g. [49�51]). The
models of the trapped random walks are frequently used to describe glassy or dynamically
constrained/frustrated systems. Hence the fractional relaxation equation together with
fractional models of viscoelastity the based on it are related to the stochastic behaviour on
a more microscopic (often molecular) level.

The solution can be found using e.g. the power series method or the method of Laplace/Melin
transforms [67,86,137]. In the Laplace plane the integral equation (2.79) takes the form:

p1`
1

psτqq
qφ̄psq “ φ0{s (2.82)

where we rearranged the terms. Then the Laplace image of the solution is obtained by
division of the right hand expression by the pre-factor of the φ̄psq of the left hand expression:

φ̄psq “ φ0
sq´1

sq ` 1{τ q
(2.83)
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The comparison with equation (2.76) shows that the solution can be expressed in terms of
the Mittag-Le�er function, taking α “ q, β “ 1 and λ “ ´1{τ q. This means, that in the
time domain the solution has the form:

φptq “ φ0Eq,1

ˆ

´

„

t

τ

q˙

, t ą 0, τ ą 0 (2.84)

The solution of the fractional relaxation equation is shown with a log-log plot in �gure

Figure 2.16.: Fractional relaxation function (2.84)
The �gure shows the solution (2.84) of the fractional relaxation equation (2.79) (blue

line and circles) in comparison with the stretched exponent law „ expp´atqq (red line)

and the power function „ t´q (orange line), with q “ 0.45. This �gure reproduces the

famous demonstration of the ability of the fractional relaxation to interpolates between

the stretched exponent (at small t) and power function (at large t) (plotted after [48]).

2.16. For 0 ă q ă 1 this function interpolates between a stretched exponential law for small
t and inverse power law for large t. In �gure 2.17 the solution of the fractional relaxation
equation is plotted for several values of q. For 0 ă q ă 1 the function shows a monotone
decrease and for 1 ă q ă 2 it exhibits the behaviour of a damped oscillator. For the integer
value q “ 1 it becomes the usual exponent and for q “ 2 the cosine function.
The function (2.84) can be considered as the response to a step excitation.

The Greens function (impulse response) can be obtained by the same method applied to
an inhomogeneous version of the equation (2.80). Here the initial value is φ0 “ 0 and the
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Figure 2.17.: Fractional relaxation function for several values of q

The solution of the fractional relaxation equation is plotted for several values of q. The

initial conditions were chosen to be: (i) φp0q “ φ0 for q ď 1 and (ii) φp0q “ φ0, 9φp0q “ 0

for 1 ă q ď 2.

Dirac delta impulse function function is used as perturbation. The result is:

φ̄psq “
1

sq ` 1{τ q
(2.85)

In the time domain the comparison with equation (2.76) yields:

φptq “ tq´1Eq,q

ˆ

´

„

t

τ

q˙

, t ą 0, τ ą 0 (2.86)

The partial solution of the forced (inhomogeneous) relaxation equation can be constructed
as convolution with the impulse response function 2.86; see details in e.g. [139].
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Fractional Maxwell unit Figure 2.18 shows the classical Maxwell element and its
possible counterpart in the fractional viscoelastic theory, where the dashpot is replaced by
the fractional viscoelastic element. To derive the constitutive equation we can follow the

GM

τ s

σ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

GM

τµ sµ

σ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

Figure 2.18.: Viscoelastic Maxwell Units

The classical (left pane) and fractional (right pane) Maxwell units are shown. In the

classical viscoelastic theory the relaxation time τ is related to the viscosity as τ “ η{GM ,

where GM is elastic modulus.

same procedure as in the classical viscoelastic theory. In the Laplace plane the relation
between stress and strain images takes the form

ˆ

1

GM

`
1

GMτµ sµ

˙

σ̄ “ ε̄psq (2.87)

where the classical rule was used: retardances adds in series and rlaxances in parallel. In
the time domain, we can write this relation either as fractional integral- or di�erential
equations:

p1`
1

τµ
Iµqσptq ´ σ0 “ GM pεptq ´ ε0q (2.88)

σptq ` τµDµ
pσptq ´ σ0q “ GMτ

µDµ
pεptq ´ ε0q (2.89)

In [42,48] a slightly extended version of the above equations was suggested:

σptq ` ταDα
pσptq ´ σ0q “ GMτ

µDµ
pεptq ´ ε0q, 0 ă α ď µ ď 1, t ą 0 (2.90)

The model ful�ls the thermodynamic conditions of non-negative dissipation of energy if
α ď µ. In the limiting cases (1) α “ µ “ 0 we get a Hookean element, and (2) α “ µ “ 1

the classical Maxwell Unit.
In the time domain the relaxation modulus Gptq (response to a unit stress) can be repre-
sented in terms of the Mittag-Le�er function as [42]:

Gptq “

ˆ

t

τ

˙β´1

Eα,β

ˆ

tα

τα

˙

(2.91)
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where β “ α ´ µ ` 1. Both in the long-range asymptotic and in the range of small t
function Gptq is of the power law type. For α “ µ “ 1 we get the well-known exponential
relaxation law of the classical Maxwell Unit.

Fractional Standard Solid model As with the Maxwell Unit above we can directly
write the stress-strain operational relation for the Standard Solid model from its graphical
representation, given in �gure 2.19.
In the Laplace domain this relation is:

Ge

GM

τ s

σ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

Ge

GM

τµ sµ

σ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

Figure 2.19.: Viscoelastic Standard Solid Model

The classical (left pane) and fractional (right pane) Standard Solid Models are shown.

Ge,GM are elastic moduli of the single spring and the spring in the Maxwell unit. In

the classical viscoelastic theory the relaxation time τ is related with the viscosity by

τ “ η{GM .

ˆ

1`
1

pτsqµ

˙

σ̄psq “

ˆ

Gg `Ge
1

pτsqµ

˙

ε̄psq (2.92)

In the time domain this relation take the form:

1

τµ
Iµ σptq ` pσptq ´ σ0q “ Ggpεptq ´ ε0q `Ge

1

τµ
Iµ εptq (2.93)

where , as in the classical Standard Solid model, Gg “ Ge `GM is glassy (instantaneous)
modulus. Above, we used the shorthand notation I “0 It for integration operator. σ0, ε0

are initial stress and strain, respectively.
In [48] the generalized version of this model was derived with the following stress-strain
relation:

1

τ q
Iq σptq ` pσptq ´ σ0q “ Ggpεptq ´ ε0q `Ge

1

τµ
Iµ εptq, 0 ă µ ď q ď 1 (2.94)
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The equivalent representation in terms of fractional di�erential equation reads:

p1` τ q CDq
qσptq “ pGg τ

q CDq
`Ge τ

νDν
qεptq, ν “ q ´ µ (2.95)

The solution of this equations for a given excitation can be read from their Laplace image,
e.g. the image of equation (2.94) is:

ˆ

1

pτsqq
` 1

˙

σ̄psq ´
σ0

s
“

ˆ

Ge

pτsqµ
`Gg

˙

ε̄psq ´
Ggε0
s

(2.96)

Using the technique of Block Pulse Functions (BPF)

The Block pulse functions (BPF) are a set of orthogonal functions with piecewise constant
values. The sketch in �gure 2.20 shows an expample (blue lines) of such functions. A set of
M block pulse function φm (m “ p0,1,2, . . . ,M ´ 1) can be de�ned in the interval t P r0,T q
as

φmptq “

#

1 for pm´ 1qh ď t ă mh, h ” T
M

0 otherwise
(2.97)

where h is the length of the subintervals, T ą 0 is a prede�ned length of the interval of
interest, M is the number of subintervals in r0,T q.

φ0(t)
ψ0(t)

t
0 1h 2h 3h 4h

h
1

m = 0

φ1(t)
ψ1(t)

t
0 1h 2h 3h 4h

h
1

m = 1

φ2(t)
ψ2(t)

t
0 1h 2h 3h 4h

h
1

m = 2

Figure 2.20.: Block pulse functions and their integrals

The �rst three block pulse functions φmptq (blue lines) and their integration ψptq “
şt
0 φmptqdt (red lines) are shown. Them is the function number, in the sketchm P p0,1,3q.

h is the length of the subintervals partitioning the axis t; for each such subinterval there

is only one block pulse function which takes non-zeros values in it.
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The technique outlined here is frequently used to reduce the complexity of numerical prob-
lems [83]. Generally, it is applicable utilizing an any complete set of orthogonal functions,
but the BPF o�er the most simple relations. The main idea of this technique is rather
simple, see �gure 2.20. The original functions are �rst exanded into the BPF series, then
the operations of the BPF series are applied to obtain the piecewise constant approxima-
tion of the solution. The extreme simplicity of the operations in the BPF space leads to
the solution procedures with drastically reduced complexity.

The method was introduced by Chen et.al. in [19], particularly for the pupose of the
numerical solution of the problems within the Fractional Calculus. In this article the
solution technique was transferred from the domain of the Walsh functions [19, 177] into
the domain of BPF. One may say that it was rediscovered several times, e.g. in [97,138].

exact
solutions

original
problem

approximate problem by
projection onto BPF space

piecewise constant
approximate solution

operational
calculus

series
expansions

algebraic
operations

nubrer of
intervals → ∞

Figure 2.21.: Basic idea of block pulse function technique

Drawn after [83].

The set of BPF is complete in the sense that any piecewise continuous function fptq can
be expanded uniquely (for a given M and T ) into block pulse functions by minimizing the
mean-square di�erence between fptq and its approximation [83], i.e.

fptq »
M´1
ÿ

m“0

fmφmptq, 0 ď t ă T (2.98)

where the expansion coe�cients are

fm “
1

h

T
ż

0

fptqφmptqdt “
1

h

pm`1qh
ż

mh

fptqdt (2.99)
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Or, in Dirac's notation:

fptq ” xf | ty » xf |my xm|ty ”

M´1
ÿ

m“0

fmφmpxq (2.100)

fm ” xf |my “ xf |xy xx |my ”
1

h

ż T

0

fptqφptqdt (2.101)

In this notation the integration operator in terms of the BPF is a matrix with elements:

Hmn ” xm | I |ny “
1

h

ż T

0

φmdt

ż t

0

φnpξqdξ (2.102)

where, as before, we denote the operator of integration by I, i.e. I=0I
1
t . This means, that

we integrate each nth basis function φnptq (0 ď n ă M) from 0 to t and then expand the
result of integration into the same basis set. Figure 2.20 shows the integrated functions (red
curves). The resultant matrix of the expansion coe�cients is called operational integration
matrix H. The elements of H are:

Hmn “ xm | I |ny “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

0, m ă n

h{2, m “ n

h, m ą n

(2.103)

In terms of the integration matrix we can approximate the result of multiple integration
of a piecewise continuous function fptq:

Iα |fy »
ÿ

m

pHα
qmn |my xm | fy (2.104)

I.e., the result of the integration of the BPF series representation of a function fptq is
expressed as a BPF series.
The matrix H is the upper triangular matrix of the Teuplitz type; the operations of addi-
tion, multiplication, power will result in the matrix of the same type. Additionally, we can
represent matrices of this type as series of the so-called delay matircesQk pk “ 0,1,2,..M´1q

with ones on the k-diagonal above the the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. We note
that Q0 is the identity matrix. Delay matrices can be represented as powers of the matrix
Q ” Q1:

Qk “ Qk, with Q ” Q1 (2.105)

Additionally, we have Qk “ 0 for any k ěM .
Now, we can represent the operational integration matrix as:

H “ h

˜

1

2
Q0 `

ÿ

kě1

Qk
1

¸

“
h

2
¨

1`Q

1´Q
(2.106)
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In this representation the integration matrix can be inverted to get the operational di�er-
entiation matrix:

B “ H´1
“

2

h
p1´Qq

˜

1

2
`

8
ÿ

k“1

p´1qkQk

¸

“
2

h
¨

1´Q

1`Q
(2.107)

For α real we can express the power function of integration matrix (using the binomial
theorem) as a sum of integer powers of Q:

Hα
“

ˆ

h

2

˙α

p1`Qqαp1´Qq´α “

ˆ

h

2

˙α
ÿ

n

ˆ

α

n

˙

Qn
ÿ

k

ˆ

´α

k

˙

Qk (2.108)

This allows to approximate the fractional integration and di�erentiation and to reduce
integro-di�erential equations to the algebraetic relations. More over, if a function F pp1 ´
qq{p1`qqq can be represented by a Tailor series of the variable q, then the functional matrix
F pHq can be easily computed by the method discussed above. The last property o�ers a
posibility of computing the inversion of the Laplace tranform. This is based on the direct
relation between the integration matrix H and the expression 1{s, where s is the complex
variable of the Laplace transform.
The method can be outlined as follows: assume that a function fptq of the real variable
t ě 0 has its Laplace transform fptq

.
“ f̄psq. Then we can represent f̄psq as

f̄psq “
1

s
f̄1p

1

s
q (2.109)

Now, the method of inversion of Laplace transform associates the function f̄1p1{sq with
the Taylor series expansion of

f̄1

ˆ

h

2

1´ q

1` q

˙

(2.110)

in terms of the variable q. Then each power of q, say qk, is associated with the kth power
of the matrix Q to give the operational upper triangular marix F . The applicaton of this
matrix to a BPF series with all coe�cients equals 1 (this is the expansion of the unit step)
gives the desiered Laplace inverse of the f̄psq.

The procedure of the inversion of Laplace transform discussed above provides the suitable
method for solving the equations of the classical and the fractional viscoelastic theories.
The algorithm can be outlined as following (compare �g. 2.1):

� transfer the equation at hand into the Laplace domain and solve this algebraetically.
The result will be a function f̄psq representing the Laplace transform of the desired
solution, say fptq.
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Figure 2.22.: BPF solution of the fractional relaxation equation

The solution of the relaxation equation (2.79) for a characteristic time τ “ 2.3 (s) and

fractional order q “ 1.5 is shown. The blue curve represents the solution computed by

the algorithm from [72] with tolerance ε “ 10´9. The red line shows the BPF piecewise

approximation with M “ 42 basis functions. A relatively small number M of basis

functions is chosen to show the nature of the approximation, which will be closer to the

exact solution when M increases. The analytical solution is given in equation (2.84)

and its Laplace transform used in BPF solution is given in (2.83).

� apply the above method to compute the approximation of the inverse Laplace trans-
form of the function fpsq. The result is a piecewise approximation of the desired
solution fptq.

An example of the application of the BPF approach to solve the fractional relaxation
equation (2.79) is shown in �gure 2.22.
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2.3. Speci�cs of high polymeric materials and

simplistic description of non linear viscoelastic

behaviour

The speci�c aspects of behaviour of materials made of high polymers is discussed. The
classi�cation of response of such materials to an elongation is considered and non linear
character of the behaviour is shown. Then the connection to protein folding mechanisms
with the mechanical response of protein based materials is shortly discussed and two kind of
simplistic models based on the State Transition Theory of activated process are introduced.

2.3.1. Stress-Strain behaviour of materials consisting of high

polymers

The mechanical properties of high weighted polymers can vary widely with the environ-
mental conditions and the characteristic scale (or frequency) of measurements. The com-
position, structure, physical and chemical con�guration on a wide range of spacial scales
play a very important role. At low temperatures or, equivalently, a short time scales a
polymer material is in a glass-like state with an elastic (Young's) modulus of the order
10´12 GPa and it will start to �ow at strains of about 4-6% [35,77] . But at high temper-
atures or longer time scales a rubber-like behaviour is observed and the modulus is lowering
some orders of magnitude (down to about 1´ 10 MPa). In the glass-transition region, i.e.
intermediate temperature/frequency range, the polymer is neither glassy nor rubber-like.
Additionally, the stress/strain behaviour can strongly depend on the pre-stretching his-
tory. In general the stress/strain behaviour of polymeric materials can be grouped [77]
into several categories (see sketch on �g. 2.23):

brittle-like behaviour (curve A) is characterized by the absence of a yield point and sud-
den failure.

yield behaviour (curve B,C) is characterized by a maximum amount of stress (strain) after
which a yielding deformation occurs. This is manifested by a some �ow phenomena
usually associated with a crazing or shear. This, however, does not always mean a
completely irreversible deformation of the structure of the polymer sample.

rubber-like (curve D) is characterized by a spread out yield behaviour with a plateau in
the stress-strain curve. This is often accomplished by a �nal increase in the stress
before the failure.
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Figure 2.23.: Sketch of stress-elongation curves at di�erent temperatures

Shows a common types of stress-strain behaviour: curve A � brittle-like behaviour, B

and C � yield behaviour, D � rubber-like behaviour. This �gure is sketched after [77].

Some or all of these categories occure for the same polymer structure at various environ-
mental conditions or various time scales of measurement. The time-scale dependence of the
mechanical properties of polymers can be demonstrated by an example: in the literature
the sti�ness of silk �bres is often compared with the sti�ness of steel, if the measurements
are done on the time scale of several seconds. But, one can easily break them, applying a
relatively weak force over time intervals of some hundreds of hours.
The relation between the time scale of the experiment and the temperature is known in
the literature as the 'time-temperature equivalence principle' (see e.g. [35,77]).

The amorphous high polymers usually show four characteristic regions which are clearly
separated, they are: glassy, transition, rubbery and �ow. For the application to silk we
should note, that for a polycrystalline polymeric material this four regions are not so clearly
de�ned. E.g. the Young's modulus changes less dramatically with temperature than in the
case of amorphous polymers. At high temperatures crystallites can act as cross-links and,
hence, prevent the irreversible molecular �ow, so there is no more well de�ned rubber-like
state.

Regimes of the stretching process The stages, which a polymeric material under load
undergoes, are usually described by means of tensile tests with constant rate of strain. With
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Figure 2.24.: Symbolical classi�cation of ranges on the stress-strain curves

The �gure shows speci�c ranges of stress-strain curves, describing the response to an

excitation with a constant rate of strain. The red point, together with two dashed lines,

shows of the geometrical de�nition of the yield point, by example. The declination of

the second dashed curve can be positive, zero or negative. In case it is negative the yield

point will be de�ned as the local maximum of the stretching curve in the yielding range

(see the green curve). Some material types exhibit more then one yield point. This fact

is symbolically shown by the brown curve.
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the help of the sketch on the �gure 2.24 we can describe this regimes as follows:

viscoelastic region

At a very small deformation the system is in the vicinity of the equilibrium state
and exhibits nearly elastic response (Hooke's law). With increasing deformation the
system changes to a (time dependent) linear viscoelastic behaviour. By approaching
the yield point the response of the system becomes more and more non-linear.

softening (plastic �ow)

At the yield point stress-induced plastic �ow processes is activated and the deforma-
tion becomes irreducible (at least at moderately short time scales). Some systems
exhibit a phase transition over a sequence of metastable states and only return to
the initial state after heating over the temperature of the glass transition or through
a special physico-chemical processing [85,114].
Because of strong interdependence of strain-rate, temperature and humidity there are
no simple yield criteria similar to the classical criteria known for simple materials.

strain hardening

With further increasing deformation the sti�ness response is progressively increasing.

Additionally, in �gure 2.24 the determination of the yield point is sketched. The yield
point is de�ned either as maximal stress in the yielding region or as intersection of the two
asymptotic lines (dashed lines on the �gure), one before and one after the yield region. In
the �gure the green line represents the former case and the blue and brown colored curves
represent the latter case.

Many attempts were performed to explain such non-linear phenomena as softening, strain
hardening and yield phenomena. Most explanations are based on the transit state theories
[33, 147, 167], including the theories with direct application of the metal-�ow theories.
Others are based on computer simulations [111] or on the viscoelastic theory of internal
time [9]. But most of the existing theories borrow the mechanism of thermally activated
molecular �ow from models similar to the given by Eyring and Tobolsky [167].

2.3.2. Molecular theory of viscoelastic behaviour

Relation between theories of linear viscoelasticity and reaction rates [32,33,140].

The linear viscoelastic theory is based on the spring-dashpot mechanical analogies and can
be derived from the linear theory of irreversible thermodynamics (see e.g. [11, 12]). The
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latter has its origin in the formulation of the �reciprocal relation� by Onsager [125]. The
theory works only in the vicinity of equilibrium for the systems under study and it does
not use the information on the molecular level directly. In this theory the state of a system
is speci�ed in terms of its equilibrium parameters and their expansion coe�cients for small
deviations from their equilibrium values.
On the other hand, in the treatment of irreversible processes based on the theory of the
�absolute reaction rates� [32, 182] one adapts the idea that in any transport process or
reaction the molecules occupy successive equilibrium (micro-) states and pass from one
to the next through a region of relatively high potential energy, potential barriers. The
properties of the virtual (intermediate) state of the highest potential energy determine
(mostly) the probabilities of the transitions from one equilibrium position to the next. In
such a view, the properties of the 'activated state' and the driving forces determine the rate
of the transport �ow. This theory is applicable to systems far outside thermodynamical
equilibrium. But close to the equilibrium state it provides exactly the same information as
that from the linearized theory of irreversible processes [127]. The interplay between these
theories will be used later.
The idea of molecular transitions (reactions) can be extended to the transitions on the
level of 'molecular units' which either can be (inter-molecular) conglomerations or (intra-
molecular) parts of larger molecules or a small thermodynamical subsystems in the sense
of Hill [74].
This theory was successfully applied to describe such phenomena as di�usion, plasticity
and viscosity of simple materials and polymer melts [33,34,146,147].

Eyring's reaction rate theory

Eyring [32, 182] 1 has proposed the general equation for the rate of any process in which
matter rearranges by surmounting a potential energy barrier in the following form [34]:

k “ κ
kBT

h

Q;

QA

e
´

Ea
kBT (2.111)

where k is the rate of the process (reaction), T is the absolute temperature, h is the
Planck's constant. QA is a partition function of the initial state (reactants) of the process,
Q; is a partition function of the transition state (activation complex, see below), without
taking into account the degree of freedom associated with the reaction coordinate. Ea is

1 independently, this theory was proposed by [43]; additionally, it must be noted, that a somewhat

later theory of Kramers [92] has the same general structure and its multidimensional extension (see

e.g. [65, 140]) is applicable in the same manner as Eyring's expression.
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the energy di�erence between the initial and transition states. The meaning of the energy
barier will be discussed later, and a sketch of the situation is present in �gure 2.25.
κ is a correction factor (transmissions coe�cient) introduced ad hoc by Eyring to correct
for those situations when the system has reached the transition state but then returns to
the initial state, without contributing to the reaction product. Frequently, this factor is
considered to be unity and the resulting value of k in (2.111) is called the transition

theory rate k ” kTST .
The coe�cient kBT

h
is known as the universal rate constant for a transition state.

It is the averaged frequency of the vibrational mode responsible for converting the activated
complex to the product of reaction. At room temperatures its value is about 6.2 ¨ 1012s´1.
Not every vibration leads to the formation of the product, so a proportionality constant κ,
as mentioned above, is introduced to account for this fact.
The equation (2.111) can be rewritten as:

k “ κ
kBT

h
e
´∆G;

kBT (2.112)

where ∆G; is the Gibbs free energy of activation, typically ∆G; is of the order of 20´ 30

kcal/mol.
A process (reaction) is assumed to cross an intermediate (transition) state, denoted as AB˚

on the sketch in �gure 2.25. The energy barrier is de�ned as the minimum of energy
(work) required to start the reaction. The intermediate state, called activated complex,
is formed on the top of the activation barrier. Once the energy barrier is surmounted, the
reaction proceeds downhill to the reaction product with the probability κ.
The theory is very general and based on the following postulates:

� the reactants and the transition state are in thermodynamic equilibrium

� the rate of reaction is proportional to the concentration of the particles in the higher
energy transition state (denoted by AB˚ on the �gure).

The Gibbs energy ∆G; can be represented through

∆G; “ ∆H;
´ T∆S; (2.113)

where ∆H; is the activation enthalpy and ∆S; is the activation entropy. The presence of
entropy in the equation (2.113) shows that increasing an entropy by the formation of the
activated complex can compensate the amount of potential energy of the barrier.
The reaction rate theory is very similar to that of Arrhenius, also known as van 't Ho�-
Arrhenius law:

k “ νe
´ E
kBT (2.114)
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Figure 2.25.: Barrier of reaction
Sketch for a process (reaction) A Ñ B, where A represents an initial state (reactants)

and B a �nal state (products) of the process. AB˚ represents the 'activated complex'.

The 'reaction coordinate' measures the progress of the reaction. ∆H; represents the

non-entropical part of the work of formation of the activated complex.

with E denoting the threshold energy for activation and ν is a prefactor.

Both theories describe the reaction rate as a function of temperature and energy of ac-
tivation. Strictly speaking, the Arrhenius equation was derived for reactions in the gas
phase using the collision theory, while Eyring equation is based on more common princi-
ples, and was derived to be applicable to reactions in all the known phases. But it must be
noted [65], that in his original article Arrhenius introduced a 'hypothetical body' (known
now as activated complex) and proposed the existence of equilibrium between molecules
in the initial and activated states. So, the further investigations of the problem, including
those of Eyring and Kramers, were concentrated around the prefactor ν in the equation
(2.114), e.g. compare with (2.111).

Applicability of the reaction rate theory to strain/stress behaviour of polymeric

materials

The deformation of polymer materials at any level of stress involved has its origin in
their ability to adjust the conformation of chains on the molecular level. This is realized
by rotation around covalent bonds [35, 77]. This rotation is constrained by the intra-
molecular and inter-molecular interactions, which de�ne the energy barriers which have to
be overcome during the conformational changes. The rate of these changes is de�ned by
the thermal energy available to the polymer and the forces applied to it.
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On the other hand, the folding process, i.e. the transitions between the native (folded)
and denatured (unfolded) states (see ch. 1), is very important for the deformation of the
materials consisting of proteins. There is no detailed description of the folding mechanisms,
but novel theoretical and experimental approaches have recently con�rmed [37,46,81] the
earlier suggestions, that the folding process is a barrier-limited process 2. Proteins seem to
fold via a limited number of accumulated intermediates. Several proteins display a simple
two-state behaviour. Thus, a key role in protein folding studies has been played by the
description of folding transition states (activated complexes) [81].
The are two mainstream folding scenarios (see �g. 2.26):

Di�usion-collision (DC): the folding happens in a step-wise manner. The rapid for-
mation of micro-domains with secondary structure, followed by their collision and
consolidation into the ternary structure.

Nucleation-condensation (NT): the folding is a transition between two states: folded-
unfolded. The nucleation-condensation model describes the folding process as con-
current (simultaneous) formation of secondary and ternary structures around the
weakly-structured preformed nucleus.

In [47] it is suggested that the DC and NT are di�erent manifestations of an underly-
ing common mechanism. Generally, the folding mechanism can vary with environmental
parameters and applied stress [57].

2 An exception is the downhill folding mechanism, which is not established yet.
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Figure 2.26.: Sketch of the classical mechanisms for protein folding

D,TS,N denote the denatured, transition, natural (folded) state, respectively.

Figure shows a schematic representation of the classical mechanisms for protein folding

described in the text. The di�usion�collision (DC) model (top panel) is based on the

existence of micro-domains, involving segments of secondary structure, whose productive

collision represents the rate-limiting step of folding. On the other hand, according to the

nucleation�condensation (NC) model (bottom panel), the main folding TS is a distorted

version of the native state and folding occurs via simultaneous formation of secondary

and tertiary structure, around a weakly-structured folding nucleus.

Reprinted from [81].
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Models for strain-stress behaviour of polymeric materials

In the section 2.1 the 3-elements model for the standard linear solid was shown, it provides
the �rst linear approximation to the behaviour of a viscoelastic body. Eyring with cowork-
ers [63, 146, 147, 167] adapted the idea that the deformation of a polymer is a thermally
activated process involving the motion of molecular units (segments of a chain molecules)
over potential barriers. They modify the standard linear solid model so that the dynamics
of its dashpot element is not more a linear functional but is governed by the law of acti-
vated process. The resulting model is a simplistic representation of a non-linear viscoelastic
behaviour with a non-Newtonian viscosity. Burte and Halsey [14] applied this strategy to
the situation where molecular units (in the averaged sense) are spatially extended due to a
thermally activated molecular phase transition process. The elongation then is described
as function of population of the molecular units in the longer state. These models are
useful, at least, for a qualitative understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms of
deformation because their parameters include the activation energy and activation volume
of the molecular movements.

Also, two polar types of behaviour for polymer material under load were proposed:

Eyring's Non-Newtonian Model [63, 146,147,167]
The movement of polymer chains is realized by the translation of a 'molecular unit',
which exchanges of the 'old neighbours for the new one' [63]. This can be compared
with the moving art of a centipede. It walks by stepping only one or few legs at
a time, but not all of them simultaneously. Because the �ow from one position
to another involves the breaking of bonds quite similar for the each position the
situation similar to hopping in a statistically periodic potential consolidated with
reversible energy storage (spring) mounted in parallel. This spring represents the
accumulation of the potential energy of deformation by non-broken bonds. The rate
of elongation is then proportional to the rate of translations of the 'molecular unit'
times the mean distance between the stacking positions. A molecular system of this
type is schematically sketched in �g. 2.27.

'Chemical model of �ow' (two-state model)

The movement is realized by a transition of molecular segments form initial con�gura-
tion (state) A to a new con�guration B and thereby becomes unmovable. Neglecting
an elastic deformation of molecules in either state, the elongation is proportional to
the fraction of the segments which is in the state B. The states A and B are sepa-
rated by an energy barrier, hence the rate of the transition can be computed in the
frame of the reaction rate theory. This type of viscous behaviour was introduced
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in [14,15], where the model was extended to three states to include such phenomena
as secondary yield. This kind of models is inspired by protein folding, see sketch in
�gure 2.26.

Both models are able to describe such phenomena as yield point as well as softening and
hardening. The second model seems to be closer to the modern point of view of the
behaviour of materials consisting of protein chains.
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F
2

F
2

Figure 2.27.: Molecular system exhibiting the 'exchange of old neighbours for

new ones'

Panel on the left symbolically sketches a representation for a of breaking and rebuilding

of a bond as a process of surmounting an energy barrier. Panel on the right is a �gure

from a classroom lecture at Princeton University wroten by H. Eyrng. It sketches a

situation with molecular chain under shear �ow. Drawn after [14]

In what follows, we give a short description of the constitutive equations governing these
models. For graphical representation of such processes we will use the Eyring graphical
(dashpot) element ηpσq as shown in �gure 2.28.

Modeling of non-Newtonian �ow

Eyring's model

In a general sense Eyring's model assumes that a macroscopic deformation is the result
of basic (thermally activated) processes whose rate depends on the ease at which the
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η(σ1)σ1

ǫ1

Figure 2.28.: Eyring dashpot element representing non-linear viscoelasticity

molecular �ow unit (chain segment) can overcome a potential barrier. Such processes can
be either inter-molecular (chain-sliding) or intra-molecular (changes in the conformation
of the chain). Even when no stress is applied the same processes are going on. In this
case a dynamical equilibrium exists, so that an equal number of �ow units moves in each
direction over the potential barrier with a rate given by

keq “ ν0 expp´
∆G;

kBT
q (2.115)

with the same meaning of the parameters ∆G;, kB, T as in (2.111, 2.112) and ν0 equals to
the universal rate constant for a transition state, i.e. ν0 “

kBT
h
.
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va = λ × cross section area

Figure 2.29.: An energy barrier in the model on non-Newtonian �ow

Shows an energy barrier separating two successive minima in the Eyring's model of

non-Newtonian �ow. kf , fb are forward and backward rates. λ is a averaged distance

between two minima of free energy. The 'activation volume' is va “ λˆ e�ective cross

section area, it is a volume covered by the molecular unit throw the transition. σ denotes

an applied stress.

Under an applied stress σ these processes are unbalanced and accelerated into the direction
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of stress. I.e. the applied stress produces a symmetrical linear shift vaσ of the energy
barriers, where va has the dimensions of a volume and is called activation volume. It is a
volume covered by the molecular unit by overcoming the potential barrier, so that 1

2
vaσ

measures the work needed to surmount the barrier, see �gure 2.29. Now the forward rate
kf and the backward rate kb are described by:

kf “ keq exp p`
vaσ

2kBT
q (2.116)

kb “ keq exp p´
vaσ

2kBT
q (2.117)

where keq is de�ned by (2.115). The net rate then is the di�erence k “ kf ´ kb. Assuming
the average distance between the potential minima to be λ the velocity of �ow will be
proportional to λ ˆ k ˆ n, where n is the number of �ow units per unit length. With
assumption, that the net �ow is directly proportional to the rate of strain 9ε we get

9ε “ nλk “ λnkeq
`

eασ ´ e´ασ
˘

“ K sinhασ (2.118)

here we have introduced the shorthand notation α “ va
2kBT

and the thermal rate K “

2λnkeq, K{n is the velocity of �ow units at equilibrium in both directions without stress.

The equation (2.118) de�nes the viscosity due to activated processes 3, which can be
incorporated into the dashpot of the linear viscoelastic models, e.g. standard linear solid
as shown in �gure 2.30. Such models were tested against experimental data for several
�bres [63] and gave a good �t over four decades of time.

For su�ciently small stress such that vaσ ! kBT the equation (2.118) will give a constant
viscosity

η ” 9ε{σ « αK (2.119)

and the behaviour of the material will reduce to 'linear viscoelastic'.

Application of the Eyring's model to relaxation experiments [63, 167] In an
idealized relaxation experiments the response to a strain excitation with a form of the
Heaviside step-function is measured. Because the rate of strain is zero it is enough to
consider the response of the element shown on the �gure 2.30 (a). The rate of strain 9ε is
given by

9ε “ 0 “ 9σ{G`K sinhpασq (2.120)

3 if the value ε is measured in relative units, then λ in the equation (2.118) has to be replaced by λ

divided by the length of sample at rest.
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Figure 2.30.: Eyring model for viscoelastic processes

Diagram representation of a purely viscous process (a) and of the solid viscoelastic body

model (b) with non-Newtonian dashpot ηpσq described by equation (2.118). Springs G

and Ge represent purely elastic components, which store the energy according to the

Hook's law σptq “ Gεptq.

where 9ε is the rate of strain and 9σ is the rate of stress, G is the elastic modulus of the
spring. Introducing the substitutions

τ ” ´pKαGqt, φ ” ασ (2.121)

we arrive at the equation
dφ

dτ
“ sinhpφq (2.122)

which can be integrated using the standard integral (e.g. Gradstain, Rishik [56]):
ż

dx

sinhx
“ ln th

x

2
“

1

2
ln

coshx´ 1

coshx` 1
(2.123)

this leads to
ln th

φ

2
“ τ ` const (2.124)

With the initial conditions σpt “ 0q “ σ0 the above equation reads

th
ασ

2
“ th

ασ0

2
expp´ctq (2.125)

where ” c “ αKG de�nes the time-scale of the relaxation process as τ0 “ 1{c. Figure 2.31
shows a plot of stress σptq against log10 ct according to equation (2.125) for several values
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of the parameter ασ0. If the value of ασ is larger than unity and σ0 ą σ ą 1{p2αq, the
behaviour of σptq can be approximated [167] as:

σptq “ ´
1

α
plnpc{2q ` lnptqq “ ´

1

α
ln

t

2τ0

(2.126)

which is the expression of the type: b´ a lnptq, where a,b are constants. Such a behaviour
was reported for rubber.
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log10 (c t)
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ασ0/2 =10

ασ0/2 =20

Figure 2.31.: Relaxation of stress

Figure shows a plot of the stress σptq against log10 ct according to equation (2.125) for

several values of the parameter ασ0.

Another, very similar, approximation for large values of α can be made [77] using the
asymptotic of the sinh function, i.e. sinhx « exppxq for x " 1..

Equation (2.122) then reads
dφ

dτ
“ exppφq (2.127)

and the approximated behaviour is

σptq “ σ0 ´
2

α
lnp1` btq (2.128)

with b equals to KGα exppασ0{2q.
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Application of Eyring's model to experiments with constant rate of strain [63,167]

Similar considerations apply to the case when the rate of strain is constant but non-
zero. The constitutive equation for the viscous element with a spring in series (see Figure
2.30(a)) becomes:

9ε “ 9σ1{G`K sinhpασ1q (2.129)

Where ε is strain, α,K are de�ned in the previous paragraph and σ1 relates to a total
response stress σ as

σ “ σ1 `Geε (2.130)

Ge is the equilibrium modulus of elasticity. The meaning of the parameters is shown in
Figure 2.30 (b).
Using a substitution similar to (2.121), i.e.

τ ” pKαGqt “ t{τ0 (2.131)

φ ” ασ1ptq

β ”
9ε0
K

we can reduce the di�erential equation (2.129) to the following form:

dφ

dτ
“ β ´ sinhφ (2.132)

The parameters α,K,G have the same meaning as in (2.121). β “ 9ε{K is the quotient of
the rate of strain to the velocity of the thermally activated of �ow K forward or backward
in the case in equilibrium and σ “ 0.
The authors of [63] give the integration of the reduced equation above in the form which is
not suitable for our further purposes. Hence we derive here an alternative solution of the
equation (2.132). This is done using the integral from (Gradstain and Rishik [56]):

ż

dφ

β ´ sinhφ
“

2
a

β2 ` 1
th´1βthpφ{2q ` 1

a

β2 ` 1
“ τ ´ c (2.133)

Resolving this with respect to φ (which is ασ) we arrive at:

φpτq “ 2th´1

a

β2 ` 1th

„?
β2`1

2
pτ ´ cq



´ 1

β
(2.134)

The value of the constant c is de�ned by the initial condition φ0 “ φp0q resulting in

c “ ´
2

a

β2 ` 1
th´1βthpφ0{2q ` 1

a

β2 ` 1
(2.135)
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Figure 2.32.: A response to a slope excitation for various values of β

Panel (a) shows a plot of φpτq{maxpφq for several values of β. The value of maxφ is

de�ned in equation (2.136). Panel (b) shows the response of a 3-element-model to a

constant rate of strain for the same values of β as in panel (a) and Ge{G “ 0.1, (see eq.

(2.137)).
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Figure 2.32 shows a plot of φpτq{maxpφq for several values of β. The function φpτq reaches
its maximum value at τ “ 8:

φmax “ lim
τ“8

φpτq “ 2 ˚ th´1

a

β2 ` 1´ 1

β
(2.136)

The over-all response shown by the 3-elements-model to an excitation with constant rate
of strain will be a sum of the stress due to the Maxwell unit (i.e. dashpot η and spring
G in series) σ1 “ φ{α and stress caused by the spring element Ge 9εt as in (2.130). I.e. in
reduced units (2.131) the total response stress is de�ned as

σ “
φpτq ` Ge

G
βτ

α
(2.137)

Yield point as function of the rate of strain The yield point for the 3-element-model,
as shown in �gure 2.31(b) can be speci�ed as follows (see �g. 2.33):
The yield point is de�ned as the intersection of two asymptotic lines: one is the asymptote

st
re
ss

σ

time t

σy

ty

σmax

G
g
ǫ̇ 0
t Ge ǫ̇0

t +
σmax

Ge ǫ̇0
t

Figure 2.33.: Determination of the yield point for 3 element model

at small times Gg 9ε0t and the other for large times Ge 9ε0t` σmax. Here σmax “ φmax{α and
φmax are given in (2.136) and means the stress at which the steady �ow is reached. This
leads to expression for coordinates of the yield point pty, σyq:

ty “
σmax
G 9ε

“
φmax

pαGKqβ
“ τ0

φmax
β

(2.138)

σy “ Gg 9ε0ty “
Gg

G

φmax
α

(2.139)
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In the space of reduced variables τ, φ this takes the form:

τy “
φmax
β

(2.140)

φy “
Gg

G
φmax (2.141)

(2.142)

Functions φmaxpβq and τypβq are shown in �gure 2.34. The equations (2.142) have to be
compared for the yield point coordinates, derived for the 3-elements-model of the linear
viscoelastic theory:

ty “ τ “ η{G (2.143)

σy “ Ggτ 9ε0 (2.144)

this shows a linear dependence of the yield stress σy from the rate of strain 9ε0 and yield
time is constant, equals to the relaxation time τ .
Frequently, somewhat di�erent de�nition of the yield point is used in the literature [77]: a
yield point is de�ned as the point at which 9σ “ 0. This de�nition is less practical, because
it can be di�cult to derive the position of this point from the experimental data. Together
with the constitutive equation (2.132) this de�nition yields:

φy “ ασy “ sinh´1 β « lnpβq (2.145)

where the last approximation assumes ασ " 1. This means that the dependence of the
yield point on the rate of strain is a straight line in the plots of stress versus logarithm of
rate of strain.
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Figure 2.34.: functions φmaxpβq and τypβq

The functions φmax and τy directly relate to the coordinates of the yield point, see

equation (2.142). From �gure it is visible, that time position of the yield point is nearly

constant for small rate of strain β ď 1 and is logarithmically decreasing if the range of

large rate of strain. Similar, the behaviour of φmaxpβq exhibit a two types of behaviour.

In the range of large strain of rate it is nearly linear dependent from logpβq and in the

range of small β it is nearly linear function of β. This demonstrate that in the range of

small β the Eyring's 3-element-model behaviour is very close to the linear viscoelastic

one.
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Two-state model

The model, discussed here, is introduced in [14,15] in order to describe mechanical proper-
ties of �brous polymeric materials. It was inspired by the folding kinetic of proteins such as
the αÑ β transition in keratin. Our interest in this model is based on the modern percep-
tion in the protein physics, i.e. that the folded and unfolded (denatured) protein structures
are separated by the all-or-nothing phase transition. See the short discussion on p. 66. A
theoretical justi�cation of the two-state kinetic model of protein folding has recently been
given by R. Zwanzig [186] in terms of rate constants and folding thermodynamics.

xB = 0, ǫ = 0

xB = 3
7
, ǫ ∼ xB

xB = 1, ǫ = ǫ∞

Figure 2.35.: Elongation due to an AÑ B transition

The sketch demonstrates an elongation due to the molecular transition from the state A

(represented by blue coloured units) to the state B (represented by red coloured units).

xA and xB are fractions of the A and B species, respectively. The conservation rule

xA` xB “ 1 applies. Neglecting the elastic deformation of the molecular units in the A

and B states, the strain is proportional to the populations of B species.

We will introduce the model with the help of �gures 2.35 and 2.36.

� binary (solid) solution: The material is assumed to contain a molecular units
(in a very averaged sense) which can be in a one of the two-states, let us call them
A,B. Molecular units in the state B are longer than those in the A state.

� species A,B are purely elastic: In each state the molecular units respond
only elastically to an external excitation.

� elongation as phase transition in binary system The inelastic part of elon-
gation of the material is postulated to be due to the transition A àÝÝã B and qual-
itatively is proportional to the population of the B species. See sketch in �gure
2.35

� rates of reaction In the phase space the states of molecular units are separated
by a barrier as shown in �gure 2.36. Hence, the rates of reaction A Ø B can be
described in the manner of the Eyring's theory of reaction rates, described earlier on
page 64.
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Remark 1 The two states A,B should not be thought as a separate states (discrete enti-

ties), but rather as an averaging points for a spectrum of states. The main assumption is

that there is a well de�ned boundary separating spectra at the low end of elongation from

that of the high end of elongation. The conditions of applicability of the two-state dynam-

ics are similar to that, suggested for emulation of protein folding dynamics by two-state

kinetics in [186].

Purely viscous element (dash-pot):

η(σ1)σ1

ǫ1

We will, �rstly, neglect the elastic deformation of the two structures, an elastic correction
will be done later. If elastic deformations are neglected, the elongation becomes a con-
formational nature and is proportional to the fraction (population) of molecular units in
the state B. Because the material consists of a solid solution of the molecular units in the
states A and B we will �nd the rate of the elongation to be proportional to the relative
abundance of the transformed species. If ε8 is the relative elongation (strain) when all
of the molecular units are in the state B, then some intermediate strain ε relates to the
population xB of the molecular segments in the state B responsible for this elongation as

xB “
ε

ε8
(2.146)

Without applied stress, the forward rate kof and backwards rate kob of reaction A
kb
àÝÝã
kf

B are

kof “
kBT

h
e
´

∆G
;
A

kBT (2.147)

kob “
kBT

h
e
´

∆G
;
B

kBT (2.148)

where kB is the Boltzmann and h is the Planck's constants,respectively. T is the tempera-
ture, and ∆G;A,∆G

;

B are heights of the barrier to be surmounted in the transitions AÑ B

and AÐ B respectively; see sketch on �gure 2.36.

When a stress σ is applied the reaction coe�cients are modi�ed and:

kf “
kBT

h
e
´

∆G
;
A
´vaσ{2

kBT “ kofe
vaσ

2kBT (2.149)

kb “
kBT

h
e
´

∆G
;
B
`vaσ{2

kBT “ kobe
´

vaσ
2kBT (2.150)
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Figure 2.36.: Potential barrier separating states A and B

A free energy barrier separating the two states A and B is shown. The thick blue line

represents a real barrier. ∆G;A is the barrier height to be surmounted by the reaction

A Ñ B and ∆G;B is the barrier height to be surmounted by the reaction B Ñ A.

The forward coe�cient of reaction is denoted by kf and backwards coe�cient by kb.

The thin light-blue line represents a hypothetical symmetric potential used to simplify

calculations, see equations (2.151 - 2.160) The symmetric potential is transformed to the

(asymmetrical) real potential by application of the 'internal stress' σ‹. It is de�ned in

(2.151, 2.152). ∆G;0 is the height of the symmetrical potential and va is the activation

volume of the reaction.
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where va is an activation volume, i.e. the volume covered by the molecular unit through
the A Ñ B reaction or its inverse. Introducing the mean barrier height ∆G;0 and the
internal stress σ‹

∆G;0 “
∆G;A `∆G;B

2
(2.151)

vaσ
‹
“ ∆G;A ´∆G;B (2.152)

we can write these coe�cients in a symmetrical way:

kf “ Keαpσ´σ
‹q (2.153)

kb “ Ke´αpσ´σ
‹q (2.154)

(2.155)

where the following substitutions are used:

K “
kBT

h
e
´

∆G
;
0

kBT (2.156)

α “
va

2kBT
(2.157)

The net rate of reaction then takes the form:

9xB “ kf ´ pkf ` kbqxB “ kf ´ kxB “ kp
kf
k
´ xBq “ ´kpxB ´ x

eq
B q (2.158)

where ∆σ “ σ ´ σ‹ and the 'equilibrium' population xeqB of molecular units in the B state
is introduced as:

xeqB “
kf

kf ` kb
“

1

1` e´2αpσ´σ‹q
“

1

2
p1` th pαpσ ´ σ‹qqq (2.159)

The 'equilibrium population' xeqB means the population xB at which the system would be
in equilibrium with the stress σ, i.e. it is de�ned by the condition 9xBpσ “ constq “ 0. The
curve drawn through the points (σ, xeqB ) is called 'spring line'.
The value k denotes the sum of the reaction coe�cients kf ` kb and can be rewritten as:

k ” kf ` kb “ 2K cosh pαpσ ´ σ‹qq (2.160)

with K de�ned in (2.156).
From the above consideration it is obvious that at equilibrium and in absence of stress some
(usually small) amount of the molecular units (xoB) will be in the state B, corresponding
to the equilibration of the transition AàÝÝã B at given environmental conditions. This leads
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to a usually small (but non-zero) initial elongation, already present without any stress
applied:

εo “ ε8x
o
B “

ε8
1` e2ασ‹

(2.161)

The rate of strain corresponding to 9xB in (2.158) becomes:

9ε “ ε8 9xB “ ´2Kε8 coshpα∆σqpxB ´ x
eq
B q (2.162)

Or, introducing the reduced units:

β “
9ε

ε8K
(2.163)

φ “ ασ , φ‹ “ ασ‹ (2.164)

∆φ “ α∆σ “ φ´ φ‹ (2.165)

(2.162) transforms to the reduced equation for the rate of strain:

β “ e∆φ
´ 2xB coshp∆φq, or ∆φ “ ln

˜

β `
a

β2 ` 4xp1´ xq

2p1´ xq

¸

(2.166)

Three limiting cases can be distinguished:

1. fast elongation β ąą 1

a large value of the rate of strain leads to a large amount of stress, which can be
approximated as

∆φ “ ln
β

1´ xB
2. slow deformation β « 0

by small values of β the material will be nearly relaxed and the value of xB « xeqB .
The approximated relation for the stress becomes

∆φ “
1

2
ln

xB
1´ xB

3. contraction
Because no contraction (negative) stress can be applied to a �brous material, the
maximal value of ´β on the contraction path can not exceed the value xBeφ

‹

.

Figure 2.37 shows a plot of φpxBq for several values of β computed using equation (2.166)
with the internal stress φ‹ “ 2.0.

correction for elastic deformation:

G(xB)

η(σ)
σ

ǫ
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Figure 2.37.: Model behaviour without elastic correction (β=const)

The thick blue line shows the equilibrium or 'spring' line. The area above the spring

line corresponds to an elongation, i.e. positive velocities β ą 0. The area under this line

corresponds to a contraction, β ă 0.
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Let us introduce the elasticities of the molecular units. We allow molecular units to re-
spond elastically with elastic moduli GA in the state A and GB in the state B. Then the
constitutive equation of the model becomes:

9ε “
9σ

GpxBq
` ε8 9xBpσq (2.167)

9xB “ ´2K coshpα∆σqpxB ´ x
eq
B q (2.168)

where GpxBq is a combined elastic modulus, which will be a function of the population
xB. The form of this function will depend on the way we arrange the elastic moduli of the
molecular units in the state A and B, see �gure 2.38 (a). Two possible combination of the
pure elastic elements for A and B states are shown in panels (a,b) of �gure 2.38. With
such arrangements of the elastic elements the combined relaxance GpxBq becomes:

GpxBq “ GAp1´ xBq `GBxB, in parallel, fig. 2.38pbq (2.169)
1

GpxBq
“

p1´ xBq

GA

`
xB
GB

, in series, fig. 2.38pcq (2.170)

If GA “ GB, then GpxBq will be constant, independent from the population xB.

The equation (2.167) was suggested in [14] to connect strain, stress and population xB

of the B species. We must note here that another ansatz for such a relation is possible,
namely:

εptq “
σ

GpxBq
` ε8xBptq (2.171)

The di�erentiation of 2.171 with respect to time will lead to additionally the term ´σ
9GpxBq
G2pxBq

because xB is a function of time. This term is zero in the case of an equality of the elastic
moduli in the A and B states.

For demonstration purposes we show an example of the model behaviour for a tooth-like
strain excitation in �gure 2.39 and a step strain excitation in �gure 2.40. The model
constants where chosen as follows:

Elastic moduli α ¨ GA “ α ¨ GB “ 350, max strain due to A Ñ B transition
ε8 “

1
10
, transition frequency constantK “ 0.0011

s
and 'internal stress' φ‹ “ 2.

From this example is it clearly visible that the model shows a similar relaxation behaviour
as compared with that discussed previously, that is Eyring's model of shear �ow (compare
with �g. 2.31). From the response to a constant rate of strain excitation it can be concluded
that model can simulate the rubbery behaviour, i.e. a yield point followed by a plateau
which transits to the strain hardening regime, see �gure 2.39.
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Generally, to be applicable to speci�c behaviour of a material, the following two condition
must be satis�ed:

1. The locus points, i.e. the spring line, must be a single-valued function of the elonga-
tion. This criterion is common to all 3-elements-models.

2. The response of the material to a cyclic tooth-like excitation must be reproducible
on each successive loop.

The model reproduces many viscoelastic properties of the wool-nylon-rubber type quite
well [14].
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Figure 2.38.: Dash-pot/spring representation of the two-state model

A dash-pot/spring representation of the two-state model element is shown. Panel (a)

shows a reduced representation, where GpxBq represents a combination of the Hooke's

elements of a molecular unit in the state A and B as function of the population xB.

Panel (b) shows a situation with the Hooke's elements are combined in series. The

combined retardance becomes JpxBq “ 1{GpxBq “ JAp1 ´ xBq ` JBxB. Panel (c)

shows a parallel combination of the elastic elements. The combined relaxance becomes

GpxBq “ GAp1´ xBq `GBxB.

The model retardances are JA “ 1{GA, JB “ 1{GB, where GA,GB are the molecular

unit moduli in the states A and B, respectively. The non-Newtonian dash-pot element

denoted as ηpσq represents the response at the AØ B transition.
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Figure 2.39.: Model behaviour with elastic correction

The �gure shows a model response to an excitation of tooth form for several values of

the rate of strain 9ε. The dashed brown line represents a spring (relaxed) line. The area

above the spring line corresponds to the elongations, i.e. positive rate of strain 9ε ą 0.

The area below this line corresponds to contractions, i.e. 9ε ă 0. The 'rate of thermal

strain' is de�ned as εT “ Kε8.

The model parameters used for the computation are:

α ¨GA “ GB “ 350, ε8 “ 1
10 , K “ 0.0011

s , φ
‹ “ 2
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Figure 2.40.: Model relaxation behaviour

An example of the relaxation behaviour for the two-state model is shown. The model

parameters used for the computation are:

α ¨GA “ GB “ 350, ε8 “ 1
10 , K “ 0.0011

s , φ
‹ “ 2.

The green line on the bottom panel demonstrates the similarity with Eyring model of

shear �ow, i.e. there is a wide linear range in the ασplog tq plot.
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Three-state model As was discussed above the two-state model can describe a material
with a simple response which is reproducible for a cyclic excitation. Consider, for example,
a response to a cyclic loop excitation, shown on the �gure 2.41.
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0 t
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=
ǫ̇ 0
t
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Figure 2.41.: The form of a cyclic tooth excitation in strain

The diagram on the left shows a parametrisation of a tooth-like strain excitation. The

sketch on the right shows an example of the cyclic tooth excitation, it is realized by a

repeated application of the excitation de�ned on the left panel.

A typical response to a such excitation which can be modeled by the two-state model
is shown in the �gure 2.42 (a). The response curve is reproduced during each successive
'tooth' (loop). On the other hand, silk belongs to a class of so called 'thixotropic' materi-
als [29]. Such materials show a response to a cyclic tooth excitation which is schematically
represented in �gure 2.42 (b). More details about these two types of response are given in
the �gure caption.
The main characteristics of a such response are:

� the response to the �rst elongation (olive curve in the �gure) deviates from the
response to the elongation in later loops.

� frequently there are one or more secondary yield regions.

� the response on the contraction path is nearly the same on each excitation loop.

� the responses in successive loops are very similar to each other. Frequently they are
coincide.

A simple extension of the two-state model, introduced in [14,15], allows to incorporate the
phenomena listed above into a single model, which remain rather simple. This extension is
the most simple from the rich set of similar models, which recently attained much attention
in the studies of competitive trapping in the complex state space. This type of models is
used to study of the interplay between the energetic, entropic and kinetic futures of
the underlying molecular processes (see e.g. [38] and reference therein).
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Figure 2.42.: Two kinds of responses to a cyclic tooth excitation

Two di�erent types of response to a cyclic tooth excitation are sketched. The arrows

indicate the direction of the strain-change ( whether elongation or contraction).

Panel (a) shows a response which can be modeled by the two-state model. The be-

haviour is governed by the population of species in the state B. Here the response to

an elongation is shown by the blue curve and the response to a contraction is shown by

the brown curve. The response starts at the initial elongation, whose strain is denoted

by εeq0 on the �gure. The second point, denoted by the 'nearly ε8' is de�ned by the

value of elongation when all molecular units are in the state B. The response curve is

fully enclosed by the 'elastic boundary', shown by the dashed black lines (on the left

and right of the curve).

Panel (b) shows a response to a cyclic tooth excitation of a 'thixotropical' material: the

response to a �rst elongation (olive curve) deviates from the repeated response due to

the successive elongations (blue curve). The contraction path (brown curve) is the same

on the each loop. The point εeq1 denotes the point where the response to an excitation

is started on the each successive elongation. The second type of response frequently

exhibits a secondary yield region.
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Additionally to the two-states (i.e. folded A and extended B) in the previously considered
model a third state C is introduced. This state is a pre-folded (or a 'pre-molten') state
with the same average spatial elongation as the folded one but possessing a number of not
established bonds and/or an unclosed ternary con�guration. Hence the energy level of the
C state has to be higher than that of the A state. The rate of transitions between the
states A and C does not depend on the applied stress, because both states have the same
spatial extension. The situation is represented by a diagram in �gure 2.43.
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Figure 2.43.: Energy barriers separating the states A,B,C

Energy barriers for the three-state model are sketched. The blue curve is the barrier

separating A and B states and the green curve that separating C and B. A represents

the contracted (folded) state, B represents the elongated (denatured or unfolded) state.

C is the pre-folded (or 'pre-molten') state with the same average elongation as the

folded one but possessing a number of not established bonds and/or unclosed ternary

con�guration. Hence the energy of the C state is larger than that of the A state. The

barrier separating A and C states is symbolically represented by a magenta thick line

between the A and C circular knots.

Additionally, the �gure gives a graphical de�nition of the values of activation energies

∆G;αβ and energy level di�erences ∆Gαβ , where α, β can be any of A,B and C. The

model can be speci�ed by four energy parameters, e.g. ∆G;BA,∆G
;

BC ,∆GAC ,∆GBC

shown on the right and the activation energy ∆G;CA for C Ñ A transition. λ is the

elongation of the molecular unit due to the transition either from the A or the C state

to the state B.
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The assumptions of the new model can be shortly summarized as follows (see �gure 2.43):

� the molecular units in the states A and C are of the same size.

� the energy barrier for the reaction B Ø C is lover than that for the reaction B Ø A,
hence the former reaction is faster than latter.

� the rate of the transitions C Ø A is de�ned by the free energy barrier, but it is not
a function of the elongation or stress. The transitions between the states A and C
are considered to be much slower than the other transitions AØ B and C Ø B.

� similar to the two-state model, the strain of the material is governed by the population
of the species in the state B, i.e. ε “ εelastic ` ε8xB.
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Figure 2.44.: Transitions chart in the energy-elongation plane

The transitions in the three-state model are sketched. Panel (a) shows the notation

used for reaction coe�cients of the transitions. The transition coe�cients are related to

activation energies as kαβ „ exp

ˆ

´
∆G;αβ
kBT

˙

. Panel (b) shows a 'mainstream' transition

of the model as they occur in a repeated stretching experiments. The 'mainstream'

(most probable) transitions are represented by solid lines. The blue solid line shows

the 'mainstream' transition during the �rst elongation, the green solid line B Ñ C

represents a 'mainstream' transition by the contraction in the each stretching loop, the

line C Ñ B represents the most probable transition by elongation in all successive loops.

Dashed lines denote the other, slower processes.
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To demonstrate the e�ects due to the presence of the third state C in the system let us
consider an application of a cyclic tooth excitation, see sketch in �gures 2.43, 2.44(b),
2.42(b) and numericaly computed examples shown in �gures 2.46 and 2.47.
Let us �rst consider an idealized situation, where the material is initially prepared so that
all its molecular units in the A state:

� on the first loop:

The �rst elongation will cause a migration from the state A to the state B. This is
represented by the blue arrow in �gure 2.44(b).
On retraction, the condition ∆G;BA ą ∆G;BC causes that a larger portion of B-species
will transit into the state C, green down-left arrow on the �gure.

� on the successive cycles

At the beginning of each new loop the sample will be e�ectively longer than at the
beginning of the �rst one. This loops initial elongation is due to a distribution of
species over the states A,C and B, i.e. due to the presence of B-species in the
system.
Since ∆G;AB ą ∆G;CB, the elongation will require less stress than necessary during
the �rst stage, i.e. the richer the population of the C species is the less stress is
required for the same elongation.
During the retraction the system follows the same path as on the �rst loop.

More generally, the material can be prepared so that initially there is a distribution over
the states A,B and C. In equilibrium the distribution is well de�ned and determines by
the energy levels. Since the rate of transitions between the A and C states is assumed to
be much lower than rates of AØ B and C Ø B transitions, at the experimental time-scale
the population of C species will de�ne the 'length of the sample at rest'.
The rule of the thumb is as followed:

any migration of the species from the A state to the C state will cause the
redistribution of species between the C and B states, with increasing the pop-
ulation of B state. This means an e�ective elongation of the sample.

Now consider a sample in the initially equilibrated state. Its initial strain εeq0 is shown
in �gure 2.42(b); it is proportional to the equilibrated population xeqB of B species, i.e.
εeq0 “ ε8x

eq
B .

� on the first loop:

transition C Ñ B will dominate until the population of C species is exhausted. On
this stage the system will show a first yielding behaviour. Then the domination
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of the transition A Ñ B will cause an increase of the responding stress followed by
the secondary yielding regime. See olive curves in �gure 2.42(b) and in �gures
2.46, 2.47.
On retraction, the B Ñ C transition will dominate and at the end of the �rst cycle
the elongation of the sample is de�ned mostly by the destribution over the C and B
states. See brown curves in �gures 2.42(b), 2.46 and 2.47.

� on the successive cycles

as before, the dominat transition is C Ø B (blue curve in the mentioned �gures) and
the 'length at rest' is de�ned by a steady (or equilibrated) distribution at the end of
the each successive loop. The initial strain at the beginning of each successive loop
is denoted as εeq1 in �gure 2.42(b).

� after the last cycle

If the system will stay at rest, the dissipation of the B and C states will take place
until equilibrium is reached. This dissipation is driven by the slowly transition C Ñ A

and the equilibration process can take a very long time, e.g. a few days or some
decades of ohrs.
This process can be called 'thixotropic recovery'.

Mathematically the Maxwell element, shown in the �gure 2.38(a), is described by the
viscoelastic relation:

9ε “
9σ

G
´ ε8 9xB or ε “

σ

G
´ ε8xB (2.172)

where the meaning of symbols is the same as in the two-state model. The exception is
G which represents here the combination of the three elastic elements. For purpose of
simpli�cation we will assume that the molecular units possess the same elastic modulus G
in the each of their three states.
The time evolution of species population is described by a master equation for transitions
between the states. It is based on the reaction coe�cients kαβ for αÑ β transition, where
α, β can be one of A,B or C. As before, the value of the coe�cients is de�ned by the
activation energies:

kαβ “
kBT

h
e
´∆G

;
αβ

kBT (2.173)

The reaction rates can be speci�ed as:

rBA “ kBA e
´ασ xB rAB “ kAB e

ασ xA “ kBA e
∆GAB
kBT eασ xA

rCA “ kCA xC rAC “ kAC xA “ kBA e
∆GAC
kBT xA

rBC “ kBC e
´ασ xB rCB “ kCB e

ασ xC “ kBA e
∆GBC
kBT eασ xC

(2.174)
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the meaning of the coe�cients kα,β is sketched in �gure 2.44, the activation free energies
∆Gαβ and the di�erences between energy levels ∆Gαβ; are de�ned as in �gure 2.43. As
before α “ va{2kBT and va is the activation volume, which we for convenience put to have
the same value for each transition.
Introducing the following shorthands:

K1 “ kBA D1 “ e
∆GAB
kBT “ D2D3

K2 “ kBC D2 “ e
∆GBC
kBT

K3 “ kCA D3 “ e
∆GAC
kBT (2.175)

the reaction rates from (2.174) will read:

rBA “ K1 e
´ασ xB rAB “ K1D2D3 e

ασ xA

rCA “ K3 xC rAC “ K3D3 xA

rBC “ K2 e
´ασ xB rCB “ K2D2 e

ασ xC

(2.176)

The master equations for the evolution of the species populations is de�ned in terms of the
reaction rates (2.176) as following:

#

9xB “ prAB ´ rBAq ` prCB ´ rBCq

9xC “ prBC ´ rCBq ` prCA ´ rACq
(2.177)

which together with the viscoelastic relation (2.172) and the conservation law

xA ` xB ` xC “ 1

builds the simultaneus system of the equations describing the viscoelastic evolution of the
system.
To demonstrate the behaviour of the model the responses to the strain excitations in the
form of a slope (emulation of relaxation experiment) and a cyclic tooth is computed. Figure
2.45 shows an example of a relaxcation behaviour of the model and �gures 2.46 and 2.47
show the response to a cyclic tooth excitation. It is clearly visible that the model resembles
the main property of some real thixotropic materials (e.g. wet silk), i.e. the �rst and second
yield, softening (rubbery plateau) and hardening.
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Figure 2.45.: Relaxation behaviour of the three-state model

Shows an example of a relaxation behaviour of the tree-state model. The axis on the

left shows the stress and the axis on the right shows the populations of the states. The

thick blue line represents the relaxation stress curve. The blue dashed line represents

the equilibrated stress σeq “ G
`

ε0 ´ ε8x
eq
B

˘

. The initial values of strain ε0 and force

ασ0 were 0.08 and 11.93, respectively. The system relaxed in two stages: �rst the

relaxation is mostly due to the dissipation of the C state, then due to the dissipation

of A. The parameters of the model were chosen as follows: αG “ 150.0, ε8 “ 0.1,

ε8K1 “ 2 ¨ 10´7 1{s, ε8K2 “ 10´6 1{s, D2 “ 0.5, D3 “ 0.1, K3 “ 5 ¨ 10´7 Hz.
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Figure 2.46.: Response to a tooth excitation

A response to a cyclic tooth excitation is shown. Panel (a) shows the strain excitation vs.

time. Panel (b) shows the responded stress vs. time. Panel (c) shows the time evolution

of populations of the A,B,C states. Panel (d) shows the plot of the stress-strain curve,

this can be compared with �gure 2.42. Three phenomena are visible: yielding, strain

softening and strain hardening. The model exhibits a two yielding ranges on the �rst

elongation, the second yielding region is visibly reduced on the successive stretching.

The computation are done with the assumption that K3 is small enough to be neglected.

The parameters of the model were chosen as follows: αG=150, ε8=0.100, K1ε8=0.0005

p1{sq, K2ε8=0.00155 p1{sq, D2=0.5, D3=0.15, rates of strain ε=2 K1ε8
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Figure 2.47.: Response to a tooth excitation with a forbidden AÐ B transition

A response to a cyclic tooth excitation is shown. The model parameters are the same

as in �gure 2.46, but the returning path is going exclusive over the C Ð B transition.

With this regime the model shows no secondary yield point in successive loops.

Panel (a) shows the strain excitation as function of time. Panel (b) shows the responded

stress as function of time. Panel (c) shows the time evolution of populations of the A,B,C

states. Panel (d) show the plot of the stress-strain curve.





3. X-ray and neutron scattering

Neutron and X-ray scattering experiments belong to the best methods for studying the
structural properties of matter on the molecular (atomic) level. A great deal of our knowl-
edge about the structure and dynamics of condensed matter stems from such scattering
experiments. In our in situ experiments we exploited cold neutrons and X-rays as probes
to study the structure and the dynamics of stretched silk �bres as a function of the applied
strain. In this chapter we summarize basic aspects and notations of the elementary scat-
tering theory which are relevant to our work. For this brief presentation we mostly relied
on: textbooks on X-ray di�raction [2, 60, 178] and neutron scattering [8, 162] as well as a
review on di�raction [39] and lecture notes [4] about scattering methods. For more details
about general scattering theory we refer to [96, 100].

3.1. Scattering problem

In a scattering experiment a beam of quanta1 is allowed to strike a sample (i.e. scattering
target) while quanta emerging from the sample area are observed. A sketch of a typical
scattering experimental situation is shown in �g. 3.1. There are, at least, three elements of

axis of the
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Figure 3.1.: A typical set-up of a scattering experiment consisting of a source of

quanta, a target (sample) and a detector

1 in our case the notion quanta denotes either neutrons or X-rays

101
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a scattering experiment: a source of the incident beam, a target and a detector. As source
we understand a device producing quanta; usually it is equipped with a collimator and a
monochromator. The role of a collimator is to narrow the beam of particles or waves, i.e.
it either causes the direction of motion to become more aligned in a chosen direction or
it causes the spatial cross section of the beam to become smaller. A monochromator is a
device which transmits a narrow band of energies (wavelengths) of radiation chosen from
a wider range of wavelength available at the input. The role of the detector is to count
(and record) the number of the scattered quanta as a function of direction and distance
from the target. The recorded signal (counts) is usually called intensity. Scattering theory
provides a convenient framework for an analysis/study of the properties of a target system
in terms of the output of scattering experiments. The branch of the scattering theory,
which is relevant for us, is based on a set of approximations and concepts, which will be
shortly outlined in the following sections.

Speci�cation of scattering experiments

In condensed matter science the so-called Fraunhofer or far-�eld approximation is usually
valid. In this approximation the incident and scattered quanta can be described as plane
waves with wavelengths λi and λf , propagating in the directions k̂i and k̂f 2, respectively.
The geometry of this process is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The above-mentioned approximation implies [13] that in a scattering experiment the wave
packet of the incident quantum is characterized by the (initial) state p~ki, Ei, ~eiq and the
scattered quantum by the (�nal) state p~kf , Ef , ~ef q:

p~ki, Ei, ~eiq
scattering
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ p~kf , Ef , ~ef q (3.1)

where ~k denotes the wave vector, E is the energy (eigenvalue) and ~e denotes the internal
degree of freedom of quanta (for X-ray it is the polarization vector and for neutrons the
spin). If the energy of the scattered quanta is unchanged in a scattering experiment one
called it elastic scattering or di�raction, otherwise inelastic scattering. The analysis of the
scattered intensity and of the energy of the scattered quanta with respect to the incident
energy is called spectroscopy.
According to de Broglie, the momentum ~p of a quantum is related to the wave vector ~k
and the wavelength λ as:

~~k “ ~p (3.2)

λ “
2π

|~k|
(3.3)

2 unit vectors are marked by a circum�ex ˆ
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Figure 3.2.: Geometry of a scattering experiment

The left pane shows a 3D sketch of a scattering process. It illustrates the meaning of

the scattering direction p2θ,φq and the solid angle dΩ where the scattered quantum is

recorded. The right pane shows the geometry in the scattering plane de�ned by the

vectors ~ki and ~kf . The sketch illustrates the momentum transfer ~Q and the energy

transfer ∆E. ~ki is the incident wave vector; ~kf denotes the wave vector of elastically

scattered quanta; ~k
1

f and ~k
2

f are the wave vectors of the inelastically scattered quanta.

while the energy E and wavelength λ are related as:

E “

#

~2|~k|2

2mn
“ h2

2mnλ2 for neutrons with the mass mn

h c
λ

for photons (X-rays), massless
(3.4)

A scattering event is characterized by two quantities: the scattering vector ~Q and the
energy transfer ∆E ” ~ω, see �g. 3.2. They are de�ned as:

~Q “ ~kf ´ ~ki (3.5)

∆E ” ~ω “ Ei ´ Ef (3.6)

The given de�nition of the energy transfer is related to the sample. ∆E ą 0 means an en-
ergy increase of the sample, this implies an energy decrease of the scattered quantum. The
vector ~ ~Q describes the momentum transfer during the scattering process. The scattered
quantum is assumed to be recorded in the direction k̂f with spherical coordinates p2θ,φq on
the detector surface corresponding to the solid angle dΩ “ 2 sin 2θdθdφ. The magnitude Q
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of the scattering vector can be expressed as:

Q “
b

k2
i ` k

2
f ´ 2kikf cos 2θ. (3.7)

In the special case of elastic scattering the relations Ei “ Ef and |~ki| “ |~kf | are valid and
all possible scattering vectors are located on a sphere, called Ewald sphere, see �g. 3.2
(right pane). In the case of elastic scattering the magnitude Q of the scattering vector is
related to the wavelength λ and the scattering angle 2θ as:

Q “ ki
a

2p1´ cos 2θq “
4π

λ
sin θ (3.8)

Scattering cross section σ

Operationally, a scattering experiment consists of measurements of the 'scattered intensity'
distribution as a function of the scattering vector and energy. Usually, a notion of the cross
section σ is introduced. The cross section is proportional to the scattered intensity, where
the proportionality factor is a geometrical property of the scattering experiment. We give
the de�nition of the cross section with the help of the sketch on the left pane in �gure 3.2.

Consider a number n of quanta scattered per second and per energy interval rEf , Ef`dEf s
into the solid angle dΩ seen by the detector in the direction p2θ, φq.
The double differential cross section is de�ned as:

B2σ

BΩBEf
“

n

ΦdΩdEf
(3.9)

where Φ denotes the incident beam �ux expressed in the number of quanta per area and
time. This value describes the probability density that a quantum is scattered into a solid
angle element dΩ with an energy Ef P rEf , Ef ` dEf s.

The differential cross section is de�ned through the integration over the accessible
energy range:

dσ

dΩ
“

ż 8

0

d2σ

dΩdEf
dEf (3.10)

It is the probability that a quantum is scattered into a solid angle element dΩ.

The scattering cross section is de�ned as the total scattering probability independent
of the energy transfer and scattering angle:

σ “

ż

dσ

dΩ
dΩ (3.11)
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Notion of form factor and elementary scattering

Usually, in condensed matter science, the relationship between the scattered intensity and
the related properties of the sample is derived in the so-called Born approximation (or
kinematic scattering approximation). This implies that refraction, multiple scatter-
ing events and extinction of the primary beam due to the scattering within the sample are
neglected. In this approximation a scattering event is a transition (3.1) which probability
is computed by the application of Fermi's golden rules. The general observation [100] is as
follows: by scattering at a particle, bounded in a (larger) complex system, the probability
of this transition can be factorized into the product of (i) the corresponding transition
probability for a free scatterer and (ii) a form factor, i.e. it is proportional to:

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
gp ~Qq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2 ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
xαf |e

i ~Q¨~r
|αiy

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

(3.12)

where gp ~Qq represents the strength of the interaction causing the scattering, ei ~Q¨~r denotes
the operator of the momentum transfer and αi, αf describe the initial and �nal state of the
(sub) system (consisting of the target ` quanta), respectively. The �rst factor in (3.12)
occurs due to elementary scattering processes (radiation process) and depends on
the interaction of the scattered quanta with the material (content) of the sample. The
latter depends only on the momentum and energy transfer ( ~Q, ~ω) and the properties
of the bound system and is independent from the details of the radiation process. This
independence of the form factor from the details of elementary scattering processes allows
to achieve a unifying description of sample's properties. Depending on the experimental
situation the above-mentioned form factor sometimes is called di�erently, e.g. structure
factor, scattering function or Debye-Waller factor. Due to the duality and complementarity
principles of quantum mechanics it is often possible to express the form factor in terms of
classical physics.

3.2. Elementary scattering processes

The above-mentioned interaction of the scattered quanta with matter is related to elemen-
tary scattering processes which are speci�c for the radiation used as probe. An elementary
scattering process is usually described in terms of the scattering length bX which measures
the 'scattering power' of the elementary scatterer 'X' and, as such, it is a fundamental
value in the computation of the scattered intensity. Below we summarize the relevant
descriptions for neutrons and X-rays.
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3.2.1. Neutrons

A neutron interacts with matter in two ways: 1) the strong nuclear force causes a signi�cant
scattering cross section from each nucleus in the sample; 2) due to its magnetic moment the
neutron interacts with magnetic scatterers in the target. For us, only the �rst interaction
type is relevant. In spite of the complexity of the neutron-kernel strong interaction, the
description of scattering of thermal neutrons is relatively simple. This arises from the fact
that, at thermal energies, the de Broglie wavelength of the neutron (about 1 Å) is very large
compared to the range of the strong interaction (about 10´5 Å). Thus the neutron-nucleus
interaction is represented by the Fermi pseudo-potential, i.e. the Dirac delta function:

V p~rq “
2π~2

mn

b δp~rq (3.13)

where mn is the neutron mass and b is the s-wave scattering length, which is a function of
the neutron spin ~s and the vector of the nuclear angular momentum ~I:

b “ bc ` 2bi ~s ¨ ~I (3.14)

For historical reasons, the two parameters bc and bi are called the coherent and the
incoherent scattering length, respectively, because they are closely related to the co-
herent σcoh and incoherent σinc cross sections. Indeed, both of them describe well coherent
phenomena but, usually, through a scattering experiment, there is no control over the spin
state of the nucleus in the sample. Thus, usually, the nuclear spin state is considered to
be random, causing the resulting scattering to be incoherent. The isotope distribution in
samples is usually random as well, which again contributes to the incoherent scattering.

Generally, b can be a function of energy and has a real and an imaginary part. The latter
describes the absorption of the neutrons, due to the nuclear reactions. All parameters
required to specify a concrete value of b are accurately measured and tabulated for all
isotopes of the periodic table of elements [8].

Usually, neutron scattering is described in terms of the (di�erential) cross section of the
elementary scattering events. Since the nucleus is 'visible' by thermal neutrons as a point
like object (3.13) the di�erential cross section (3.10) for nuclear scattering is constant and
is given by:

dσ

dΩ
“ |b|2 (3.15)

The (total) scattering cross section (3.11), has a coherent and an incoherent term:

σ “ σcoh ` σinc “ 4π
`

|bc|
2
` |bi|

2
˘

. (3.16)
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The coherent part is responsible for the (dynamical) interference phenomena in a scatter-
ing process and relates to the collective properties of the system under study while the
incoherent part relates to the single particle behaviour. The imaginary part of b results in
the absorption cross section σabs.

3.2.2. X-rays

The elementary scattering unit of X-rays, which is relevant for our purpose, is the Thomson
scattering on a single electron. The di�erential cross section (3.9) becomes in this case is
given by [2]:

dσ

dΩ
“ r2

0P. (3.17)

Here r0 “ 2.8210´5 Å is the Thomson scattering length3 and P denotes the polarisation
factor which depends on the X-ray source and geometry of the experimental set-up.

In contrast to the Thomson scattering and to the above-mentioned neutron scattering,
the scattering of X-rays by an atom is de�ned by the spatial distribution of its electrons
and cannot be considered as a point scatterer. Hence, the scattering function (intensity)
becomes a function of the momentum transfer4. More generally, the scattering from an
atom with Z electrons is described by the atomic form factor (scattering amplitude) [2]:

fp ~Q, ~ωq “ fp| ~Q|q ` f
1

p~ωq ` if 2p~ωq (3.18)

where f
1

and f
2

are known as the dispersion corrections to f . The values of fpQq are
tabulated in the International Tables of Crystallography [80].

3.3. Di�raction

Generally, di�raction phenomena do not only occur in elastic scattering but also in the so-
called static approximation (see e.g. [39]). In the static approximation the energy transfer
∆E “ ~ω is considered to be very small compared to the incident energy. There is a
di�erence between the static approximation and the picture of the purely elastic scattering,
where ~ω “ 0. Due to the uncertainty principle ω∆t „ 1, the elastic scattering corresponds
to scattering form the time-averaged atomic positions in the sample; indeed, equating the

3 sometimes, following the tradition of the neutron scattering, we will use the symbol b for this scattering

length.
4 i.e., in the classical approach, it relates to the distribution of the atomic electrons by means of the

spatial Fourier transform.
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ω to zero will require an in�nite time for the scattering event. As a consequence there is no
strongly elastic scattering from samples without well de�ned thermal averaged structure,
e.g. liquids. Hence, the di�raction patterns from such samples correspond to an additive
average of the instantaneous snapshots taken in a di�raction experiment [39,60,162]. The
characteristic time of a di�raction 'snapshot' can be de�ned as [39,162]:

τsnapshot “ pa{λiqp~{Eiq, (3.19)

where a denotes an inter-atomic distance; λi, Ei are incident wavelength and energy, re-
spectively. In other words: the static approximation corresponds to a situation when the
structure of the sample is relatively static during the time required by a scattered quan-
tum to travel the mean distance between two atomic positions (t Ñ 0) while the elastic
scattering corresponds to a relatively long-time average of the positions of the scatterers
through a scattering event (t Ñ 8). The above-discussed takes no in�uence on the op-
erational aspects of the di�raction experiment but can be important for the analysis and
interpretation of its results.

3.3.1. Structure factor and correlation function

A system with N slowly varying positions of the scatterers can be represented (at least for a
time of the snap-short (3.19)) either by the positions of points ~rj or by a time-independent
density ρp~rq. The former case can be incorporated into the latter as:

ρp~rq “
ÿ

j

δp~r ´ ~rjq. (3.20)

The di�erential cross section (3.9) has the form5:

dσ

dΩ
“

〈ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

N
ÿ

j“1

bje
i ~Q¨~rj

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2〉
(3.21)

where bj is the scattering length of the scatterer j. The angular brackets ă . . . ą denote
the average, the reason for this average is two-fold: (i) For the systems with slow dynamics
(not causing a visible inelasticity) the averaging brackets express a temporal average over
the experimental time, because the scatterers will rearrange over the time of the experi-
ment (see page 107). (ii) If the radiation used is not highly coherent, the sum over the
amplitudes in (3.21) must be restricted to the coherence volume which can be smaller than

5 it has the form of the squared magnitude of the Fourier transformed distribution density of scattering

lengths.
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the illuminated volume of the sample. The results from di�erent regions have to be added
after squared magnitudes are computed (incoherent superposition of intensities).
For a system consisting of identical scatterers it is possible to factorize the material-speci�c
properties, i.e. number of scatterers N and their scattering length b:

dσ

dΩ
“ |b|2N Sp ~Qq (3.22)

where we introduced the structure factor6 Sp ~Qq:

Sp ~Qq “
1

N

〈ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

N
ÿ

j“1

ei
~Q¨~rj

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2〉
”

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
F p ~Qq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

(3.23)

where F p ~Qq means the amplitude of the structure factor. This quantities depend only on
the statistic of the positions of the scatterers in the sample. The pair-correlation function
can be de�ned as:

ă ρp~r1qρp~r2q ą “ ă ρp0qρp~r2 ´ ~r1q ą“ ρ0

〈
N
ÿ

j,k“1

δprj ´ rk ` r2 ´ r1q

〉
(3.24)

ρ2
0 “ 〈ρp~r1q〉 〈ρp~r2q〉 (3.25)

In terms of this function the structure factor then can be written as:

Sp ~Qq “
1

ρ0

ż

Vdis

ă ρp0qρp~rq ą ei
~Q¨~rd3r (3.26)

where Vdis means the 'volume' of all distances in the sample. The last expression can o�er a
computational simpli�cation, e.g. by evaluation of the rotational average of the scattering
intensity.

ρ(~r)

F(~Q)

〈ρ(0)ρ(~r)〉

S(~Q)
Fo
ur
ier
tr
an
s. |. . .| 2

m
agnitude

correlation
〈. . .〉

Fo
ur
ier
tr
an
s.

Generally, there are two alternative routes to compute
the structure factor Sp ~Qq (or scattering intensity) from
the known microscopic distribution density ρp~rq. This is
illustrated in the sketch shown on the right. The �rst
way (upper route) is represented by (3.21) and (3.23).
It starts with computing the scattering amplitude F p ~Qq
by means of Fourier transform. The squared magnitude
of F p ~Qq give the structure factor Sp ~Qq. The second
(lower route) starts with computing the correlation func-
tion 〈ρp0qρp~rq〉, which Fourier transform results in the
required structure factor, see equation (3.26).

6 it has the form of the squared magnitude of the Fourier transformed distribution density of scatterers.
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3.3.2. Di�raction from a periodic structure

A periodic structure, usually a crystal structure, consists of a group of atoms (molecules)
which is identically repeated at points (knots) of a periodical lattice. Such a lattice can be
represented by a density function like:

ρp~rq “
ÿ

i1,i2,i3

δp~r ´ ~ri1i2i3q (3.27)

where ~ri1i2i3 “ i1~a1 ` i2~a2 ` i3~a3 is the vector pointing to the lattice knots, indexed by
ti1,i2,i3u and the summation runs over all knots of the lattice. Above, we introduced three
basis (Bravais) vectors t~a1,~a2,~a3u de�ning the lattice in the real space.
The structure factor of such a system can be factorized as:

Sp ~Qq “
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Flatp ~Qq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2 ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Fucp ~Qq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

(3.28)

where the amplitude of the form factor Flatp ~Qq is the Fourier transform of the lattice
density function (3.27). The amplitude of the structure factor Fucp ~Qq is the scattering
amplitude of the repeated group, usually called unit cell; it can be computed by means of
(3.23) or (3.26).
The Laue condition for the observation of constructive interference (di�raction) from a
periodic lattice can be formulated as follows. Flatp ~Qq is not vanishing if and only if ~Q
coincides with a reciprocal lattice vector ~G, i.e.

~Q “ ~G (3.29)

The reciprocal lattice vector ~G is de�ned as:

~G “ h~τ1 ` k~τ2 ` l~τ3 (3.30)

where ph,k,lq are integers; the reciprocal lattice basis vectors t~τ1, ~τ2, ~τ3u are solu-
tions of the system of linear equations: ~ai ¨ ~τj “ 2πδij (δij is the Kronecker delta symbol):

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

τ1 “ 2π~a2ˆ~a3

vuc

τ2 “ 2π~a3ˆ~a1

vuc

τ3 “ 2π~a1ˆ~a2

vuc

(3.31)

where vuc “ ~a1 ¨ r~a2 ˆ ~a3s is the volume of the unit cell.
The Laue condition (3.29) coincides with the Bragg's law, which is formulated for a di�rac-
tion of waves (of wavelength λ) with an incident angle θ to a set of lattice planes separated
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by a distance d7:
mλ “ 2 d sin θ (3.32)

where m is an integer.
Scattering from a large (in�nite) crystal is characterized by distinct points (sharp Bragg
peaks) in reciprocal space. The intensities of the Bragg peaks are the intensities of the
lattice scattering factor (form factor) |Flat|2 modulated by the structure factor |FucpQq|2

of the unit cell. Their positions are de�ned by the Laue condition and are independent of
the content of the unit cell.
In real crystals, the shape of the Bragg peaks is in�uenced by such factors as dynamics of the
system, thermal motions and imperfection of the structure. The in�uence of the dynamics
can be described in terms of the Debye-Waller factor. The latter has the meaning [99]
of the ratio of the scattering cross section of quanta scattered by a particle bound to
a complex system to the value for the same process on the free particle. An intensity
reduction occurs e.g. due to the variation of the bond lengths and angles. To describe
the resulting di�raction one has to take into account the modulation by a Gaussian-like
function with width of the form ~G2

hklx|~u|
2y, where x|~u|2y is the mean square �uctuation

in the position of the atom. E.g. the approximation by a harmonic oscillator results in
the peak form expp´Q2x~|u|2yq, corresponding to its quantum mechanical state of minimal
energy.
The �niteness of the crystal's size, describes by its shape results in the broadening (Bragg's)
peaks, which is described by a convolution in the reciprocal space. A shape of a crystal
can be described by a characteristic function ξp~rq:

ξp~rq “

#

1, ~r is in crystal

0, otherwise
(3.33)

The lattice scattering amplitude is given by a convolution of the spatial Fourier transform
Ξp ~Qq of the characteristic function ξp~rq and the scattering amplitude from the in�nite
lattice:

Flatp ~Qq Ñ Flatp ~Qq ‹ ΞpQq (3.34)

The most prominent example of such a broadening is given by Laue, who introduced the
function LpQq “ sinpNaQq{ sinpaQq, describing a scattering amplitude of an 1D crystal
consisting of N knots separated by the distance a. In a 3D system it becomes:

Flatp ~Qq “
3
ź

i“1

sinpNi~ai ¨ ~Qq

sinp~ai ¨ ~Qq
(3.35)

7 Note, that θ is the angle between the incident beam and lattice planes
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where Ni denotes the number of cells in the direction of the lattice vector ~ai.

By nano-sized crystallites the size e�ect and the e�ect of their thermal motion8 will dom-
inate, while the Debye-Waller factor only plays a minor role.

In the present work the above discussed di�raction theory is applied to the analysis of the in
situ X-ray scattering at the polycrystalline regions of silk �bres. Some of our computation
are based on the expression (3.35). The results and models are presented in chapter 5 and,
additionally, discussed in the chapter 6.

3.4. Quasi-elastic neutrons scattering (QENS)

QENS is a long time approach 9 in the dynamical neutron scattering. Because the our
QENS measurements were performed at room temperature, we will restrict ourself to an
overview of the classical approach. The latter is based on the theory of van Hove (pair)
correlation functions [8, 162, 170]. We proceed as follows: First, we introduce the basic
concepts of the dynamical neutron scattering and then the QENS will be described.

Scattering and (pair) correlation functions

Generally, by scattering from a dynamical system the energy may be transferred to or
from the scattered quanta. Thus an energy transfer ∆E “ ~ω occurs and the scattering
process becomes inelastic. As illustrated in �g. 3.2 |~kf | ‰ |~ki| and, hence the momentum
transfer ~Q and the scattered intensity become functions of the energy transfer. This implies
that the scattering experiment must be described in terms of the double differential

cross-section, see equation (3.9). In the far-�eld approach using the Born approximation
the double di�erential cross section is given by the Fermi's second Golden Rule, which reads:

B2σ

BEBΩ
9

kf
ki

ÿ

αi,αf

Pα

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
xαf | x~kf

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
V̂
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

~kiy|αiy
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

δ
`

~ω ` Eαi ´ Eαf
˘

(3.36)

where the set of variables αi, αf describes the quantum mechanical state of the sample
before and after the scattering event, respectively. |~kiy, |~kfy denote plane waves of the
incident and scattered neutron, respectively. Pαi is the probability of the initial state αi of
the sample. The Dirac delta function guaranties energy conservation. V̂ is the operator of
interaction between the scattered neutron and a nucleus of the sample. Due to (3.13) the

8 which have to be averaged in terms of the static approximation, discussed in sec. 3.3, page 107.
9 here is the origin of the term �quasi-elastic�, because with the limit t Ñ 8 in the time domain one

approaches the elastic component of the spectra, i.e. ω Ñ 0.
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latter is simply:

V̂9
ÿ

j

bjδp~r ´ p~rjq

where tbju are the scattering lengths. The simplicity of the interaction potential above
allows a description of the scattering processes in terms of the spatial and temporal Fourier
transforms.

The description is based on three key notions:

� the scattering function Sp ~Q, ωq

� the intermediate scattering function Ip ~Q, tq and

� the van Hove's correlation function Gp~r,tq,

which are interrelated by means of the Fourier transform.

The scattering function is related to the double di�erential cross section as10:

Bσ

BΩBE
“
kf
ki
Sp ~Q,ωq (3.37)

Due to observations given on the page 106, the scattering function can be decomposed into
two parts: coherent and incoherent. Thus, the double di�erential cross section becomes:

Bσ

BΩBE
“
kf
ki

N

4π

´

σcohScohp ~Q,ωq ` σincSincp ~Q,ωq
¯

(3.38)

where the N is the number of scatterers.

Further, this separation into coherent and incoherent terms leads to a corresponding sepa-
ration of the intermediate scattering function and correlation function. E.g. the incoherent
scattering function Sincp ~Q,ωq is the temporal Fourier transform of the incoherent interme-
diate scattering function Iincp ~Q, tq and the latter is the spatial Fourier transform of the self
correlation function Gsp~r,tq. The latter describes the probability of a scatterer to be found
at time t in the location ~r, if it was initially (t “ 0) at the origin.

In the classical approximation this becomes:

Gcl
s p~r,tq “

1

N

ÿ

j

δp~r ´ rjptq ` rjp0qq (3.39)

Then, the intermediate incoherent scattering function reads:

Iclinc “
1

N

ÿ

j

xei
~Q¨~rjp0qe´i

~Q¨~rjptqy “
1

N

ÿ

j

xe´i
~Q¨∆~rjptqy (3.40)

10 In following we assume, without loss of generality, mono-isotope scattering.
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where ∆~rjptq “ ~rjptq ´ ~rjp0q is a particle displacement during the time interval t. And,
�nally, the (classical) incoherent scattering function can be written as:

Sclincp ~Q, ωq “
1

2π

ż 8

´8

Iclincp ~Q, tq e
´iωt (3.41)

The scattering function, calculated in the classical limit, violates the principle of the de-
tailed balance and has to be corrected as [8]:

Sincp ~Q, ωq “ exp

ˆ

´
~ω

2kBT

˙

Sclicnp ~Q,ωq (3.42)

QENS

In the long time limit the self correlation function will asymptotically approach a con-
stant value11 Gp~r,8q, which corresponds to the incoherent intermediate scattering function
Ip ~Q,8q [8]:

Iincp ~Q,8q “
1

N

ÿ

j

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

A

ei
~Q¨~rj

E
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

(3.43)

meaning the Fourier transform of the 3D area, which is accessible for the scatterers. I.e. it
is the Fourier transform of the �nal (equilibrated) distribution of all positions of the scat-
terers averaged over all their possible initial positions. Hence, the incoherent intermediate
scattering function can be represented by two terms, the independent and the dependent
of time:

Iincp ~Q, tq “ Iincp ~Q,8q ` I
q
incp

~Q, tq (3.44)

The related incoherent scattering function consists of two terms:

Sincp ~Q, ωq “ IincpQ,8qδpωq ` S
q
incp

~Q, ωq (3.45)

where the �rst one, containing the Dirac delta function δpωq, is purely elastic while the
second exhibits a non vanishing broadening and is called quasielastic. The shape and,
especially, the width of the latter provides information concerning the characteristic times
of the system-dynamics in the long time regime. The �rst term has the meaning of a
structure factor, hence it is called 'elastic incoherent structure factor'. From the above it
is clear, that the presence of a non-vanishing elastic component in the scattered intensity
is an indicator for spatial constraints in the motion of some scatterers in the system.
The theory of QENS as well as the main relation of the neutron scattering theory, pre-
sented in this section, were used in this work for the analysis of in situ neutron scattering
experiments of silk �bres. The results are presented in chapter 6 on page 246.
11 this vanishes if the scatterers are not spatially constrained in their movements.



4. Experimental

In this chapter the experimental techniques are described. We start with the common
principles underlying our stretching experiments and common aspects of the construction
of the sample cells we used. Then a short description of the monitoring and control of
the mechanical engines and the environment of our sample cells is given, which is followed
by the speci�cation of the components of the sample cells and a discussion of the calibra-
tion procedures. Then we describe the sample preparation. At the end of this chapter
we describe our sample cells and the instruments at large-scale facilities, where the in

situ scattering experiments were performed.

4.1. Common principles

In our stretching experiments the samples are stretched by a motor/actuator and the
response to this stretching is measured as function of time. Simultaneous a series of
scattering measurements was accomplished through the progress of the stretching. Figure
4.1 (a) shows a common (schematic) layout of in situ stretching experiments.

The components of the in situ stretching experiments setup are:

� Control and monitoring (storing) of the sample-environment parameters such as rel-
ative humidity, temperature (RHT).

� Driving the excitation (force or strain), in our case it was strain.

� Monitoring (storing) the sample-response (stress) as a function of time.

� Synchronisation of the record of scattered intensity with the stretching regime. This
was achieved by storing the TTL (transistor-transistor logic standard) signal from
each recording event.

� In the case of micro-beam scattering experiments (ID13, ESRF), we have to control
the position of the sample relative to the beam and to illuminate di�erent locations of
the sample. We did scans: positioning of the sample at several spacial points relative
to the beam. See a representation of such a scan on the �gure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1.: Stretching experiment
On the pane (a) a diagram of a stretching experiment setup is shown; (b) shows a micro-
scope photograph of a single silk �bre with an example of a scan path drawn as red circles,
representing the position and size of the beam.

Thus, the experimental equipment has to include environment sensors (for temperature
and humidity), force and strain sensors and an actuator/motor to stretch the sample. In
the case of micro di�raction, the control software has to include the possibility to use the
interface o�ered by a beamline support to control motors used for scanning.

The driving of the strain-motor/actuator was done using the hardware built-in controller
connected with a computer through the RS232 interface. If more accurate time dependence
was needed the controlling was done using an Analog Digital Converting (ADC) board card
with built-in high frequency timer.

The measurements of the force, strain and TTL signal were carried out using the ADC
board card (National Instrument [117]) with a suitable converter frequency to achieving
the required time resolution.

A centralized access to all this hardware is realized through an especially for this purpose
developed software. The software based on the server-client architecture and allows a
remote control of an experiment with the possibility of automated script-based experiments
performing in a batch mode. The controller client can run on a remote PC with full featured
control-terminal and GUI based monitoring (see example screen-shot of this controller in
�g.4.7).

In following sections the acquisition scheme used and sensors are described separately.
Then three stretching sample cells for stretching of a single �bre SPLC (4.3.1,132), a median
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sized �bre bundle HUSTEN (4.3.2, page 136) and a large bundle LLC (4.3.3, page 137) are
discussed. But before, we will specify components and building schema which are common
for all our cells.

4.1.1. Common aspects of stretching sample cells

All our sample cells (with exception of some cells for neutron scattering experiments)
have the same building principle to ful�ll about the same principal requirements for in

situ stretching experiments:

� Controllable and stable sample environment, at least values of relative humidity (RH)
need to be stable.

� Possibility to do a scattering experiments, i.e. beam entry window, minimum per-
turbation of the scattered radiation, etc.

� Equipped with driving/acquisition facility for stretching process and synchronisation
with scattering events.

� Positioning of the sample relative to a radiation beam and, eventually, a facility to
perform scans (illuminations of a set of di�erent parts of the sample with a micro-
sized beam).

The di�erence between them are due to the size of the sample (single �bre, medium or
large �bre bundles) and the type of radiation used for scattering (see table 4.1). The main

Figure 4.2.: Sketch of principal setup for in situ stretching experiments

components of such an environmental cell are (see �g. 4.2):
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� wet chamber for samples, with a beam window and a stretching engine and sample
holding frame;

� water/solution bath connected with the wet chamber;

� stretching motor with controller;

� force/stretching sensors;

� RHT sensors;

� control/monitor (acquisition) software;

� synchronisation with scattering events software; (synchronisation is usually done
through a TTL signal).

sample

cell

type of sample maximal

load (N)

maximal

path

readout

speed

(sps)

relative

humidity

range (%)

radiation

SPLC single �bre or small �-

bre bundle

0.5 190 µm ď16ˆ106 2-100 X-ray

HUSTEN median bundle 5 ě 10 (cm) about 100 19-100 X-ray

LLC large bundle 256 ě 10 (cm) about 100 vacuum to

100

neutrons

or X-ray

Table 4.1.: Sample cells used in this work

These sample cells were developed and constructed by the working group of Prof. Dr.

Müller, university Kiel (Germany).

�sps� means samples per second

4.2. Acquisition and calibration

4.2.1. Aspects of data acquisition and control

In the following the term acquisition is used as synonym for reading information from
the hardware (analog to digital conversion) or driving the hardware by writing information
(digital to analog conversion) in the opposite direction.
For the purpose of computer-aided monitoring and driving the multifunctional/multichannel
analog-digital converter board cards (from National Instruments Corporation [117]) were
used. Such cards allow the acquisition at a frequency of some megasamples per second.
Three principal regimes of acquisition are possible:
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1. request-response: one measurement per request;

2. instruction: a set of measurement per request;

3. command: a sequential acquisition, controlled by the built-in board clock.

The �rst type of acquisition regime was used in the control system of the HUSTEN sample
cell based on the Labview environment running under the MS Windows. Our experience
shows that because of the high latency of standard operation systems (Window, Linux)
this regime does not satisfy our requirements. The synchronisation was very bad and
measured data must be reinterpolated to get the values at the same time from the di�erent
channels. The errors were very large and the Labview-based system was not stable enouph
and required a lot of computer resources.
The second generation of the driving software used the �command� (see above) regime. It is
based on the low level open-source library �comedi� [21]. Under this regime the acquisition
process is running as a periodical sequence of the set of channels conversions (AD or DA)
called scans (see �g. 4.3) with the speci�ed frequency. This allows one to realize a so-called
soft real-time process, because the command uses the timer which is built into the board
card and is independed from the rest of the computer or operation system. The acquisition
frequency can be up to some megasamples per second, but for our purpose it was su�cient
to use one kilo-sample per second (1 kHz).
To run such a command one has to speci�y (see �g. 4.3):

� Start and end events for the whole acquisition sequence.

� Start and end events of the each acquisition scan.

� Numbers and order of channels in the scan.

� Each channel in the scan (conversion type, connection type etc.).

This type of acquisition and control is very �exible and allows to save a lot of computer
resources. Once the command is speci�ed and started the permanent readable data stream
is accessible to the system and one has only: read it, transfer it into the physical values, save
the data on a storage device and, possibly, print the data on the monitor terminal-window
or plot them on the screen.
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Figure 4.3.: Chart of the acquisition process under the �command� regime

The orange labels denote the events to start or to stop an operation, blue labels shows,

symbolically, the contents of a scan.
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4.2.2. Environmental control and sensoric

Cell environment. The mechanical properties of silk strongly depend on its environment,
especially they depend very strongly on water content in the surrounding air.
The dependence on the temperature is twofold: silk thermodynamical properties depends
directly on the temperature, while there is an implicit dependence through the water
content of the air, which is a function of the temperature. Our target temperature regime
was ambient (about 20-25˝ C), hence for our purpose it was su�cient to use the room
temperature in the experimental hall.
To achieve a stable controllable sample environment stabilization media were used as hu-
midity reservoir, i.e. saturated solution or silica gel powder. The sample was put into a
closed cell which was in direct connection with a bath, where the stabilization media was
placed (see �g. 4.6).
Now, for convenience, we give a simple physical description of the phenomenon we use.
Consider an closed system with an water-air interface (see �g. 4.4). After the system
reaches its equilibrium state the mean number of evaporated water molecules per (macro-
scopic) time interval is statistically equal to the mean number of condensed water molecules.
Quantitatively, this is described through the fact that under equilibrium conditions in a
multi-phase/multi-component thermodynamic system the chemical potentials of all com-
ponents in all present phases have to be equal. The partial pressure of the water vapour in
the air is called the saturated vapour pressure pw,g, this value governs/characterizes
the water content in the gas phase. The (equilibrium) saturation pressure is described by
the Clausius-Clapeyron relation:

dP

dT
“

Lv
T∆V

where Lv is the latent heat or molar enthalpy of the vaporisation, T the absolute tem-
perature (Kelvin), ∆V is the (molar) volume change of the phase transition (vaporisation).
The presence of a solute in water will cause some changes to the value of the chemical
potential of the water molecules in the liquid phase with respective changes in the con-
ditions on the saturation pressure of the water in the gas phase. The salt content in the
solution strongly in�uences value of the partial pressure of the saturation vapour under the
water-air interface. Similar consideration are valid with respect to the waters saturation
partial pressure in the air in contact with large amount of silica gel. Here, the equilib-
rium conditions are de�ned by the geometry and topology (e.g. curvature, connectivity)
of mesopores (cavities) in silica gel material. Each deviation from the equilibrium state
causes irreversible processes which drive the system back into the equilibrium state.
The term relative humidity (RH) is a mostly used term to describe quantitatively the
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Figure 4.4.: Equilibrium between liquid and vapour in a closed system

Salt Rel. humidity of the air [%] at the

temperature ...˝C

Solubility at

20˝C [g/100g H2O]

15 20 25 30

Natriumhydroxid 6 6 6 6 108,3

Magnesiumchlorid 33 33 33 33 54,4

Kaliumcarbonat 43 43 43 � 110,6

Natriumbromid 60 59 58 57 90,6

Natriumchlorid 75 75 75 75 36,0

Table 4.2.: Relative humidity over a saturated salt solutions and solubility in
water for some salts [98]
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content of water molecules in the air. It is introduced as a relative relation of the pressure
P in the system under consideration to the saturation pressure under water-air interface
Pw,gpT q at the same temperature T :

RH “
P

Pw,gpT q
ˆ 100%

Therefore, the RH value in the system, described above (�g. 4.4), of the water-air interface
in the closed volume is exactly 100% in the equilibrium state at each temperature.
For each target humidity a suitable type of salt was used. Table 4.2 shows relative humidity
at various temperatures for some salts we used in our experiments. One can see that RH
values remain essentially unchanged over wide range of temperatures.
Saturated salt solutions were used for the range 30-85% of RH. For about 90-98% RH
we used pure water and for a very dry environment (up to 2-4%) silica gel was used as
stabilization medium.

Figure 4.5.: Humidity-Temperature combined sensor, SHT7x Sensirion [153]

Sensors for relative humidity and temperature (RHT sensors) The combined sensor
element SHT7x (Sensirion [153]) was used in our experiments to monitor the temperature
and relative humidity. The small size of the element allows us to place some of them in
the vicinity of our sample without disturbing the stretching engine or the scattered beam.
Figure 4.5 shows such a sensor-element and �gure 4.6 shows a principal connection and
placement chart of such sensors in a sample cell. SHT7x is a combination of two elements:
one is for temperature- and other for relative humidity measurement.
The temperature measurement is based on the band-gap principal and the relative humidity
measurement on the capacity measurement of a polymer-element. Both measurements are
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done nearly simultaneously and spatially very close to each other. The simultaneity of the
measurement of temperature at the sampe location allows for the �on the �y� correction
of the measured relative humidity values, with a resulting relative error of about 1.8% (see
data sheet in [153]).

For the acquisition of more than one sensor per time the sensors were connected with a
computer system through an acquisition box (build by Mathias Greve, CAU Kiel). The box
allows a simultaneous acquisition of up to four sensors and can be driven by a �Labview�
program, written by M. Greve for Windows or by a python program, written by the author
for Linux or Window OS. The python program allows to drive the measurement process
remotely using a protocol based on a client-server architecture, this was very handy for
experiments with X-ray scattering. The principal connection and placing scheme for RHT
sensors is shown in the sketch 4.6.

Figure 4.6.: Connection and placing of RHT sensors

Two sensors are placed direct in the sample-cell: one is above the sample and other is

under the sample. One sensor is placed on top of the bath and the last sensor is used

to monitor the outside surrounding state.

In �g. 4.7 one can see a screen shot of the working client controller user interface embedded
into the acquisition environment, developed for our measurements. At high humidity
(about 95-98%) the measured values can be perturbed by the process of drop formation
in the sample cell. To reduce this e�ect the program allows to heat the sensors for a short
time to free the sensors from water saturation.
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Figure 4.7.: Python acquisition program, client part GUI
Shows the GUI user interface to the temperature and relative humidity mea-
surement system together with control terminal and measuring state monitor.

Control measurements To test the stability of the sample environment and control the
error range of the sensors we have measured the RHT values for a relative long times (some
tens of hours) with di�erent saturated salt solutions. This measurements shows that after
some relaxation time (about 20-40 min) the saturated salt solutions stabilize the sample
cell atmosphere. The sensors shows the error range about 1.7-2.0%, with the same value
of deviation from the theoretical table values of the relative humidity under saturated
solutions.

The tests with very dry environment (achieved using silicagel in the place of salt solutions)
show the same stability and the same error range as in the measurements with saturated
salt. However, we cannot achieve some satisfactory low humidity in the HUSTEN cell (see.
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4.3.2), the minimal value was about 20%. The reason was the construction of this cell, a
relative large volume with non-separated electronics with many possibilities for water to
condense. The piezo-cell SPLC (see.4.3.1) shows much better results, about 2-4% RH.

4.2.3. Calibration of stretching mechanics and sensors

For the study of the viscoelastic properties of Bombyx mori silk in situ stretching experi-
ments on a single silk �bre, medium-sized (few �bres) and large (hundreds) �bre bundles
were carried out. For a single �bre experiment a sample cell SPLC (see 4.3.1, on page 132)
based on the piezo actuator with a spatial resolution about 0.3 µm was used, for middle
bundles a sample cell HUSTEN (see 4.3.2) was used. Each sample cell has a di�erent
spatial measurement devices but the same building principal, and force sensors were of the
same construction and same manufacture (Entran). Here the positioning and force sensors
are described together with calibration procedures. And later some technical details of our
sample cells are shortly described.

4.2.4. Force sensors

In all our experiments we used the same art of �at force sensors (from Entran GbmH) with
force ranges from (0.5, 1.5, 5.0, 250) [N]. Figure 4.8 shows an example of such a sensor
mounted on the piezo actuator head. The force signal was ampli�ed and �ltered with a 1
kHz �lter to remove the aliasing e�ects and acquired using an ADC board card (National
Instruments) mentioned early.

The calibration is carried out using a set of calibration weights. Each weight is hung on
the sensor and sets of measurements of ADC channels are done. Then the operation is
repeated with the next calibration weight. The resulting data were �tted with a linear
function: ADC channel Ñ force [µN ]. Figure 4.9 shows an example of such calibration.
�tted parameter are used to convert the ADC channels into the physical units.

4.2.5. Position sensors

Two types of position sensors were used to measure the stretching path. One is a strain
foil gauge sensor (jena GmbH), used in the piezo based sample cell SPLC for a single �bre
experiment. The other one is a position linear enconder (HEIDENHEIN GbmH [69]) is
used in the HUSTEN sample cell [59]. The calibration of the gauge sensor will be described
here and for details about the position line encoder see [59].
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Figure 4.8.: Force sensor (Entran) on the piezo actuator head
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Figure 4.9.: Calibration of the force sensor

The calibration was done using sample weights which was hung on the force-sensor and

the channel numbers was measured through a suitable time interval.
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Optical calibration

To drive and monitor the strain the �resistance strain gauge sensor� has to be calibrated
and the mapping from the Analog Digital Converter channels to physical distance has to
be determined.
The following calibration procedure was used:

� The piezo cell actuator was equipment with two jaws with sharp edges.

� A microscope photographs with a suitable zooming was taken for a set of positions of
the piezo actuator. Fig. 4.10 shows an example of such photographs (zooming 12x).

� Simultaneously a series of measurements of AD channels was done for each picture
and the mean channel value and its standard deviation was computed.

Figure 4.10.: Microscope-photographs (zoom = 12x) of the piezo cell at four

positions

The blue ranges are the image of piezo jaws, the red range is the gap between the jaws

and the dashed lines are computed edges boundary (front) of jaws. Each photograph is

rotated, so that the mean-gradients of edge-fronts of jaws is parallel to the y-axis. The

mean-gradient orientation is de�ned by a procedure based on Prewitt �lter [144].

� For each photograph the position (measured in pixel numbers) of the jaw edges was
computed. For this purpose the prewitt �lter method of edge determination was
used. This is a smoothing variant of di�erentiation �lter. Fig. 4.11 shows an exaple
of such computations: the photograph, the �ltered image and an intensity pro�les of
the image and �ltered image along the mean edge gradient, shown as arrow.

� For the chosen zoom the e�ective pixel size was de�ned. I.e. the photograph of a
calibration micrometer sample scale (µm-scale) was taken with the corresponding
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.11.: Edge-positions de�nition for piezo cell jaws

� (a) shows an image and �ltered image for strain position 120.0 µm. The arrows

pointing in the direction of the mean gradient of edge fronts. The dashed lines

show the position of determined edges. The image is rotated so that the gradient

of edge fronts is parallel to y-axis.

� (b) Intensity pro�les. The blue curve shows the mean intensity along the direction

of the mean gradient (de�ned by the edge detection procedure). The orange curve

is the mean intensity pro�le of the �ltered image in the same direction. The

maxima/minima of the curve pointing to the position of the edges. The black

points are the deviations of this curve at several ranges of the x-axis. Due to the

usual random deviations of the intensity, a procedure based on the naive di�erence

di�erentiation would not be able to �nd a correct direction of the edge-front, hence

is not suitable for the edge determination. The red lines poin at the position of

the edge for several ranges of x-axis.
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zooming and the mean number of pixel ticks were counted. The e�ective mean pixel
size is de�ned as Nticks ˚ ltick{Npixel, where Nticks is number of ticks on a choosen
range of the calibration mass scall, ltick is the tick's length, Npixel is the number of
the pixels alongth the same range of the mass scale. Fig. 4.11 shows the photograph
of the calibration micrometer scale used and the intensity curve used to count the
mean number of pixel per tick.

� The optically measured position of the jaws is converted from pixel units into the
physical distance and the straight line is �tted as function mapping ADC channels
onto the physical distance. See �g. 4.13.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12.: Calibration µm-scale used to compute the e�ective pixel size

(a) a microscope photograph of the calibration scale at zoom 12x, the smallest tick

corresponds to 10 µm. (b) the intensity pro�le curve alone the blue span shown on (a)

the red curve is the intensity measured and blue one is the boundary curve used to count

the ticks.
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Figure 4.13.: Strain calibration curve

The abscissa shows the mean value of Analog-Digital Converter (ADC) channels, the

ordinate shows optically measured distance in micrometer. The straight line is a linear

�t, which has to be used in the conversion from ADC channels to distance measured in

micrometer.
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4.3. Environmental sample cells

4.3.1. Piezo-Electric Load Cell with controlled environment

(SPLC)

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the setup of the Piezo-Electric sample cell called SLPC. This
setup is used for stretching experiments with in situ X-ray scattering on a single �bre,
which is about of 10 micrometer diameter. It was mainly employed for our measurements
at ID13 (ERSF, Grenoble).

The sample �bre is glued on the holding plastic frames, shown on the �gure 4.14 (c) and
(d). The frame is placed on the actuator head (see �gure 4.14 (c)), so that the bottom side
of the frame is connected with the force sensor and the upper side is �xed to the actuators
holder. Then the actuator head is placed into the wet-chamber with a suitable humidity
atmosphere. The chamber is connected with the bath containing a humidity stabilization
media (see 4.2.2). The tilting mechanics1 allows an exact orientation of the �bre relative
to the incoming X-ray beam (see �gure 4.14 (b)). The incoming X-ray beam and scattered
radiation pass through the Kapton-�lm windows.

The downside of this construction is the requirement to open/detach the top part of the
wet chamber to change a sample. This means that on each sample change operation the
humidity state is lost for a short time and needs, after the sample change, some time (about
20-40 min) to restore its stable state. The top part of the wet chamber can be removed by
screwing of three bolts, holding this part.

The stretching engine consists of a piezo actuator, which is a modi�cation1 of the piezo
slit/shutter system PSZ 1 from the �piezosystem jena GmbH� [82] manufacture. PSZ
1 is equipped with a strain gage measurement system with a measurement accuracy of
about 0.2% and suitable driving system (see tab. 4.3). Maximal opening (strain path) is
about 230 µm without controller and about 190 µm with using the linearized controller.
The second regime is running without hysteresis and hence is more suitable for stretching
experiments. The system can be driven/monitored through the RS232 or GPIB interfaces
( with response time about 10 µs). Alternatively, the system o�ers a control/monitoring
through the voltage signal. The last possibility was used for reading the value of the strain
path synchronously with the force values and the TTL signal. The signals were read using
the ACD board card NI-PCI-6221 (National Instruments), the principle of its use was
discussed in 4.2.1. This card allows resolution of 16 bits in one digital value, so, e.g. the
measurement of strain has a channel resolution of about 3 nm per ADC channel. More

1the tilting device and the last adaptation of the piezo head were designed by Mathias Greve (CAU Kiel).
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force sensor

sample frame

sample holder

tilt-device

piezo-head

sample

water bath
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(a)

(b) (c)
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Figure 4.14.: Piezo sample cell for stretching experiments with single �bres

(a) a sketch of the SPLC is shown; (b) the detachable mechanical part of the SPLC

consisting of sample stretching and tilt devices. The latter is used for optimized orienta-

tion of the �bre relative to the X-ray beam. (c) the piezo actuator head, equipped with

a sample frame holder and a force sensor. (d) a sample frame with a glued-in sample

�bre.

detailed description of the driving software is given on page 134.

The maximal load of the force sensor is equal to 0.5 mN, with allowed overloading up to
5N. The card resolution is about of 15 µN per ADC channel. Because the cell has a �at
form and a very compact built it is very suitable for the measurements on measurement
stations similar to ID13 in ERSF (see below). The sample can be placed very close to the
optical component of the synchrotron measurement station and the cell allowed to record
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Figure 4.15.: A photograph of the Piezo sample cell (SPLC)

engine piezo actuator with strain sensor force sensor

�rma piezojena Entran

actuator head PZS 1 Sensor ELG-H-0.5N

power supply unit ENT 150/200

components voltage ampli�er module ENV 40

controller/interface ER 1

AD/DA converter EDA 3

Table 4.3.: Components of the piezo-electric stretching cell

a shadowing/perturbation free di�ractogramm.

Software

A software package has been designed and implemented which controls all the hardware
integrated in the sample cell. Its server-client architecture allows a remote access to the
stretching process. The software o�ers a possibility to communicate with a software of
large-scale facility instruments with a goal to drive a scattering experiment synchronously
with a chosen stretching protocol. E.g. it can connect to a SPEC server and take a control
over a set of beamline motors, detectors and a shutter. The integration with a TANGO
server is possible too.
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As mentioned above, the driving software is based on the server-client architecture (see
�g.4.16) and is running on the Linux OS (Debian). The server is implemented as a xml
[183]/yaml [184] based remote procedure call system. Where a client connects the server
and calls some functional procedures or acquires the status by forming and sending the
request (command) and receiving the response in the form of data, which it can then
represent to the user in the form of graphical or text information. The client part can run
on the same or a separate PC (e.g. laptop) and is responsible for communication with an
operator. A screen shot of the running client interface is shown on the �g. 4.7 on the page
125.

Figure 4.16.: Sketch diagram for organization of the driver software for the piezo

cell

The server is running on the measurement PC, which was usually placed in the experimental
hutch to reduce of the length of the connecting wires. The application loop is responsible
for control/acquiring the hardware (motors, electrical controllers, sensors, TTL signals)
and for the streaming of the data, especially for saving of the measured data to the hard
disk. The loop is implemented as a set of communicating sub processes to achieve the
optimal use of the resources and to assure that no data will be lost. The communication
of the operator (user) with the hardware can be done ether in the single command regime
(request-response) or in a batch mode, where a prepared script (python based) is sent to
the server and loaded into the application loop, where it is running to drive the experiment.
Additionally, there is a possibility to run python scripts as separate clients on a remote
PC with a similar functionality as a batch macros, mentioned above.
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The principle of low level data acquisition is described in 4.2.1, on page 118. The processing
of the incoming data stream is organized as a chain of repositories and based on the
Producer-Consumer Pattern (for design patterns see [172]), where a single Producer is
responsible for the read the data-stream from the hardware and distribute it to several
registered consumers (e.g. saving consumer, monitor, safety �lter, etc.). For purpose of
�exibility this part of the system is built as an extensible plug-in system, where it is possible
to install for example a new safety �lter or a TTL based pausing �lter as synchronisation
with some other subprocesses.
Some attention was payed to organisation of logging and con�guration of the system.
The con�guration system allowed to change (on the �y) parameters such as IP addresses,
conversion constants of the measured data stream, order of the channels etc. without
needing to change the source code. Indeed, one can change the whole board card AD
converter and, after adapting of con�guration �les to the parameters of the new card,
immediately start to measure.

4.3.2. HUSTEN

Figure 4.17.: Sample holding system for use with HUSTEN

HUSTEN is a measurement system for in situ X-ray scattering experiments on �bre bundles
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of medium size. It was developed by Ingo Grotkopp and is in detail described in his PhD
Thesis [59]. As shown on the �gure 4.18 the main building principal remains be the same as
for the piezo-electric cell SPLC. The stretching engine is based on a step-servo motor and
the strain is measured using a position sensing device (linear encoder from HEIDENHAIN
CORPORATION [69]) This cell possesses a mechanical engine to change the samples with
minimal perturbation of the atmosphere in the wet chamber. The sample is glued on the
same plastic frame as mentioned above, then this plastic frame is mechanically �xed on
the larger steel frame, see �gure 4.17. The last frame can be put in to the wet chamber
through the pre-chamber, which is a some kind of sewer port or lock (see �g. 4.18). From
there with help of a mechanical engine the sample is driven to the stretching hooks, where
it is locked. This mechanical system is build up similarly to a cigarette automat ,.
Force measurements are done with a force sensor (from Entran) with maximal load of 5N,
an ADC board card is used for recording the force and TTL signals.
The driving program was developed on the basis of the LabView program environment and
is running on the XP Windows OS. It o�ers a graphical user interface with a command
terminal and possesses a very moderate batch mode facility. The motor is driven through
the RS232 interface to the motor controller, with possesses a very rich command system.
The measured data are incoming through two channels, one from the force sensor through
a ADC board card (National Instruments) and the other from the linear encoder (strain)
through its own board card (Heidenhain). Accordingly, the measured data are saved into
two ASCII �les: one for force and TTL signal and other for strain. Because data are
measured not simultaneously they need to be post-processed, i.e. the re-sampling through
the interpolation is required to get the values of force and strain at the same time. The
nominal acquisition speed is about 50-100 samples per second (sps) and is based on the
clock of the operation system (Windows), which has very large latency.
The complexity of mechanics causes a reduction of the resolution. A recalibration of sensors
can not be done without change the source code and recompilation. Any changes in the
channels ordering or AD card will require reprogramming e�ort.

4.3.3. Cell for large bundle stretching experiments (LLC)

The cell for large bundle stretching experiments was developed �rst by Klaas Kölln (see
description in [91]) and modi�ed through the diploma work of Wiebke Knoll [90]. Addi-
tionally to the above mentioned requirements this system has to ful�ll following exigences:

� It must be possible to adapt the system to experiments with neutron scattering with
di�erent instrument boundary constraints.
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Figure 4.18.: Sample environment cell HUSTEN
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� Loading force in the range from some N up to 200 N. This value is a result of require-
ments on the mass of the sample to achieve a suitable level of scattered intensity.

� The system must be vacuum sealed. To reduce the parasitic air scattering signal the
neutron path has to be evacuated.

Figure 4.19.: Sketch of large sample cell [91]

The sketch of the building structure of this sample cell is shown on the �gure 4.19. Its load-
ing engine consists of a (push) connecting rod, which is moved by a linear stage assembled
with a servo-motor (manufactured by Hauser EMD). The servo-motor is controlled by its
own control unit (of the same manufacturer). For the purpose of hermetic closure, the con-
necting rod is surrounded by a gaiter. Force is measured by a force sensor, manufactured
by Entran.
The acquisition and control of the experiment is done by a special for this purpose developed
LabView program through the RS232 interface.
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4.4. Sample preparation

Silk gegumming [58] The Bombyx mori silk �bres were reeled directly from the cocoons
using a speci�cally designed reeling setup at Oxford University. The cocoons were kept
in a water bath during the reeling procedure in order to facilitate the reeling process.
The cylindrical reel was speci�cally designed in order to retrieve the silk bundle without
exposing the �bres to mechanical stress.

The sericin coating of the �bres was removed from the silk brins by a standard degumming
method. For the degumming process the silk bundle was �xed with cotton threads at several
positions (to prevent entanglement). The bundle was immersed in 2l 0.5 %w Na2CO3

solution and kept at 70 ˝C for 2 hours (on a hot plate, gentle stirring). Afterwards the
bundle was thoroughly washed with deionised water while wearing gloves to remove the
Na2CO3 and dried on a glass rod overnight.

Single �bre and a small �bre-bundle samples The preparation of the sample for the
X-ray scattering experiments was preformed as follows: Single �bres were gently separated
from the bundle of degummed �bres and glued on the plastic frame as shown in �gures
4.17 and 4.14.

Large bundles For Neutron scattering experiments large sample bundles were used. A
long but thin bundle of degummed silk �bres was coiled on a aluminium frame which then
was put into the stretching device inside of the sample cell (see �gure 4.19).

4.5. In situ Scattering Experiments

4.5.1. Synchrotron Scattering

The production of X-ray radiation at synchrotrons is based on the fact, that accelerated
charged particles emit photons. Typically one uses light particles such as electrons, accel-
erated to the velocities closed to the speed of light.

Experiments using conventional X-ray generators (i.e., sealed tubes or rotating anodes)
are limited by the available X-ray �ux. The greatly increased �ux available at synchrotron
radiation sources makes it possible to carry out time-resolved in situ experiments e.g.
during mechanical tests of specimens.
The response of the nano-structure of bio-materials to mechanical stress thus becomes
directly accessible. Furthermore, synchrotron radiation has a very low divergence enables
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Figure 4.20.: Layout of the beamline A2, HASYLAB (Hamburg, Germany) [68]

focusing of X-rays using various optical devices down to micrometre beam size and below.
In micro-di�raction experiments, the nano-structure is accessible via the atomic resolution
of X-ray di�raction and the micro-structure via a scanning of the sample on the scale of the
beam size through the X-ray beam with microscopic position resolution. These parameters
on di�erent scales may even be obtained simultaneously in a single experiment.

Below we give a short description of beamlines, where the experiments, reported in this
work were done.

Beam line A2 at HASYLAB

Our in situ stretching experiments on the silk bundle of the middle size were done on the
beamline A2 (HASYLAB, Hamburg, Germany).
A2 [68] is a high �ux instrument for a wide and small angle scattering experiments with
soft condensed matter materials. It is suitable for time resolved measurements on weakly
scattering materials such as polymers. It uses synchrotron of the second generation and
sourced by the positron-storage ring DORIS III.

The layout of the A2 beamline is shown on the �gure 4.20.
The synchrotron radiation, produced by a de�ection magnet, after focusing and passing
the monochromator Ge-111, has a �xed energy 8.3 keV, which corresponds to wavelength
of about 1.5 Å. The �ux at the sample is about 109 photons per second. The geometry
of the incoming beam can be adjusted using horizontal and vertical apertures. For our
experiments a beam of the size 250 ˆ 250 µm was used.

Our stretching device used for these experiments (sample cell HUSTEN, see 4.3.2) has been
placed on top of the optical bench and �xed via several translation stages. These stages
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allow optimal positioning of the sample relative to the beam.
To store the resulting di�ractogramm we used two 2D CCD (charge-coupled device) X-ray
detectors. One is the detector manufactured by �Marresearch GmbH�, it is o�ered by the
measurement station. Because of high resolution but relatively long acquisition times, it
was for statical measurements, where the read-o� time was not critical.
The second detector is �Photonic Star (UK) Gemstar 2 HS�. It o�ers a very short readout time
of about 300 µs, which leads to a high time resolution during the stretching experiments.

Beam line ID13 at ESRF

Purposes of our micro-di�raction experiments with a single silk �bres were, at least, two
fold:

� avoiding the bundle e�ects (averaging over �bres in the bundle and in�uence of
mechanical interaction between the �bres in the bundle)

� resolving the structural response of the single �bre at the microscopical level through
the illumination of the di�erent parts of the sample with a step of about 2-4 µm.

This experiments were curried out using the micro-di�raction facility of the beamline ID13
at ESRF (Grenoble, France).
The beamline ID13 at ESRF (Grenoble, France) has its principal aim to provide small
focal spots for di�raction and small-angle X-ray scattering. Additionally to the higher
�ux, which is common for all synchrotrons of the third generation , this station o�ers a
possibility to focus a beam down to about 0.5 µm. The intensity at the sample is about
2´5ˆ1012 photons per second with a divergence about 2.3 mrad. For a better positioning
ID13 o�ers a zoom-microscope pointing parallel to the primary beam. It possesses a
x{y{z-scanning setup with air bearing rotation and tilt options. The scanning engine
can be driven through the software package SPEC, with a server-client interface. This
possibility was used to synchronize the stretching experiment with the scanning of the
sample i.e. illuminating of the di�erent parts of the sample (see right picture on �g. 4.1).
The software we used for a such synchronized scanning is described in section 4.3.1 on page
134. The incident photon energy can be varied in the range from 5 keV up to 17 keV, with
the corresponding wavelengths ranging from 2.5-0.73 Å. In all our experiments at ID13
we used the Piezo based sample cell SPLS described in 4.3.1. We used scans of step-wise
horizontal (across the sample) and diagonal paths. For our measurements we used a beam
size of about 0.5 µm with wavelength 0.96 Å (about 13 keV). To store scattered intensities
we used the same Photonic Science CCD detector as in A2 experiments, see subsection
4.5.1, page 141.
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4.5.2. Neutron Scattering

Neutron scattering experiments obviously involve the use of large scale facilities as well, i.
e., the neutron sources (nuclear reactors or accelerator-based spallation sources). Their in
situ combination e.g. with mechanical tests is possible by using specialised sample envi-
ronments and by relying on the high neutron beam stability in combination with negligible
beam damage induced by neutrons, making much longer exposition times possible.

Neutron di�raction experiments with wide (WANS) and small (SANS) range of scattering
angles give access to the structure of the material at molecular and mesoscopic length scales.
Analysing the inelastic (INS) and quasi-elastic neutron scattering spectra it is possible to
study the characteristics of molecular dynamics and relaxation processes of material under
study. For this purpose the energy range and the resolution of the instruments used have
to be in the suitable range. The resolution function limits the visible range of characteristic
times values of relaxation processes under study and (together with the accessible energy
range) the type of the dynamics accessible with this instrument. To increase the interval
of relaxation times one has to use more than one instrument.

The neutron scattering experiments presented in this work were done on several instruments
of ILL (Institute of Max von Laue-Pul Langevin) in Grenoble (France), Below we give a
short description of these instruments.

Time of �ight (TOF) spectrometer IN6

A series of in situ stretching measurements were performed on the spectrometer IN6, aimed
to study a molecular dynamic response of silk to a load under di�erent humidity. To achieve
a reasonable scattered intensity these experiments were done on a large bundle of silk �bres
using the LLC stretching sample cell (4.3.3).

IN6 is a time-focusing time-of-�ight spectrometer provides a facility for quasielastic (QENS)
and inelastic (INS) scattering for incident wavelengths in the range of 4 to 6 Å.

The �gure 4.21 shows the layout of the IN6. The neutron beam is extracted and focused
on the sample with a �xed wavelength, which can be selected from the set: 4.1, 4.6, 5.1
and 5.9 Å. The time focusing is achieved by using a Fermi chopper. To prevent frame-
overlap a suppressor chopper is placed before the Fermi chopper and rotates in phase with
it at a lower speed. The instruments energy resolution depends on the wavelength and
lies in the range of 50 to 170 µeV. The maximum momentum transfer is 2.6 Å´1 and the
accessible energy range is 3-200 meV. The beam size at the sample is 3 ˆ 5 cm2 with a
�ux of about 8.9 ˆ 104cm´2s´1. Scattered neutrons pass through the helium �lled �ight
path and are registering by 337 3He detectors, placed at a distance of 248 cm from the
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Figure 4.21.: Instrument Layout of IN6, ILL (Grenoble, France) [76]

sample. The detectors are on a circular arc with scattering angles ranging from 10˝ to 115˝.
The detectors are separated into three horizontal banks with azimuthal angles -150,00,150.
Three additional detectors serve as monitors, one of them is in front of the sample and
other two are behind the sample. The signal from each of the detectors is subdivided
into 1023 time-of-�ight channels, which register the number of incoming neutrons per time
interval ∆ = 4.82µs.

Spin-Echo Spectrometer IN11

To test the mesoscopic dynamic of silk material scattering experiments was done on the
instrument IN11 (ILL, Grenoble, France). The experiments was done without stretching
under several setting of temperature and humidity using sample cells o�ered by the support
of this instrument.
IN11 is an spectrometer aimed to be used to study of slow relaxation phenomena in

polymer materials, glasses or magnetic materials. Its principle (�g. 4.22) is based on using
the Larmor precession of the neutrons magnetic moment in a magnetic �eld as an internal
clock by the transition of the individual neutrons through two large solenoids placed before
and after the sample. The method allows to access the highest possible energy resolution
of sub-µeV over a wide wavelength range of incident neutrons. IN11 measures the real part
of the intermediate scattering function IpQ,tq (see chapter 3 for de�nition) directly.
The incident wavelength is 3.8-12 Å with a beam divergence of 15 mrad and diameter
of 45 mm. The accessible energy transfer range is [1.3 10´5, 0.15] meV with the range of
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Figure 4.22.: Sketch of a layout for a spin echo spectrometer basis

impulse transfer from 0.02 up to 2.7 Å´1.





5. Analysis and results

We start this chapter with the description of the procedures of the extraction and reduction
of the measured data (section 5.1). Here the processing of the signals from the mechanical
measurements and reduction of the X-ray di�raction data are given. Especially, we give the
speci�cation of the azimuthal integration procedure and describe the computation of the
002 position and the related strain of silk crystallites. In the section 5.2 the data analysis,
modelling and results are presented. The section starts with the description of reduction
and analysis of our radiation damage experiments. Using the results of the radiation
damage measurements the time protocol of the in situ X-ray scattering experiment was
chosen. Then, our results about the crystallite modulus and its dependence on humidity are
given followed by the use of these results to describe the output of stretching experiments
with our combined linear viscoelastic model [93]. Further, we describe the application
of the fractional viscoelastic models to the long time stretching experiments. Then, the
results for the non-linear models are presented.
The last part of the chapter is devoted to modelling the in situ X-ray scattering experiments
by our (more detailed) molecular model, where the elongation of crystallites is addressed
by the internal rotation of the molecular chains.

5.1. Reduction and Extraction of Data

5.1.1. Mechanical Properties

The mechanical stretching experiments were performed either in the laboratory (AGMüller)
as purely mechanical measurements or as in situ scattering experiments, performed at large
scale facilities (HASYLAB, ESRF, ILL). The used equipment and stretching setups are de-
scribed in chapter 4. In all our mechanical measurements the controlled parameter was the
elongation of the sample (stretching path) recorded together with environmental parame-
ters. The force needed to drive the sample through the given stretching path was measured
as a function of stretching and time. The time scales of our interest can be divided into
three ranges:

147
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short time scales: several decades of milliseconds (10 ms - 1 s)
At these scales the 'glassy response' of the material is visible and in most of the cases
can be (at least roughly) obtained by a linear �t of the force to strain relation. The
result of such a �t is the so called glassy modulus (see chapter 2 for more details).

intermediate time scales: from seconds up to some minutes (1 s-10 min)

Most of our in situ X-ray scattering experiments have been performed at this time
scale. For pre-stretched material (see 5.2.4) a relaxation phenomenon is visible and
can be roughly described in the framework of the viscoelastic theory [35,93,168], see
chapter 2.

long time scales: several hours up to a few days (> 1 h)

Neutron in situ scattering experiments are usually performed at this scale. Such
experiments allow us to study the dynamics of the system averaged over a long
period of time.

The samples were prepared either as single �bres or as a bundle of a few �bres (see page
140).

Conversion of the digitalized signal into physical units The signal can be read
from the digitizer card in the form of bits (gains). Each gain is responsible for a level in
the analog signal. In the case of the '16 bits-word card' this means that the whole range,
accessible to the card input, can be divided into 216 “ 65536 channels (gains). The analog
signal has a linear relation to the gain number transmitted from the card. For the purpose
of direct conversion from the gains into the physical signal, calibration measurements were
performed to get the relation {gain ÐÑ physical value} as a linear function of the gain
number. More about calibration measurements can be found in chapter 4. The mechanical
values are collected in terms of force 'f ' (mN) and elongation or strain 'y' (µm). This was
further converted into units, which are convenient for describing material properties [168]:

stress (GPa): is given by the force per cross section area σ “ f
Area

strain (% or fraction): a relative elongation ε “ ∆L
L

where: f denotes force (mN), Area is the sample's cross section (µm2), L is the sample
length and ∆L the elongation of the sample (µm). Typical values of L were 1-2 mm for
the in situ X-ray experiments and for a single �bre mechanical measurement. For neutron
scattering experiments the length of the sample was in centimeter range.

Shape and components of excitation and response signals Stretching experiments
on the bundle of silk �bres were performed using the HUSTEN engine, introduced brie�y
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in section 4.3.2. The processing of the data measured by the HUSTEN engine is described
in [59].

The SLPC (small piezo-loading cell) engine 4.3.1 is used by us for the stretching exper-
iments on single �bres. During all measurements performed with SPLC the engine was
used in the loop-back regime, which gives us the necessary stability and linearity of the
excitation curves. The elemental motion of this engine is a step- or jump-like movement.
On the basis of these jumps many di�erent curve shapes can be assembled by a sequence
of successive steps. Fig. 5.1 shows an example of the realisation of a tooth-like curve. For
demonstration purposes the height of each single step was chosen larger than usual in our
experiments. In the illustration the tooth-like (red) curve is shown, which consists of two
parts: upward movements and then downward movements with a velocity v “ 1.5 µm/s).
This curve is realized (blue curve) as a sequence of successive steps, each with the same
height of 4 µm and duration 2.67 s.
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Figure 5.1.: An example of realisation of a tooth-like curve

A tooth-like curve, i.e. an upward slope and then a downward slope with velocity v=1.5

(µm/s), realized as a sequence of successive steps. For demonstration purposes the

height of each single step (4 µm) is chosen to be larger than in our actual experiments.

The inset at the top-right of the �gure shows details of the raising part of the step

zoomed out near the start point.

The piezo-driven strain signal (in the loop-back regime) can be considered to be a sum of
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three essential components:

yptq “ ysptq ` ηptq `∆yptq (5.1)

where ysptq denotes the main part of the signal (strain path), ηptq the usual mechanical
noise (e.g. vibrations of the surrounding environment) and ∆yptq the loop-back operational
signal, which is used by the driver electronics to control the strain path. Figure 5.2 (a,c)
shows an example of a strain step recorded over a time interval of about 2 s. Here the
black curve represents the measured points yptq, the red curve is the main part of the strain
signal ysptq and the green curve is the contribution from the loop-back component ∆yptq.
It is clearly visible that the last two terms have a smaller amplitude than ysptq.

We assume the response to yptq to be a superposition of three terms, as well:

fptq “ fsptq ` ηf ptq `∆fptq (5.2)

where:
fptq is the force measured as the response to the excitation yptq in 5.1 above, in detail:
fsptq is the response to ysptq, ∆fptq is the response to the operational signal, and ηf ptq is
the random component due to the environmental noise.

For steps with an amplitude larger than 5 µm we can neglect the last two parts of the
signal in the equations (5.1, 5.2). However, for smaller step amplitudes the in�uence of the
noise and operational signal increases and has to be taken into account. In such a case we
will smoothen the noise component (re-binning) and remove the operational component,
using Fourier transform techniques.

Smoothening (de-noising) procedure and removing of the operational signal.

If we assume that the noise ηpyq has a random character, then this component can be
smoothened using the re-binning procedure. Or, alternatively, applying a discrete wavelet
transform, one can remove some number of levels (the �ne-grained components) from the
detailed spectra of wavelet expansion.

The loop-back operational signal is oscillatory. It possesses a characteristic frequency
spectrum which is concentrated around 100 Hz and has a small spreading width. The silk
responds to this nearly steady-state excitation with a similar vibration but its characteristic
frequency spectrum is concentrated around 50 Hz. Both can be easily removed using a
Fourier �ltering procedure. (The shift of the response spectrum to the lower frequency is
not yet understood, but it seems that silk �bres act as an active �lter in the frequency
range mentioned above.)
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Figure 5.2.: De-noising and removing of the loop back operational signal

This �gure shows the example of the reduction of the smoother part of the signal by the

method of subtraction of a narrow frequency band, contained in the Fourier spectrum of

the signal. The black line shows measured data, the red line shows the �ltered signal and

the green one is the removed part of the measured signal, associated with the operational

signal ∆y. Plots (c,d) give a detailed view, zoomed out at the raising point of the step

curve shown at plots (a,b).
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Figure 5.2 shows an example of such a de-noising procedure. Sub-�gures 5.2 (c,d) represent
a zoomed-out view of the same signal (and the response to it) as depicted on the sub-
�gures (a,b). Plots, denoted by (a,c), show the strain path signal and (b,d) show the force
measured as response to the signal shown in (a,c). The red colored curves in 5.2 (a,c)
are associated with ysptq in the equation (5.1) and in 5.2 (b,c) the red colored curves are
associated with fsptq in the equation (5.2). They were obtained by applying a �ltering
procedure to the measured data represented by black curves (y and f).

Analytical description and speci�cation of the strain step For modeling a response
function we need to have the excitation signal (strain path) in an analytical form, i.e. as
a function of the time.
For experiments at long time scales it is su�cient to approximate the strain step as a
Heaviside function h0Hpt ´ t0q. The curve can be speci�ed by the step height h0 and the
step starting time (rising point) t0.
At the scale of 10-1000 milliseconds the step can be approximated by a curve of the following
form:

yptq “ h0p1´ A expp´
t

τ1

qqp1`B expp´
t

τ2

qq (5.3)

“ h0

ˆ

1´ A expp´
t

τ1

q `B expp´
t

τ2

q ´ AB expp´
t

τ1

´
t

τ2

q

˙

(5.4)

where: h0, A,B, τ1, τ2 are parameters, which can be adjusted to the measured data. tA,Bu
de�ne the form of the step-like curve and tτ1,τ2u determine the duration of the raising stage.
For discussing a viscoelastic response to a signal described by the equation (5.3) we will
need the Laplace transform of it. For this purpose the expression (5.3) is slightly modi�ed
by an expansion into exponential terms (see 5.4), and we get the Laplace transform as:

ŷpsq{h0 “
1

s
´

3
ÿ

i“1

Ci
τi

1` τi s
(5.5)

where: coe�cients {C1,C2,C3} are de�ned as {A, ´ B,AB} respectively and τ3 “ 1{τ1 `

1{τ2.

Determination of the strain o�set Initially, before stretching, the sample �bre is
bent and a small amount of force is needed to adjust and hold it in the straight state.
Figure 5.3 shows a typical plot of force versus stretching path measured on a silk �bre
(blue curve). The stretching path is measured with respect to a reference point, at which
no force-response of the sample is visible. In the range between the zero strain point and
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a point marked by the green point the system exhibits a small deviation from the elastic
behaviour (Hooke's law). This is due to the adjustment e�ects mentioned above. Because
the system responds nearly elastic in the range just above the green point, we assume that
the ideally straight �bre will start to resist to the elongation starting at the position on
the strain path, marked by the red point. This position is associated with the length of
the ideally straight �bre.

To describe the amount of elongation one needs to know the position on the stretching
path (the strain o�set) where the �bre starts to respond if it would not be bent. At this
point the �bre is assumed to be aligned but yet not elongated.
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Figure 5.3.: Strain o�set

The blue curve shows the measured data fpyq. The red line represents the linear �t

in the �elastic range�. The red point is the strain o�set (see text). The green point

shows approximately where the response of the real �bre coincides with the response of

idealized straight one.

The following procedure is used to obtain the value of the strain o�set (see �g. 5.3):

1. During a some initial time interval the response of the sample is assumed to be nearly
elastic.

2. A linear �t of the measured data is performed in this �elastic region�.

3. The intersection of this line with the abscissa determines the value of the strain o�set.

In �gure 5.3 the red line is an example of such a linear �t. The red point is the position
of the strain o�set. The green point shows approximately where the response of the real
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�bre coincides with the response of the idealized straight one. For smaller elongations the
contribution from the process of adjustment is visible.

5.1.2. Initial data reduction for X-ray scattering experiments

The recorded data were processed by standard procedures of the data reduction software
'�t2d' [64] for the spacial, geometry and polarization correction. The distance between the
sample and the detector d was de�ned from the di�raction image of a standard sample,
such as Al2O3 or Tripalmitin powder, which was measured additionally in each of the
experimental setups. The sample-detector distance d is related to the known scattering
angle 2θ of a Debye-Scherrer ring and distances r from the location of the ring relative to
the beam centre in a recorded di�raction image as:

r “ d tan 2θ.

For each experimental con�guration the expression above was �tted to a set of Debye-
Scherrer rings from the standard powder sample with d as �t parameter. The resulting �ts
con�dence interval was taken as the experimental error in the value of the distance d.

A de�nition of 'cakes' for the Bragg re�ections of interest

In the WAXS experiments we will mostly be interested in the position and shape of the two
strongest peaks from silk: the meridional peak (002) and the equatorial peak, containing
two re�ections (200) and (020). The positions of these re�ections contain the information
about the size of the unit cell and hence, in the case of stretching experiments, about the
relative elongation of the crystallites. Some auxiliary information can be extracted from
the position of the 'diagonal' re�ection (021). Figure 5.4 shows the position of all these
re�ections on a di�raction image of silk.
To study the behaviour of the intensity as a function of the momentum transfer Q usually
a 1D curve is extracted from a di�raction image. For this purpose one cuts an area
containing a re�ection of interest from the di�raction image. The boundary of this area
are four coordinate lines in the polar coordinate system tQ,φu, centred at the beam centre
(see �g. 5.4 for an example of such areas). In the jargon of the most popular program for
preprocessing di�raction images '�t2d' such areas are called 'cakes'. Choosing a sequence
of support points along the Q coordinate, one computes the intensity, averaged along the
φ axis, for each value of Q in the chosen set.

Lattice strain

Bragg's law gives a direct relation between the position of a re�ection peak and the d-
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Figure 5.4.: De�nition and nomenclature of the re�ections of interest

A di�raction image of Bombyx mori silk measured at ID13 is presented. The regions

bounded by the orange lines are the ranges of our interest, containing (1) the meridional

peak with indices hkl “ p002q, (2) the equatorial re�ections with indices hkl “ p200, 020q

and (3) the re�ection speci�ed by the indices hkl “ p021q. Such regions, usually called

'cakes', are speci�ed by the two limiting values of the momentum transfer Q and of the

angle φ in the di�raction image. The 1D curve IpQq is obtained by averaging over the

angle φ.

spacing in the direction of this peak. Hence, the amount of the lattice deformation can be
read from the di�raction images. The change in the spacing of the crystallite lattice can
be observed by plotting the corresponding re�ection intensity versus momentum transfer.
Figure 5.5 shows scattered intensities of the 002 re�ection for several values of applied stress,
where the e�ect is clearly visible. The shown intensities result from the radial integration
over the cake area de�ned in �gure 5.4. Measuring scattered intensity as a function of the
applied stress allows to estimate the elastic modulus of the crystallites in the �bre as a
linear �t of the lattice elongation against the applied stress [93, 107, 158�160, 163]. One
of the methods for computing the position of the 002 re�ection, which is widely accepted
in the literature, consists in computing the distribution centre of the function IpQq or by
�t of the shape of IpQq by a suitable pro�le function [93, 158�160]. We used the latter
method. The results are presented and discassed in in sec. 5.2.2.
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Figure 5.5.: The shift of the 002 re�ection with increasing of stress

5.1.3. Measurements overview

Below an overview of the main measurements of this thesis is given. Table 5.1 lists the
measurements performed on large instrument facilities. See section 4.4 for description of
these instruments and table 2.1 (on the page 29) for de�nition of strain excitations. At the
instruments ID13 and A2 for each environment/excitation, listed in the table, measure-
ments were performed on several samples (from 3 to 7). In the case of neutron scattering
experiments (IN6, IN11) the repeating quote was only 1-2. The results from the additional
SAXS measurements on BW4 (DESY, Hamburg) and the dynamical neutron scattering
experiments on IN10 (ILL, Grenoble) were used in the current work only indirectly and,
hence, are not included in the list of the main measurements.
With the aim of supporting the in situ experiments on large instruments and testing our
mechanical (viscoelastic) models a large set of the o�-line stretching experiments were
performed on single �bres in the laboratory of the group of Prof. Dr. Müller at the
university of Kiel. These experiments were done at room temperature of about 22-26˝C.
A rough classi�cation of these o�-line measurements is shown in table 5.2.
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instrument type of sample environment (target) excitation of strain initial states

T (˝C) RH (%)

ID13
single �bre 25 5,25,43,73,100 ramp/steps native

single �bre 25 25,100 ramp prestretched

A2 bundle of �bres 23 25,43,60,73,100 cyclic tooth/ramp native

IN6 bundle of �bres 26.5 25,73,100 sequence of ramps native

IN11
bundle of �bres 26.85 100% H2O no excitation native

� 26.85 100% D2O � �

Table 5.1.: Main measurements on large instruments
For description of strain excitations see table 2.1 on page 29. The columns with environ-
mental parameters show only target-values, they can slightly variate from one sample to
the other.

� relaxation
excitation: (single) step

initial sample states: native and prestretched

time of measurement: from several minutes to several days

RH (%): 20-28, 43, 73, 92-100

� intermediate dynamics

excitation: cyclic tooth, ramp

initial sample states: native, prestretched

rates of strain (µm/s): 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 5.0

RH (%): 20-28, 73, 92-100

� longtime dynamics

excitation: cyclic tooth, implemented by steps

initial sample states: native

steps height (µm): 2-5

mean rates of strain (nm/s): 0.1, 0.18, 0.5, 0.8

RH (%): 26-31

Table 5.2.: Classi�cation of the o�-line stretching (single �bre) experiments
The length of each �bre was 1 and 2 mm. The number of experiments performed per
RH/excitation type was 3-10. The 'longtime dynamics' experiments was not repeated, i.e.
only one experiment were done per each mean velocity shown in the table.
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Figure 5.6.: Evolution of di�raction images in the radiation damage experiment

The �gure demonstrates the evolution of the radiation damage of the Bombyx mori silk

crystallites at the relative humidity of 27% and a temperature of 25˝ C. The measure-

ments were carried out at the beamline ID13. Compare with �g. 5.7, where 1D curves

of the averaged scattered intensities IpQq are shown for the same set of measurements

with di�erent radiation times.

5.2. Modelling and Analysis

5.2.1. Radiation damage of Bombyx mori silk crystallites measured

on the beamline ID13

Due to the high intensity of the X-ray beam at the beamline ID13 one needs to take
into account the e�ects of radiation damage when preparing experiments with biological
materials. Below we show the results of a simple experiment aimed at measuring the life
time of a sample of Bombyx mori silk under X-ray or radiation. A single �bre of Bombyx

mori silk was placed in the sample cell and was kept aligned by applying a stress of about
50 MPa. Then the sample was periodically exposed with a period of 2.5 seconds, 2.0
second of exposure time and a pause of 0.5 seconds between the exposures. The di�raction
images of these exposures were recorded by the CCD detector, mentioned in the section
4.5.1. The measurements were carried out at ambient temperature, 25˝ C, and at two
di�erent relative humidities, namely 27% and 90%. The e�ect of the radiation damage
is clearly visible in �gure 5.6 which shows a sequence of measured di�raction images for
several radiation times.

The time- and Q-dependence of the intensity of the (002, 020/200, 021) peaks is shown
in �gure 5.7 on the page 159. With increasing exposure time the decrease of intensities
and broadening of the peaks is observed, while the position of the peaks remains nearly
unchanged.
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Figure 5.7.: Evolution of the form of peaks in the radiation damage experiment

The �gure shows the intensity curves IpQq of the peaks 002, 020{200, 021 measured for

several radiation times at ambient relative humidity 27%. The reduction of the inten-

sities and a broadening of the peaks are clearly visible. The corresponding di�raction

images are shown in the �gure 5.6.

To get a �rst approximation of the life time of the crystallites under radiation we averaged
the scattered intensities over the areas around the peaks of interest in each di�raction im-
age. The averaging areas are sketched in �gure 5.8. The resulting curve of the dependence
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Figure 5.8.: The areas used for intensity averaging

The �gure sketches the areas in which the intensity is summed to compute the depen-

dence of the averaged peak intensities from the time.

of the averaged intensity from the radiation time is shown in �gure 5.9 on page 161.
All these curves exhibit nearly the same behaviour:

� Initially, during the time interval of about 50´ 100 seconds the curves show a small
plateau with nearly constant magnitude.

� Then a roughly exponential decay of averaged intensity is observed.

The small jitters of the averaged intensity curves in �gure 5.9 are due to the material �ow
with respect of the beam position. Because of the very small size of the micro beam used,
the intensities are very sensitive to the small material �ow in/around the beam in the
sample. This �ow is caused by the response of the sample to the background oscillations
and the relaxation process of the initially aligned sample. In the case of the measurements
at a relative humidity of 90%, additionally, the response of the material to the change of
the environment (from dry to wet) contributes to the �ow of the material on a microscopic
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Figure 5.9.: The evolution of the di�raction patterns
The �gure shows the evolution of the intensity of the 3 peaks of interest of the Bombyx
mori silk sample under radiation. Measured points points and lines of the �tted decay low
are shown (see the text).
The top pane gives the results of measurements at ambient environmental conditions. The
bottom pane shows the results of measurements at the relative humidity of 90%.
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scale. It was not possible to avoid its in�uence completely because the characteristic times
of this response are of the order of several hours.

The approximate values of the life-time (or the time of decay) of the crystallites were
computed (i) by evaluation of the statistical mean life-time ă τ ą and (ii) by �tting a
decay exponent with characteristic (decay) time τexp.

The statistical mean time of life is evaluated as:

ă τ ą“

ř

kptk ´ t0qIk
ř

j Ij
(5.6)

where j, k is the number of the exposure or (equivalently) the di�raction image in the
stored sequence, tj is the time point of the exposure j and Ij the averaged peak intensity
at the exposure time tj. t0 is the starting point of the exposition sequence.

The usual exponential law is used to �t the averaged scattered intensity of each peak of
interest is:

Iptq “ I0 exp

ˆ

´
t

τexp

˙

(5.7)

where τexp is the decay time and I0 is the initial intensity.

The two methods give very similar characteristic times, as shown in �gure 5.9. From
the above results we interpreted the time interval of 300 ´ 350 s as the life time of the
crystallites.

On the basis of these results we did our choice in the parametrisation of our in situ stretch-
ing experiments at the beamline ID13 as follows.

For convenience we repeat the main aspects of the experimental setup, described in 4.1.
The silk �bre is stretched up to the elongation of 100-200 µm. Then the stretching was
stopped to do the measurements on the relaxing sample. The stretching is performed either
with constant velocity (stretching rate) of about 1µm/s or as a sequence of small steps.
Simultaneously, the sample is periodically exposed and the di�raction image is recorded.
Because of the small size of the microbeam of ID13 and the small diameter of the sample
�bre we have to scan in the direction perpendicular to the sample-�bre choosing, at least, 5
points. At each of these points we have to record a di�raction image. So, roughly speaking,
to expose the sample every 2µm of elongation we need to do about 100 scans performed
over a time of about 200 seconds. Additionally, we need 50-100 scans during the relaxation
period.

Because of the relative short life time of the sample, we are constrained in the choice of
parameters such as the time interval of exposure and the number of the exposure points
in a scan, the stretching rate, the length of the elongation of the sample.
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Figure 5.10.: Averaged intensities of the p002q peak for several exposure times.

The limitation on the duration of the stretching experiment constrained us either to move
with larger velocities or to use shorter elongation intervals.
The exposure was chosen to be about 0.6 s and the duration of the stretching experiment
was chosen to be 100-150 s. The short time of exposure is very critical because it leads to
very low counting rates and leaves us with the very low signal to noise ratio. Additionally,
the signal with count levels below the threshold of the detector sensitivity leads to an
arti�cial (spurious) behaviour. In �g. 5.10 these e�ects are demonstrated. As example,
the sequence of averaged intensities curves IpQq of the meridional peak (002) for several
di�erent times of exposure is chosen. It is visible that for the short exposure time of 0.6

seconds the level of the sensitivity threshold is about of 1{5 of the peak intensity. Under
stretching the above ratio will increase due to the spreading of the meridional peak over
the Q-scale.
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5.2.2. Studying the lattice deformation of the �broin crystals

under tensile load

The silkworm silk Bombyx mori was investigated at ambient temperature and several hu-
midity contents. X-ray di�raction experiments were carried out in situ during a stretching
experiments on a several bundles of silkworm silk and on single �bres. An overview of our
measurements which are relevant for this work are given in section 5.1.3 (page 156). The
cyclic tooth, ramp and cyclic step strain (for de�nitions see stimuli catalogue in sec.2.1.4)
excitation were used. The strain rates 0.025%{s and 0.1%{s of the tooth excitations were
applied. The experiments with bundles were carried out using synchrotron X-ray with
beam size 200µm ˆ200µm at a beam line A2, HASY LAB (Hamburg, Germany) and the
experiments with single �bres were performed using a micro-sized beam at a beam line
ID13, ESRF (Grenoble, France), see sec.4.5.1. The lattice strain of the β-sheet �broin
crystals in the direction of the tensile stress was determined from the shift of the radial
position of the 002 re�ection [93,107,158�160,163].

Figure 5.11.: Strain-Stress curves compared with ε002 (�bre bundle)
The left pane shows a typical strain stress curves (solid lines on the right scale) of bundle
of a silkworm Bombyx mori �bres measured on beam line A2 with a cyclic tooth excitation
(compare to �g. 5.15). The data of the unstretched �bres are labelled by the numbers
(i),(ii) for increasing and decreasing strain, respectively. The data of the pre stretched
�bre bundle for increasing strain are marked by the number (iii). The symbols give the
crystallite uni-axial strain ε002 (left scale), as determined from the meridional re�ection 002
of the �bre di�raction image.
The right pane shows the linear �t of the stress-strain curve of the �broin crystallite in
silkworm silk. The values of ε002 are determined from the meridional re�ection 002 and the
values of σ are averaged measured values over the exposure time interval. The crystallite
elastic modulus Gc “ 26.5˘ 0.8 GPa is determined from the linear �t.
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Figure 5.12.: Stress-response curve compared with ε002 (single �bre)
A typical stress-response curve (solid blue line, left scale) of an unstretched single silkworm
�bre measured on beam line ID13 with a ramp strain excitation. The green symbols give
the crystallite uni-axial strain ε002 (right scale), as determined from the meridional re�ection
002 of the �bre di�raction image. The red symbols represent the smoothed version of the
curve given by green symbols. The crystallite elastic modulus Gc “ 24.5 ˘ 1.4 GPa is
determined from the linear �t of the proportionality coe�cient.

The computer-driven tensile testing device HUSTEN (see 4.3.2, page 136) was used in
the experiments on silkworm silk bundles at beam line A2. The computer-driven tensile
testing device SPLC (see 4.3.1,132) were used in the experiments on silkworm silk bundles
at beam line ID13.

As in the experiments on bundle of �bres (see example in �g. 5.11, left pane) so in the
experiments on the single �bres (�g. 5.12) the crystallite strain ε002, determined from the
002 re�ection, follows (in the mean) the shape of the stress curve. The appropriate scaling
factor between the two values can be determined by a linear �t of σ versus ε002 (see example
in �g. 5.11, right pane). There is no deviation from the linear behaviour (in mean) even
after the yield point at ε002 of about of 1%. The corresponding e�ective crystallite modulus
at ambient humidity is Gc “ p26.5˘ 0.8q GPa from the experiments on �bre bundles and
Gc “ p24.5˘ 1.4q GPa from the experiments on single �bres. This result is in agreements
with previously published data ranging from 16 to 28 GPa [159, 160]. The comparison of
the behaviour of the ε002 values taken from the experiments on �bre bundles and on a single
�bres shows that their scatter around the mean curve has larger amplitude for the single
�bres than for the bundle. This can be addressed to the low statistic due to the small
amount of material in the beam for the experiments of single �bres. In the experiments
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with bundles of �bres such e�ects are smeared out. The elongations ε002 of the crystallites
in the sample are the measure of the internal stress in the surrounding matrix in which
they are embedded.

The presence of such variations in the crystallite elongation leads us to assume a wide
distribution of the internal stress in the �bre. The mean value of this distribution is the
applied macroscopic stress measured by our �sensor�.

Figure 5.13.: Relation of the stress deviation to the peak position

The variation of the macroscopic stress through the measurements at constant strain in

a very noisy environment is shown (left pane). The plot shows the probability to �nd a

stress applied to the sample during the measurement time. This is proportional to the

length of time interval the system spends under a given stress. The right pane shows

the peaks broadening e�ect of such distribution for three values of the elastic modulus.

The comparison of the width of the broadening due to such e�ects with the width of

the measured meridional peak (002) shows that such e�ects can be neglected.

Another source of the broadening of the distribution in the crystallite elongation is the
background vibrations and the variation in the stress due to the stretching through the
recording a di�raction image will cause a distribution of the applied stress. Generally, such
a distribution leads to a broadening of the masured peaks positions. But, in our case, the
width of such distribution is su�ciently small to be ignored. Figure 5.13 shows an example
of the macroscopic stress distribution measured in a very noisy environment (left plot) and
the e�ect of the presence of such distribution on the peak position for three di�erent elastic
modulii. The largest standard deviation for the stress distribution in our measurements
was under the level of about 25 GPa. The variation in the crystallite elongation cause
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by such variation is of the magnitude about 0.1% or smaller, which is much smaller then
measured variation in ε002.
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Figure 5.14.: Silkworm silk crystallites elastic modulus as function of RH
The measured elastic modulus of crystallites in silkworm silk �bres is plotted for several
values of the relative humidity (RH)a. The blue circles represent the measurements at
bundles of silk �bres and the red diamonds represent the measurements at single �bres.
The green dashed line is the linear �t, predicting Gc “ 26.8GPa in the dry environment
(RH of 0%) and Gc “ 17.0GPa in the wet environment (RH of 100%). The slope is
10.42ˆ 10´2 pGPa{%q.

a An overview of measurements is given in the section 5.1.3 (page 156).

The novel results of our measurements is the dependence of the crystallite modulus from
the relative humidity of the environment. The �gure 5.14 shows the plot of the values of
the crystallite elastic modulus versus relative humidity. The tendency of the crystallite
modulus to decrease with increasing of the relative humidity is clearly visible.
But water molecules do not penetrate the crystallites [155] hence the source of this e�ect
must be addressed to the interface e�ects (changes in the excess energies). Indeed, the
crystallites are of the mesoscopic size. For crystallites of such small size the surface and
interface e�ects are very important so the changes in the water contents of the direct
environment of the crystallites can cause variation of such properties as elastic modulus
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[16,73,74].

The mechanical aspects of these experiments and their application to the determination
of viscoelastic moduli of the host matrix embedding the crystallites �bres are discussed in
the next two sections.

5.2.3. Qualitative discussion of stretching experiments

Figure 5.15 shows a typical example of the behaviour of a single silk �bre stretched with
a constant rate of strain. The excitation (strain) is the �cyclic tooth�, described on the
page 29. The very �rst cycle was applied to the samples in the virgin (vestal) state (i.e.
fully relaxed sample without strain history). The response shows a very large hysteresis
with a well-de�ned yield point and a less de�ned (spread) secondary yield point (for yield
point see sec. 2.3). On successive cycles the sample is prestretched: it is about 5% longer,
it shows a smaller hysteresis and the secondary yield point has nearly disappeared. In
the case of ambient relative humidity (RH) the response of the prestretched silk shows a
simpler response. The form of the responses at the back-path is very similar at each RH
and for di�erent states of stretching history. At a relative humidity higher than about
70-80% the response of the �bre seem to be rubber-like. For the ambient RH, on the other
hand, the sample shows a reduced rubber-like response, usual for polycrystalline polymeric
materials in the transition range, see discussion in the chapter 2.3.
In general we can assume that silk �bres possess at least two states:

unstretched/virgin A thermodynamically stable virgin state, i.e. the state without stretch-
ing history.

prestretched A metastable state (or sequence of very similar metastable states). It is the
state of the silk �bre after, at least, one stretching cycle. In this state �bres are
about 4-6% longer. After any successive stretching the �bre is (mechanically) in a
state very similar to the prestretched state.

The appearing of a secondary yield point in stretching experiments with a constant rate
of strain leads us to suggest the presence of at least two kinds of dissipative processes [15].
One of them has to be nearly �nished after the transition, i.e. in the prestretched state
(compare with �chemical model of �ow� in chapter 2.3). The viscosity of these phases seems
to be a function of stress. This is especially clearly visible from the example shown in �g.
5.16. The �gure represents results of a stretching experiment at ambient environmental
conditions (T=22˝C, RH=24%) and with the following sample geometry: length 2 mm and
area about 120 µm2. In this experiment the 'tooth excitation' is realized by a sequence
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of small strain steps with height = 1.42 µm. It is clearly visible that the relaxation time
decreased with increasing stress and that the �bre starts to relax after the yield point.
Such a behaviour is in agreement with the assumption of the models discussed in chapter
2.3.
The prestretched state has a very low rate of dissipation of the order of decades of hours.
At the timescale of the experiment, this state can be considered to be nearly stable. But on
longer timescales silk exhibits a tendency to restore its virgin state. In the example shown
in the �gure 5.16 the magenta line represents measurements done during the stretching
with the same strain path as described above. However, the experiment was performed
after the sample was brought into contact with water and then relaxed for more than 19
hours. The tendency to restore the virgin state is clearly visible. Note the appearance of
the secondary yield point on the magenta curve. It is evident that the sample is much
closer to the virgin state than to the prestretched one.

5.2.4. A combination of the linear viscoelastic model with

measurements from in situ stretching X-ray scattering

experiments

Here we present our attempts to extract mechanical properties of silk using a very simple
linear viscoelastic model for the analysis of the in situ X-ray di�raction experiments. The
results discussed below was partially reported in [93]. The description given here must be
considered as relatively simplistic, such a simple model cannot give a detailed description
of media as complex as silk �bres. The stretching equipment (SPLC) is described in sec.
4.3.1. The �gure 5.16 shows an example of such a measurements where force and strain
were sampled with the rate of 1000 Hz. The tooth strain excitation was released by a
sequential set of steps of the height of 1.42 µm, the mean rate of strain of the tooth is
1%/s. The stress-response function was measured for increasing and decreasing strain
on a previously unstretched �bre (blue curve) and then again in a second cycle for the
same, thus, prestretched sample (green curve). See sec. 5.2.3 for the discussion about the
virgin-prestretched relation.
The numeric values we use in the following discussion are related to the measurements at
ambient environmental conditions.
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Figure 5.15.: Stretching experiment with a 'cyclic tooth' stimulus

The �gure shows two stretching experiments with the strain path in the form of a 'cyclic

tooth' (see de�nition on page 29). The left column shows data measured at a relative

humidity of 33% and the right column measurements at a relative humidity of 92%.

Other parameters where the same for both experiments: the temperature T=26˝, the

rate of strain 9ε0 “ 1.4410´3 (i.e. 1.73 µ m/sec) and the sample geometry: the length

about 1.2 mm and cross section 154 µm2.

The upper plots show the strain path as a function of time, the plots in the middle show

the stress-response of the sample and the bottom show the stress-strain behaviour.

On the upper plots the green points show strain values at which the responding stress

starts to increase (strain o�sets). Brown points show positions where the responding

stress has disappeared (on the back-path). The dashed green line is an eye-guide.
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Figure 5.16.: Experiment with a 'cyclic tooth' realized by successive steps

The �gure shows a result of the stretching experiment with a 'cyclic tooth' realized by

applying a set of successive steps of strain at ambient environmental conditions. The

mean rate of strain is about 9ε0 “ 1%{s, the height of each step was about 1.42 µm, i.e.

0.07%. The upper plots show the strain path as a function of time, the plots in the

middle show the stress-response of the sample and the bottom show the stress-strain

behaviour. The blue curve shows data measured at the �rst 'tooth' excitation, the

green one at the second 'tooth'. The magenta coloured line shows the data measured at

the same 'tooth' but after the sample was saturated with water and then dried during

about 19 hours. On the top plot and plot in the middle, all curves were adjusted (for

convenience) to the response starting point o�set. On the bottom plot the adjustment

to the upper part of the response on the back-path was performed for the blue and green

curves and the adjustment to the initial point was done for the blue and magenta curves.

The smooth lines (red, magenta) are �ts of the 3-component standard solid model.
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Viscoelastic model for silk behaviour at moderate relative humidities

At a relative humidity lower than 70% the prestretched sample surprisingly shows a be-
haviour which allows a very simple phenomenological description in the context of the
linear viscoelastic theory. The model is discussed in chapter 4. Its schematic dash-pot

Ge

G

η s

σ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

Gc

Ga

Figure 5.17.: Dashpot-spring diagram of the three-parameter Maxwell model

Springs Ge, G represent the purely elastic and relaxing moduli, respectively, and η stands

for viscosity. Strain is symbolized by ε and σ stands for the measured stress. Ge may be

split up in elastic contributions Gc and Ga from crystalline and amorphous silk regions,

respectively.

diagram is shown in �gure 5.17. The model parameters Ge, G, τ are (theoretically) inde-
pendent of the shape of the strain excitations. The equilibrium modulus Ge de�nes the
purely elastic behaviour (at least at the time scale of the experiment) and is reponsible
for the asymptotic behaviour at long times, the relaxing modulus G and viscosity η de-
�ne the relaxation behaviour. Secondary quantities of the model are the response time
τ “ η{G and the glassy stretch compliance (modulus) Gg “ Ge`G. The latter de�nes the
asymptotic behaviour at small times. This value de�nes the initial modulus of the sample.

The model response to mechanical perturbations

The response to the excitation in the form of a Heaviside step ε0Hptq is

Gptq ” σptq{ε0 “ Ge `Ge
´ t
τ (5.8)

The response to the step excitation of our stretching engine (SLPC), which is analytically
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modeled by equation (5.3), is given by:

σptq “ ε0

˜

Ge `Ge
´ t
τ ´

3
ÿ

i“1

Ci

˜

Ge e
´ t
τi `G

τ e
´ t
τi ´ τi e

´ t
τ

τ ´ τi

¸¸

(5.9)

where: coe�cients {Ci,τi} are de�ned in (5.3).
We de�ne the generalised viscosity ηptq as the response to the unit slope excitation
ε “ 9ε0t, with the constant rate of strain 9ε0 “ 1. Then the generalized viscosity of the
model above is described by

ηptq ” σptq{ 9ε0 “ Get`Gτ
´

1´ e´
t
τ

¯

(5.10)

In terms of this generalized viscosity function ηptq the response described by the model to
a non-cyclic tooth excitation takes the following form:

σptq “ 9ε0

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

ηptq if t ď tturn

ηptq ´ 2ηpt´ tturnq if t P ptturn, 2tturnq

ηptq ´ 2ηpt´ tturnq ` ηpt´ 2tturnq if t ě 2tturn

(5.11)

Equations (5.8) and (5.11) were �tted to the measured data, with �tting parameters
{Ge, G; τ}.
The values Ge, G; τ have to be interpreted as average macroscopic material properties. As
the �broin crystals recover their initial d-spacing immediately after rupture of the �bre,
it was observed in the corresponding experiments (where �bres were stretched further),
we know that the crystalline phase behaves purely elastic on the time scale of our mea-
surements (see sec 5.1.2). One may thus interpret Ge as the (elastic) property of the
crystalline-amorphous composite and {G,τ} as parameters of the relaxation processes oc-
curring only in the amorphous phase and possibly in the boundary region between the
crystalline and the amorphous phases.

Probing the lattice deformation of the �broin crystals under tensile load

In a macroscopic model as that presented here, neither the crystalline nor the amorphous
elastic modulus are known a priori or from stretching measurements. The measurements
with in situ x-ray di�raction provide access to information about crystalline phase sepa-
rately, as it probes the lattice deformation of the �broin crystals under tensile load. The
protocol of the tensile testing experiment on single �bres and bundles of �bres is described
in the sec. 5.2.2 It is very similar to the protocol of single �bres experiment described in
this section.
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The crystal strain ε002, determined from the 002 re�ection [159], follows the shape of
the stress-strain curve almost exactly. The appropriate proportionality factor between
the stress and the crystalline strain ε002 was determined in a linear �t. At the ambient
environmental conditions the corresponding elastic crystal modulus is Gc “ 26.5˘0.8 GPa
(bundle experiments) and Gc “ 24.5 ˘ 1.4 GPa (single �bre experiments) 1. This is in a
good agreement with previously published data [113,159,160]. The linear relation between
crystalline strain ε200 and stress σ provides strong evidence that the stress is uniformly
distributed over the �bre cross section. This means, that in the �bre as a whole, the
β-sheet crystals, and the amorphous regions carry the same load. This is in agreement
with the morphology of silk �bres on the molecular level (see chapter 1): the same chain
participates piecewise in the crystalline and the amorphous phases. Hence, the load is
distributed over a parallel connected units, with each of these units consists of serially
stacked crystalline and amorphous pieces. The constant stress scenario has previously
been suggested based on Raman spectroscopic results [161]. It corresponds to a serial
arrangement of crystalline and amorphous regions in the composite, known as the Reuss
model in polymer physics [150]. The situation is schematically depicted in Fig. 5.17 where
the elastic modulus Ge is split into amorphous (Ga ) and crystalline (Gc ) elastances.
It should be noted that those are in parallel to the elements G and η standing for the
relaxation processes of the amorphous regions.

For a serial con�guration of amorphous and crystalline elastances, the reciprocal value of
the equilibrium modulus Ge can be written as 1{Ge “ 1{Ga ` 1{Gc. Here the famous
combination rule �retardances add in series� applies [168]. Ge and Gc are already known
from our experiments, so that at ambient humidity Ga “ 6.3 (GPa) is calculated as the
elastic modulus of the amorphous matrix, the value is about 4 times smaller than Gc .
Consequently, the amorphous matrix should account for most of the macroscopic �bre
strain, which indeed has to be the case as can be seen in combined plots of crystallites
strain ε200 and stress σ as functions of strain ε (e.g. see Figures 5.11 and 5.12).

The value of Ga is in striking agreement with the relaxing modulus G “ 6.6 GPa from
the viscoelastic model above, thus corroborating our microscopic interpretation of that
model. Both Ga and G are mechanical parameters of the same amorphous silk material,
describing its purely elastic and its viscoelastic response, respectively. In that picture,
the crystals follow Hooke's law as perfect springs. They might thus be used as built-in
�sensors� for stress in the composite material. The curves of ε200pεq reproduce even
generally curved behaviour of the σpεq. For the prestretched states the behaviour of the

1 see tables 5.2 and 5.1 in section 5.1.3 for a list of our measurements.
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crystalline strain ε200 shows an o�set with respect to the curves measured starting from the
virgin state. This o�set is too large (about 4% for ambient humidity) to be explained by
any unexpected changes of the x-ray scattering geometry (e.g., changed sample-to-detector
distance). This o�set can be addressed to a non-relaxed internal stress in the amorphous
regions of prestretched silk �bres.

5.2.5. Relaxation tensile tests and fractional viscoelasticity of silk

At moderate humidity and for a short measured time the data from the relaxation tensile
tests on silk �bres in the prestretched state can be well described with the viscoelastic
model described above. The equation (5.8) is �tted to the measured data with the same
parameter set {Ge, G; τ} as for the stretching experiments with a tooth-like excitation.
But to describe measurements over longer time intervals (about hours) one needs extend
the model with additional Maxwell elements as shown in �gure 5.18. The �t parameters
are Ge and a set of Gi, τi (i “ 1 . . . N) and N is the number of Maxwell elements in the
model.

Ge

G1

η1s

σ̄(s)

ǭ(s)

Gn

ηns

GN

ηNs

Figure 5.18.: Generalized Maxwell model of a viscoelastic body

Because of the large number of the model elements (parameters) it is nearly impossible
to guess the suitable initial parameters. Hence we used the popular X-procedure [168]
in our �ts. This procedure consists of the successive subtraction of the linear �ts to the
longest time tails of measured data plotted in the log plot. In such a way one successively
determines the values of the Maxwell elements starting with the element with longest
relaxation time, i.e. the element pGN , ηNq in the �gure. Such �ts are not unique and show
no systematics in the distribution of the Gi, τi values. The variation of the results from
sample to sample was to large for a systematic description of the relaxation phenomena,
for more details see [75]. The drawbacks of this approach, when applied to a complex
materials, is well known [168] and has fundamental nature discussed in the section 2.2.
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Figure 5.19.: Relaxation of silk �bre in an ambient enviroment

The �gure shows the log-log plot of the relaxation measurements of silk �bres at en-

vironment condition with the temperature 23˝ C and the relative humidity 27%. The

blue/green points represent the measured data and red/magenta lines show the �t of the

Fractional Standard Solid Model for native and prestretched silk �bres. The light

deviation of the model from the measured data in the time range [0,0.5] seconds is mostly

caused by the deviation of the excitation strain curve from the idealized Heaviside step-

form. The cyan dashed line shows the inverse power asymptotic σptq „ 1{tβ and the

brown dashed line shows the exponential decay low. The black dashed line shows

the stretched exponent approximation σptq „ exp
´

´pt{τqβ
¯

. As it was mentioned

early (see page 51), the fractional relaxation function interpolates between the stretched

exponent (at small t) and power function (at large t) [48].
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On the other hand, the fact that long time tails of the relaxation curves behave close to
the inverse power of time law leads us to assume the presence of long memory e�ects as
described in the section 2.2. Indeed, the data from the relaxation tensile tests (at RH up to
80%) on the native and prestretched silk can be well described by the Fractional Standard
Solid Model introduced in section 2.2 on the page 54, see equations: (2.94-2.95). Due to the
small number of the model parameters this approach yields more systematic description
of the measured data. The only di�culty of this approach is of the computational nature:
there are no standard procedures to compute the special functions participating in the
solution and there is no standard approach for numerical inversion of the Laplace transform.
Our computation was based on the Block Pulse Function method introduced at the end
of section 2.2 (page 55). The results of the analysis of the measured data are following.
The fractional exponents q, µ are found to be in the range r0.4´ 0.65s with the di�erence
between them q´ µ P r0.0005´ 0.005s. The characteristic relaxation time τ is found to be
in the interval r1 ´ 3s seconds. The values q and µ are close to the exponent value 1{2 of
the fractional approximation to the Rouse model in the limit of the in�nite dashpots, see
section 2.2.
Figer 5.19 shows an example of the �t of the fractional standard solid model to the data
from relaxation tensile experiments with the native silk (upper pane) and the prestretched
silk (lower pane). The measurements was done on the same silk �bre. As the strain ex-
citation the idealized Heaviside step function of time was assumed. The �bre shows the
characteristic relaxation time and fractional exponents τ “ 1.11s, q “ 0.6068, µ “ 0.576

in the native state and τ “ 2.42 s, q “ 0.434, µ “ 0.428 in the prestretched state. Addi-
tionally, to demonstrate the non-Debye character of the relaxation behaviour of silk, the
exponential (Debye) relaxation (brown dashed line) and the inverse power low (cyan dashed
line) are shown on the �gure. Generally, the fractional model gives a good description of
the silk relaxation on the long time scales of the order up to 106 s or larger.

These results allow very interesting geometrical interpretation based on the correspondence
between the statical representation of the silk morphology (e.g. like the Termonia model
shown on the �gure 5.20) and the dynamical arrangement of the relaxing elements (�gure
5.21) due to the fractal description of the viscoelastic body given by Heymans and Bauens
in [71]. Firstly we note that with increasing the time scale one needs to take into account
the correlation e�ects on the longer space scale. This means that we need to consider the
correlated behaviour of many crystallites and the question is raised how they are (dynam-
ically) interconnected. Let us consider a geometry similar to the Termonia model [166]
which describes only the elastic (statical) behaviour of silk. The schematic representation
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Figure 5.20.: Termonia model of a spider silk

Left: Model of the dry dragline.

Right: More schematic representation in which the details of the amorphous chains have

been omitted and only end-to-endvectors are shown. Individual hydrogen bonds have

been replaced by "overall" bonds (dotted lines) connecting every entanglement to its

neighbors. The three- line vectors indicate the high-modulus layer in the amorphous

phase. (The �gure is reproduced from [166]).

of this model is shown in �gure 5.20.
To model the time-dependent viscoelastic behaviour of a such system we can introduce two
elemental elements: elastic modulus E and viscosity η and arrange them into a self-similar
(fractal) dynamical representation as it was done by Heymans and Bauwens in [71]. Later
one can extend this by introducing two elastic moduli: one for the matrix and one for
the crystallite parts as in our viscoelstic model described above. The most elementary
form of such fractal model is shown on the left pane of �gure 5.21. This arrangement
describes a self-similar composite modulus X which can be found from the equation on the
Laplace/Fourier space:

X “

ˆ

1

E
`

1

X

˙´1

`

ˆ

1

iωη
`

1

X

˙´1

(5.12)

where ω is either Laplace variable or Fourier frequency. The result is:

X “ E
?
iωτ (5.13)

where τ “ η{E is the characteristic time of the basic element and is the shortest relaxation
time of the model. In the time domain this equation yields a fractional derivative of the
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a b

Figure 5.21.: Self-similar (fractal) model for viscoelastic behaviour

Left: the most simple fractal model in its compact and expanded forms.

Right: the decomposition of the elements to extend the model shown on the left pane.

eta is elemental viscosity, ω is frequency variable in the Fourier domain and E denotes

the elemental elastic modulus. (The �gure is reproduced from [71])

exponent equals to 1{2. In [71] it was shown that the model can be generalised by successive
use of the decomposition shown in �gure 5.21 on the right pane. Such generalization can
yield any desired fractional exponent in from the interval r0,1s. This allow an additional
interpretation of our results based on the self-similarity of relaxation processes.
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5.2.6. Analysis of the non-linear behaviour

Motivation

Our linear viscoelastic model used in section 5.2.4 (see �gure 5.17) is not su�cient to
describe the stress-strain relationship of unstretched silk as well as silk at higher humidity
(unstretched/prestretched). Particularly: (i) the stretching curves of the native silk show
two yield points (see blue lines in �gures 5.15 and 5.16) which cannot be described with
the linear viscoelastic theory; (ii) the behaviour of silk at high humidity is non-linear both
in the prestretched and in the native state and, as such, cannot be simulated by a linear
viscoelastic model. From the details of the relaxation processes on the scale of individual
steps in the �rst stretching cycle (see Fig. 5.16) we deduce a rather sharp transition
from a purely elastic behaviour up to the yield point to a fast relaxation process (on the
plateau) with a typical relaxation time of about 1.0-2.0 s. In [156,166] the plateau has been
attributed to hydrogen bond breaking in the amorphous matrix and in [142] to a transition
from a glassy to a rubber-like state (sec. 2.3). The resulting �ow-like extension of the
amorphous protein chains, which causes the yield point, has an activation barrier, which
can may be related with a transition to the faster process. What we observe here is the
latter, a behaviour similar to that of a highly viscous polymer melt. Such a consideration
is in agreement with the assumption of Robertson [151]. He suggests, that under shear
stress the structure of the glass phase transits to a melt-like structure. On this condition
the yield point appears as a transition to the �ow state. This model was further elaborated
and proven experimentally for some glassy polymers by Nanzai [115]. The analysis of these
phenomena was performed on the basis of Eyring's reaction rate theory, called Transition
State Theory (TST) (see 2.3). Presumably, the earliest model of this kind, suggested for
polymeric �bre materials is one by Burte and Halsey [14,15]. They show that the existence
of such a pre-activated phase will cause the appearance of secondary yield points. In an
earlier study of the creep behaviour of silk �bres in terms of thermally activated �ow (see
description in sec. 2.3, page 70�), Eyring [63] reported a value of about 100 kJ/mole (25

kcal/mole) for the activation energy and 11 Å for the length of the �ow unit. The latter
is about three times the size of a single amino-oxide unit. In this context, the amorphous
part of silk might well be regarded as a rubber-like exhibiting entropy elasticity [54, 155].
Our �ndings provide direct evidence for the proposed additional molecular mechanism
leading to the pronounced plateau of stress-strain curves of native silk. The association
of a mechanism with activated transitions will clarify the recovering transition from the
prestretched state to the virgin state, demonstrated by the magenta curve in �g. 5.16. The
di�erence in the response of silk to stretching at ambient and higher RH can be shown
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with the help of �gure 5.15:
� at higher RH, one needs a smaller force to maintain the same strain as at ambient
humidity.

� the appearance of the plateau in the strain-stress curves of perstretched silk shows
that the behaviour is rubber-like.

� at higher RH one observes a strain hardening phenomenon, which is not present in
the response of the prestretched silk �bres at ambient RH.

The previous considerations for the �bre in a virgin stretching state at ambient conditions
are applicable to silk at higher humidity in both stretching states. It seems that the pres-
ence of water molecules causes a decrease of activation barriers, promoting the transition
processes. Hence the sample shows a reduced resistance to tensile load. Additionally, the
increase of the backwards rate can cause partial restoration of the virgin state inside the
prestretched state.
Generally, the behaviour of silk �bres is non-linear both in the prestretched and in the
virgin states, and, as such, cannot be simulated by a linear viscoelastic model. Of course,
there are two exceptions: (i) the behaviour of the prestretched silk at intermediate humid-
ity can be described by a linear viscoelastic model [93], this case is discussed in section
5.2.4; (ii) the long time relaxation behaviour at any RH, described with a fractional linear
viscoelastic model in section 5.2.5. In this two exceptional cases the linear description can
be considered as a linearisation of a more general non-linear model, needed for uniform
description of the behaviour of silk at any humidity in the virgin as well as in the pre-
stretched states. The rest of this section is devoted to an application of a such non-linear
model to experimental data.

Experimental evidence for the presence of activation processes

In addition to the above-mentioned facts and observations there are, at least, two exper-
imental evidences supporting the idea that elongation processes in silk are governed by
activating processes and can be simulated by the TST theory. The �rst one is the obser-
vation that the yield stress in stretching experiments with a constant rate of strain has
a logarithmic dependence from the rate of strain [77] (see more about the yield point in
chapter 2 on pp. 77 �.) An example of such a behaviour of silk �bres is shown in �gure
5.22. The other one is the dependence of the glassy elastic modulus from the applied
stress. This behaviour can be determined from the experimental stress-strain curve where
the shape of the strain excitation was implemented by a step-wise curve. One such ex-
periment is shown in the �gure 5.23. The �gure shows the response of a silk �bre to a
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Figure 5.22.: Stress of yield point for di�erent rates of strain
Values of the stress at the �rst yield point for several rates of strain are displayed (T=26˝

C, RH=33-35%). The stretching experiments were performed at a constant rate of strain.
The blue points show the measured values and the green dashed line is a linear �t. The
stress at the yield point is a nearly linear function of the logarithm of the rate of strain.
This observation is a clear hint towards the processes quantitatively described by the TST
theory [77].

Figure 5.23.: Determination of the glassy elastic modulus
The �gure shows the response of a prestretched silk �bre (RH = 35%, T=23˝ C) to a
tooth strain excitation, realized as a sequence of small steps. The green curve shows the
measured data and the red lines are linear �ts. The insert shows details of the �ts of the
raising part of the steps. Compare with �gure 5.24.
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tooth strain excitation, realized as a sequence of small steps with a rising time about 50

ms. Due to the high rate of strain on the rising part of each step the response in stress
behaves nearly linear. It can be �tted by a linear function σpεq “ Ggε ` σ0, separately
for each step. Each �t parameters Gg produce an approximation of the modulus of the
instantaneous response for the particular step. The sequence of the �tted values of Gg gives
us an approximation of the behaviour of the instantaneous (glassy) modulus as a function
of stress and/or strain. The green curve shows the measured data; the red lines are linear
�ts.
The results of this procedure are shown in �gure 5.24. The upper pane of the �gure shows
the response of a silk �bre to a tooth strain excitation realized by a sequence of small steps
(compare with �g. 5.16). The middle pane shows the instantaneous (glassy) modulus Gg

as a function of time and the bottom pane shows Gg as function of stress. The results are
shown for the measurements on a �bre in the three states: virgin (native), prestretched
and partially restored (from the prestretched to the virgin state).
The virgin state of the �bre is drawn in blue, the pre-stretched �bre in green and the
partially relaxed to the virgin state �bre in magenta colour. The magenta coloured region
marks the stress range of the yield point. The sharp raising part of the Ggpσq on the
bottom pane is due to the alignment of the micro-�brils caused by the applied stress. The
rest of the curve exhibits a variation of Gg with two hysteresis crossings at the yield point.
Note that this part of the curve lies in the range from 10 to 14 GPa with a mean value
of about 12 GPa. This coincides with the value of the initial glassy modulus given by our
linear viscoelastic model. The dependence of the glassy modulus as well as a hysteresis
behaviour leads us to assume non-linear viscoelastic laws of the Eyring type.
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Figure 5.24.: Glassy elastic modulus as a function of time and stress
Upper pane: response of a silk �bre to a tooth strain excitation realized by a sequence of
small steps (compare with �g. 5.16). Middle pane: instantaneous (glassy) modulus Gg as
a function of time. Bottom pane: Gg as a function of stress. Regions in magenta mark the
stress range around the yield point. The experiment was performed at RH = 35%, T=23˝

C.
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Application to measured data

Below, we will show the results of the application of models based on the non-linear vis-
coelasticity which is governed by activation processes. The detailed description of these
models is given in 2.3. For convenience, we will start with a short summary of the model
adapted for the �t of the measured data.

Model and speci�cations

The non-linear models we use here are based on the Transition State Theory and can
be considered as a generalization of the linear viscoelastic models (see chapter 2.3 and
e.g. [33,146,147,167]). This approach adopts the idea that a deformation of the amorphous
component of silk consists of thermally activated processes involving the motion of nano-
sized molecular subsystems called molecular units. Hence, new dash-pot elements have
to be introduced. They are governed by non-linear laws of thermally activated processes.
Molecular movements underlying the deformation of a material can be classi�ed either
as slipping or as folding processes. The slipping processes can be well-described by the
Eyring-Tobolsky models [146,147].

Here we will describe the material behaviour based on the folding-type transformations.
It is given in terms of the population dynamics of molecular units undergoing transitions
between a few states, each characterised by a speci�c length and elasticity. The transition
from one state to another is described in analogy with the kinetics of chemical reactions
(see e.g. [23]), where reaction rates are given by TST. These units are assumed to be seri-
ally connected and, hence, the macroscopic elongation is de�ned by the above-mentioned
population of states with di�erent elongation of the molecular units. A natural represen-
tation of such models is similar to the Maxwell Unit of the linear viscoelastic theory. The
pane (b) in the �gure 5.25 presents a general scheme of such models, while the pane (a)
shows more detailed representation of the two-state model. If there are only two elongation
states accessible for the molecular units (but there may be more than one energy level per
elongation), then the elongation of the dashpot element ε1 is given by:

ε1 “ ε8
xBpσq ´ x

eq
B

1` ε8x
eq
B

“ ε0 pxBpσq ´ x
eq
B q (5.14)

where ε8 “ pLB ´ LAq{LA is the relative elongation of the molecular unit due to the
transition from a state with the shorter length LA to the state with a longer length LB

(LB ą LA); x
eq
B is the equilibrium population (fraction) of the molecular units in the states
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with larger length LB. The proportionality coe�cient ε0 introduced above is:

ε0 “
ε8

1` ε8x
eq
B

The composed elastic moduli is calculated as follows:

GepxBq “

ˆ

1

Gc

`
1´ xB
G1A

`
xB
G1B

˙´1

“

ˆ

1´ xB
GA

`
xB
GB

˙´1

(5.15)

where Gc is the elastic modulus of the crystalline region of silk �bre, G1A, G
1
B are elastic

moduli of the molecular units in their short and elongated states, respectively. For con-
venience, in the second expression in (5.15) we did incorporate the elastic modulus of the
crystalline regions into the moduli GA, GB of the short and long states, respectively.

The external stress σ relates to the strain of the �bre ε and the strain of the dashtop ε1 as:

σ “ GepxBq pε´ ε1pxB, σqq (5.16)

Equation (5.16) together with (5.14) and equations of population dynamics (see below)
de�ne the viscoelastic behaviour of the material under study.

For the two-state model, the population dynamics is de�ned by the master (Fokker-Planck)
equation obeying to the law of the probability conservation:

#

9xB “ ´kBAxB ` kABxA

xA ` xB “ 1
(5.17)

and for the 3-state model by the set of equations:
$

’

’

&

’

’

%

9xB “ ´pkBA ` kBCqxB ` xAkAB ` xCkCB

9xC “ ´pkCA ` kCBqxC ` xAkAC ` xBkBC

xA ` xB ` xC “ 1

(5.18)

The last expressions in (5.17, 5.18) are probability conservation laws. The symbol xα
denotes the population (fraction) of the state α and kαβ denotes the rate coe�cient for
transitions αÑ β. The latter are transitions between 2 states separated by barriers. they
can be functions of an externally applied stress.

In the 3-state model only the rate coe�cients kAC and kCA are independent of the external
stress, because their lengths are equal (see �g. 5.26).

Usually, a (free energy) barrier separating two states can be given in two representations,
sketched as blue and brown symbols in �gure 5.26(a). The �rst representation de�nes a
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Figure 5.25.: Viscoelastic schema for n-state model
The �gure shows a schematic representation of the viscoelastic system modelled with a
molecular species possessing two elongation states A,B. (a) shows the detailed representa-
tion of the 2-state model and (b) the generalized representation with the composed elastic
element Ge. GA and GB are elastic moduli of the species A and B, respectively. Gc denotes
the elastic modulus of the crystalline phase. The element ηpε1,σq denotes the generalized
viscosity governed by activation processes. Symbolically, it represents a relation between
the stress σ and the rate of strain 9ε1. This relation is implicitly de�ned by the master
equation of the population dynamics.
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Figure 5.26.: Energy landscapes
(a) a sketch illustrating two states separated by an energy barrier. (b) shows a landscape
for the three and four-states viscoelastic models. The states A and C are characterized
by the same length LA while B and D have the length LB. The arrows indicate possible
transitions in the system.
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potential barrier through its heights ∆G;A and ∆G;B, activation volume v and a symmetry
parameter λ. In this notation the rate constants for the transition AØ B take the form:

kAB “
kBT

h
e
´

∆G
;
A
´p1´λqvσ

kBT ; kBA “
kBT

h
e
´

∆G
;
B
`λvσ

kBT “ kABe
v σ´σ

‹

kBT (5.19)

where kB, h, T denotes Boltzmann, Plank constants and temperature, respectively; σ is
an external stress and vσ‹ “ ∆G;A ´ ∆G;B is the averaged work, needed for the A Ñ B

transition. The 'internal stress' σ‹ equals to the amount of the external stress needed to
make the energy levels of the states A and B equal. The symmetry parameter λ is variable
in the interval λ P p0,1q, close to 1.
The second representation is more intuitive and can be called 'internal stress' representa-
tion. In this representation a potential barrier is de�ned by its mean height ∆G;0, internal
stress σ, activation volume v and symmetry parameter λ. In the 'internal stress' notation
the rate constants for the transition AØ B take the form:

kAB “
kBT

h
e
´
G0`p1´λqvpσ

‹´σq
kBT ; kBA “

kBT

h
e
´
G0´λvpσ

‹´σq
kBT “ kABe

v σ´σ
‹

kBT (5.20)

The transformation between these two representation is given by:

∆G;0 “ λ∆G;A ` p1´ λq∆G
;

B; vσ‹ “ λ∆G;A ´ p1´ λq∆G
;

B (5.21)

∆G;A “ ∆G;0 ` p1´ λqvσ
‹; ∆G;B “ ∆G;0 ´ λvσ

‹ (5.22)

Application of the 2- and 3-state models

Generally, the 2-state model allows a su�ciently good description of the behaviour of the
prestretched silk �bres at any humidity. But it is not su�cient for a quantitative simulation
of the native �bres, at least at high humidity. Two examples are given in �gure 5.27. The
pane (a) shows data measured at a RH of about 28% and (b) at a RH of about 93%. The
yellow lines show �ts of the data from the stretching experiments with native silk and the
red line with prestretched �bres. The �t parameters were: elastic moduli GA and GB of
the molecular units in the state A and B, respectively; the average potential height ∆G;0,
the internal stress σ‹, the activation volume v and the symmetry parameter λ. The values
of the parameters for the example above are given in the following table:

RH (%)/sample state GA{GB(GPa) ∆G;0(kJ/mole) σ‹(MPa) v (Å3) λ ε8

28/native 12.52/5.78 87.6 97 80.0 0.91 0.184

93/native 3.3/18.30 85.9 126 82.7 0.94 0.172

28/prestretched 11/6 84.7 139 80 0.91 0.049

93/prestretched 3.1/8.24 81.3 -113 48.0 0.88 0.221
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.27.: Fit with the 2-state model

The �gure shows �ts of the 2-state model to the data from the stretching experiments

with a cyclic tooth excitation in strain. The shown experiments were performed with

native and prestretched silk at two humidities: (a) RH=28% and (b) RH=93%. The

yellow line shows the results of the �t to the �rst tooth cycle and the red line shows the

�t to the second cycle. It is clear that the model can describe the stretching of native

silk (�rst cycle) rather qualitatively. On the other hand, prestretched silk (successive

cycle) is described su�ciently well even on a quantitative level.

Additionally, for the prestretched �bres the initial (latent) strain was �tted, with the
following results: 0.056 for the RH=28% and 0.048 for RH=93%.

The 3-state model provides and improved description of the behaviour of native silk. Es-
pecially, it can reproduce the �rst and the second yield regions of the stretching curve. An
example of the �ts of the model to the experimental data is shown in �gure 5.28. The
parameters of the model are: elastic moduli of the short states GA “ GC and long state
GB; the parameters of the barriers responsible for the transition A Ø B and C Ø B; the
energy di�erence ∆GAC ” ∆G;AC ´ ∆G;CA for the barrier of the A Ø C transition and
the relative elongation of the single molecular unit ε8. The parameter set for the AB and
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Figure 5.28.: Fit the 3-state model

The �gure shows �ts of the 3-state model to stretching experiment on the native silk.

A cyclic tooth excitation in strain was used. The measured data sets are the same as

on the �gure 5.27.

CB barriers are given in the 'internal stress' representation, i.e. ∆G;0 - mean height of
the barrier, σ‹ - the internal stress, v - activation volume and λ - symmetry parameter.
Because the contribution from theA Ø C transition is negligible, on the time scale of the
present experiments, the mean barrier height for the barrier AC was �xed at ∆G;0=200
(kJ/mol). The value of the height di�erence ∆GAC was de�ned by the energy conservation
law, i.e. ∆∆G;AC “ v pσ‹AB ´ σ

‹
CBq. Additionally, we have forced the activation volumes

for the AB and BC barriers to be equal.
In the table below: the energy values ∆G;0 and ∆∆G;AC are given in (kJ/mol) the internal
stress σ‹ in (MPa) and the activation volume v in Å3.

RH GA{GB barrier AB barrier CB barrier AC ε8

% (GPa) ∆G;0 σ‹ v λ ∆G;0 σ‹ v λ ∆∆G;AC

28% 11.7/9.6 89.8 121 93.6 0.24 86.3 48.8 93.6 0.2 4.12 0.116

93% 11.9/5.7 88.15 4.2 71.21 0.36 84.95 -90.3 71.21 0.05 4.05 0.243
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Taking the crystallites' Yang modulus from the scattering experiments, i.e. about 25
(GPa) for the RH=28% and 18 (GPa) for the RH=93%, (see pp. 164- 168 and 173- 175)
one can compute moduli of the molecular units from the amorphous regions using the
equation (5.15). For the native silk at RH=28% the results are: about 8 (GPa) for the
elastic modulus of our molecular units in the short states A,C and about 6-7 (GPa) for
the long state B. And, for prestretched silk at RH=28% the results are: 7 and 5 (GPa)
for the short and long states, respectively. The latter is in agreement with the results for
the application of our linear viscoelastic model for the similar data set discussed on page
173�. It is surprisingly that in the 3-state model the elastic modulus for the short states
A and C is varied so little with the change of the relative humidity while the long state B
exhibits a large variation (up to 55% relative to its initial value) when the RH is changed
from RH=25% to about 95%. In this interval of RH the change in the middle heights
of the barriers AB and BC is about 2-4% while the internal stress changes dramatically
with increasing humidity. It seems that with increasing RH the energy level of the B state
approaches the level of the A state and at RH=90% it is lower than the level of the C
state. Similarly, the potential barrier separating the C and B states loses its symmetry
with increasing of RH while the symmetry parameter of the barrier separating A and B
states remains to be nearly unchanged. Generally, the results show that the molecular
units change their size and con�guration with variation of the water contents in the �bres.
The activation volume is varying about 95 to 70 Å3, while the molecular relative elongation
ε8 is varying from 0.1 to 0.25 in the above-mentioned range of RH. If we assume that the
area of our molecular units is of the order of the area of the peptide-plane (i.e. about of
8-10 Å2) we get the values of about 10 Å and 8 Å for typical elongation of these units
at the RH of 28% and 93%, respectively. Note, that the value 10 Å is very close to the
length (11 Å) of the '�ow units' reported by Eyring [63]2. The elongations from above
implies that the length of the molecular units is equal to 86 Å at the RH=28% and to
33 Å at RH=93%. This clearly shows the general tendency: with increase of the relative
humidity the molecular mobility increases (the height of barriers decreases) and the average
size of the molecular units participating in the elongation movements decreases ( humidity
induced contraction e�ect).

2 He reported the value 100 kJ/mole for the height of the barrier which is a bit larger (by about 10 %)

then our values but has the same order.
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Conclusion about the application of our viscoelastic models

For silk �bres we clearly succeeded in separating the mechanical properties of it's crystalline
and it's amorphous phase. their interplay has been shown as well. A link between the
macroscopic viscoelastic behaviour and the mechanisms at the molecular length scale has
been established. The β-sheet crystals do not only act as nodes or dragging beds in a
disordered molecular network [166], but they are elastically deformed themselves and thus
contribute to the extensibility of silk.
The linear model, discussed above, is purely rheological and does not require any geometri-
cal information (or assumptions) on the distribution of crystalline and amorphous phases,
which an analysis in the framework of composite mechanics would do [135]. The model
fully accounts for the semi-crystalline morphology of silk and can explain the mechanical
properties of prestretched spider dragline silk, as we con�rmed in a �t to measured data
from [142]. It provides a �rst feeling for values of mechanical parameters of pure amor-
phous phase and allows further elaborations to include larger interval of relative humidity
and temperature.
We did show that for long time scales silk �bres exhibit rather non-Debey relaxation which
can be well described by a fractional viscoelastic theory 2.2. Such a behaviour points to a
presence of long-memory e�ects. More precise, this means that the memory of excitations
is not lost instantaneously (as in the case of the Debye relaxation) but rather propagates
in time through the interactions between elemental relaxation events. In this description
the response is governed by a derivatives of fractional order r0.4 ´ 0.65s. The non integer
exponent of the derivatives participating in the constitutive equation of the silk response
on the long time scales can be addressed to the dynamical self similarity of the composite
relaxation process. On the other hand such a behaviour is not in contradiction with a
picture where the relaxation is going through a successive sequence of thermally activated
elemental processes (trapping) [38]. Using non-linear models based on the TST theory
we showed that much of the viscoelastic behaviour of silk �bres stems from the molecular
mechanisms, which are based on activation processes. The analysis of the data with this
type of models not only allows to estimate the elastic moduli and relaxation times but
also gives access to averaged qualities on the molecular level. Our results are in accord
with the Eyring results from the analysis of the creep behaviour of silk, based on the same
molecular mechanism. The increase of the molecular mobility within silk with increasing
RH is clari�ed through the reducing the activation barriers. At least qualitatively, the
non-linear models allow to describe, all our observation related to the mechanical response
of silk at the intermediate time scales for both stretching states and in the whole RH range.
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5.2.7. Molecular model of �broin crystallites deformation in silk

�bres based on standard peptide unit and geometrical

constrains.

Motivation

In the di�raction experiments on bio-composite materials the scattered intensity and the
pro�le of the di�raction peaks are not only de�ned by the structure, but also by the geomet-
rical form of crystallites (or its distribution) and the orientation probability distribution
of the crystallites in the sample [126]. Alone, taking into account the rotational e�ect
geometrically (without introducing the crystallites shape and structure factors) leads to
a qualitatively better description of the measured di�raction data (see [124]). The e�ect
of the anisotropic orientation distribution has been recently studied on spider silk [169],
by simulation methods (Monte Carlo) accompanied by di�raction experiments. The �com-
parison analysis� performed by the authors (the measured data were not directly �tted)
allowed to extract the geometrical and statistical parameters of the samples. Especially,
it was proven that inter-crystallite e�ects are negligible and, therefore, the measured data
were analysed in terms of single-crystallite scattering.
Additionally, the e�ect of strain (or strain distribution) has to be taken into account by in

situ di�raction experiments. The elongation of the �bre along its axis causes stress acting
on the crystallites and leads to their deformation. The response of a crystallite to an ap-
plied stress can be twofold [113, 120]: (i) The extension can occur by (a) bond stretching
and/or by (b) bond angles bending (a�ne deformation). In this case stronger binding
forces lead to a response with a relatively large value of the elastic modulus (about 200-250
GPa). (ii) The extension is the result of internal rotations, e.g. a change in dihedral angles
3 with weaker potentials. The second type usually is related to a smaller elastic modulus
(about 10-45 GPa) [120]. The elastic modulus of silk crystallites, reported in the literature
(see e.g. [113, 120, 160]), is in the range of 13 to 28 (GPa). These considerations invite us
to study the e�ects of non-a�ne deformations of the crystalline regions of the silk �bres.
The presence of an orientation distribution not only a�ects the shape of the di�raction
peaks but also their position. This can be studied best with the strongest di�raction peak
- the 002 re�ection. A variation in the orientation distribution will cause a change in its
mean position which can be misinterpreted as stretching. The e�ect of the orientation was
studied by other methods in [120,126].

3 the de�nition of dihedral angles is given 5.2.7 on the page 206 and in ch.1, pages 9-10
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This motivated us to incorporate the following e�ects into our �t model: (i) an elongation
by the internal rotation, (ii) an anisotropic distribution in the crystallite orientations with
a �nite width and favoured orientation along the �bre axis.

Model setup

The following facts are known from the literature:

� The main part of the di�raction patterns is due to the nano-crystallites. In the lit-
erature a mean size of a crystallite of about 3nm ˆ 5nm ˆ 8nm is reported. With
the size of the unit cell about pa,b,cq “ p9.4, 9.5, 6.98q (Å) [106, 163] we have ap-
proximately p3,5,10q numbers of unit cells (lattice numbers) in the (a, b, c) directions,
respectively.

� The crystallite structure is assumed to possess the monoclinic space group P 21pC
2
2q

[106,163].

Figure 5.29.: The parameters of a crystallite orientation.
The parametrisation of the orientation of the crystallite with respect to the �bre frame is
shown. tf1,f2,f3u � is a �bre coordinates frame, ta,b,cu � represents the coordinate system
of a crystallite. The assumed distribution possesses an anisotropy only over the β angle
between the ĉ-axis of the crystallites and the �bre axis f̂ ”~f3, shown as a red arc-arrow.
The two green arc-arrows represent rotations with an isotropic probability distribution.

Our model is based on the following assumptions:

� As is usually done, the whole sample (�bre) is considered as a macroscopic ensemble
consisting of two kinds of regions: (i) an amorphous matrix enclosing (ii) crystalline
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regions. The latter consist of a large number of small crystallites, which themselves
can be considered as a statistical ensemble. We are interested in the average scatter-
ing intensity over the distribution of the crystallite orientation in this ensemble.

� The form of crystallites is assumed to be simple brick-like build up by L,M,N unit
cells in the directions x,y,z. The size of a unit cell is characterized by three spatial
lattice constants pa,b,cq in these directions. The scattering function of a single crys-
tallite is a product of two components: the form factor and the structure factor. The
former is independent of the internal structure of a unit cell and describes only the
e�ects of the crystallites shape. The latter depends on the unit cell structure.

� The brick-like crystallite shape provides the simple form factor known as Laue inten-
sity, de�ned as follows:

ILp~qq “ ILp~q;L,M,Nq “
3
ź

i“1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

sin Ni~q¨~di
2

sin ~q¨~di
2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

(5.23)

where: ~q is the momentum transfer, di P pa,b,cq denotes the size of the unit cell in
the direction i P tx,y,zu and pNx, Ny, Nzq “ pL,M,Nq, respectively.

� The unit cell is composed of 4 peptide chains. Each chain consists of two peptide
units described by the simple rigid peptide planar model �rst proposed by Pauling
et.al. [22], with spatial parameters recently updated by [30, 31]. The size of the
unit cell and the positions of the atoms are governed by the symmetry of the unit
cell, the geometry of peptide planes and dihedral (torsion) angles of peptide chains
(see [30, 31, 66, 89, 145]). Knowing the positions of the atoms allows us to write the
structure factor as

Sp~qq “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

j

fjpQqe
i~q¨~rj

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

(5.24)

where: Q is the modulus of the vector of momentum transfer, ~rj position vector of
the atom labelled by j, fjpQq denotes the atoms form factor. A detailed description
of the unit cell is given later, see pages 201 - 218.

� On the basis of the measured data we assume the distribution of crystallite orienta-
tions to have a cylindrical symmetry and to be anisotropic only in the angle between
the �bre axis and the crystallite c-axis. In the parametrisation with Euler angles
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Ω̂ “ pα,β,γq (see �g. 5.29) the orientation probability distribution function (OPDF)
then has the following form:

ρpΩ̂q “
1

4π2
ρpβq (5.25)

So, the OPDF does not depend on the two angular degrees of freedom (α, γ), rep-
resented by arc-like arrows coloured green in the �gure 5.29. It is only a function
of a single variable, the azimuthal (latitude) angle β, represented by the red arc-like
arrow.

� We will adopt two further simpli�cations:

� We will assign the same (mean) value of stress applied to each crystallite in the
ensemble.

� As a �rst approximation, we consider the situation where all crystallites have the
same size. This can be easily generalized without any change in our procedure.
Indeed, for a given distribution function ΨpL,M,Nq, describing the probability
to �nd a crystallite with the pL,M,Nq lattice numbers, we only have to replace
the shape function IL de�ned in (5.23) by the new one, de�ned as:

ĪLp~qq “
ÿ

L,M,N

ΨpL,M,Nq ILp~q; L,M,Nq (5.26)

Based on the above assumptions the scattering intensity from a single crystallite in the
ensemble is a product of two factors: the form factor IL represented by the Laue shape-
function and a structure factor Sp ~Qq:

Icp~q, Ω̂q “ ILp~q, Ω̂qSp~q,Ωq (5.27)

where: Ω̂ described the orientation of a crystallite and can be expressed by the Euler angles.
This contributes to the total intensity with an amplitude proportional to the probability
ρpΩ̂q of �nding a crystallite with the orientation Ω̂. The intensity Ic mainly depends on
the three cosines of angles between the vector of momentum transfer and the coordinate
vectors of the unit cell t~q ¨~a, ~q ¨~b, ~q ¨~cu and of the geometrical form (size) of the crystallite
together with its structure.
The total measured intensity is the ensemble average of the single crystallite scattering
function Ic in (5.27), the average taken over all the orientation states Ω̂ of a crystallites
weighted with OPDF ρpΩ̂q:

Ip ~Qq “

ż

ρpΩ̂qIcp ~Q, Ω̂qdΩ (5.28)

“
1

4π2

ż π

0

sinpβq ρpβq dβ

ż 2π

0

ż 2π

0

dγ dα Icp~q, Ω̂q (5.29)
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The integration is over the whole space of rotational states of a crystallite. In the second
line the independence of the OPDF from the longitude angles α and γ is shown explicitly.
The (co)latitude angle can be speci�ed through the relation cospβq “ ĉ ¨ f̂ , where f̂ 4

denotes the unit vector along the �bre axis ~f3, see �g. 5.29.

In the next section we will describe the computation of Ip ~Qq and outline a suitable numer-
ical procedure.

Averaged Intensity

Assuming the OPDF function ρpΩq to be su�ciently �good�, i.e. smooth and di�erentiable
we have a situation where all the functions under the integrals in (5.28, 5.29,) of the previous
section are periodic, smooth and in�nitely (many) times di�erentiable with respect to their
angular variables Ω̂ “ pα, β, γq. This means that a polynomial series expansion will have
a rapid convergence. Mostly it will be spectral or, at least, geometrical convergence. This
leads us to use the spectral methods in the computation of the averaged intensity Ip~qq

introduced above in eq. (5.28). Below we show the evaluation of this averaging in terms
of the spherical harmonics Fourier transform (see e.g. [10, 27]).

The main idea is the following: the integrand in (5.28) consists of two functions ρ3pΩ̂q

and Icp~q, Ω̂q which can be expanded into a series of orthogonal functions separately. The
value of the integral is then obtained by summing the (weighted) product of expansion
coe�cients. For the geometry under consideration the most suitable choice is the set of
spherical harmonics tYlmu and the set of Legendre polynomials tPlu as functional bases, see
[1,10] for details. The index sets are pl “ 0,1,2 . . . ,m “ ´l,´ l` 1,..,lq and pl “ 0,1,2, . . .q,
respectively.

The spectral approach allows us to do separate evaluations of the participating functions
with predescribed tolerance, each on its own characteristic scale. This will reduce the
number of computations and allows to separate the domains of �tting parameters, e.g., we
can �t the parameters of the OPDF without recomputing the shape factor and structure
factor.

The computation of the total intensity (5.28, 5.29) is done in two steps. (i) Firstly, using
the independence of the OPDF from the parameter γ we evaluate the integration over this
variable. The result is the intensity from a crystallite averaged over rotations about its
c-axis, which has a cylindrical symmetry. Its depends only on the dot product ĉ ¨ q̂. (ii)
Then the averaging over all orientations ĉ “ pγ, βq of the c-axis is done using spectral

4 in the following we will intensive use the notation X̂ meaning the direction of a vector ~X which has

not to be confused with X̂ denoting an operator X.
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methods. The orientation of the �bre f̂ is assumed to be �xed.

Let us introduce the intensity from a single crystallite averaged over all rotations about its
c-axis as

Īcp~q ¨ ĉq “ ĪcpQ, q̂ ¨ ĉq ”
1

2π

ż 2π

0

Icp~q, Ω̂q dα “
1

2π

ż 2π

0

ILp~q, Ω̂q Sp~q,Ωq dα (5.30)

where we used the convention:

~q “ q̂Q (5.31)

The application of direct numerical quadratures for the evaluation of (5.30) can fail or will
take a lot of processor time. The di�culty is due to the fact that the integrand is a product
of two di�erently scaled functions: one of them is Sp ~Q,Ωq which is a slowly varying func-
tion, nevertheless its numerical evaluation requires a lot of processor time; the other is the
shape-factor Icp~q,Ωq which can be computed relatively fast, but it varies very rapidly (as it
is �ne scaled) and possesses sharp peaks requiring a dense integration/approximation grid.
There is a more suitable approach, which is very similar to the Clenshaw-Curtis quadra-
ture [20, 45]: the integral is easily computed applying the adaptive fast discrete Fourier
(cosine) transform to each of these functions separately and, then, computing the value of
this integral as their scalar product in the Fourier space. In other words, the value of inte-
gral is the sum of the product of the Fourier expansion coe�cients of the two participating
functions. This approach allows to reduce the computing time and, additionally, to con-
trol the errors without repeated evaluation of the integrand functions. The computation
error can be estimated from the values of few last expansion coe�cients and/or from the
iterative evolution of the value of the �rst coe�cient (for the error estimation in adaptive
procedures see e.g. [143]).

With ĪcpQ, q̂ ¨ ĉq from (5.30) the equation (5.28) can be reduced to:

Ip ~Qq “
1

2π

ż 2π

0

dγ

ż π

0

sinpβq ĪcpQ,ĉ ¨ q̂q ρpĉ ¨ f̂q dβ (5.32)

ĪcpQ,ĉ ¨ q̂q, the result of the integration in (5.30), is a function of only two variables: the
absolute value of momentum transfer Q and the angle between q̂ and ĉ. Hence, for �xed
Q, we can expand it into a series of Legendre polynomials of the variable ĉ ¨ q̂:

IcpQ, ĉ ¨ q̂q “

8
ÿ

l“0

AlpQqPlpĉ ¨ q̂q (5.33)
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The expansion coe�cients AlpQq are de�ned as:

AlpQq ”
2l ` 1

2

ż 1

´1

IcpQ,xqPlpxqdx (5.34)

In our procedure we compute values of AlpQq through the Chebyshev interpolation of
IcpQ, ĉ ¨ q̂q followed by the conversion of the Chebyshev interpolation coe�cients into the
coe�cients of the Legendre series expansion (see algorithm 473 [136]).
Using the addition theorem (see e.g. [1, 10]) for Legendre Polynomials we separate the
variables as

IcpQ,ĉ ¨ q̂q “
8
ÿ

l“0

AlpQq
4π

2l ` 1

l
ÿ

m“´l

Ylmpq̂qY
‹
lmpĉq (5.35)

We can proceed similarly with the OPDF ρpβq:

ρpβq “
ÿ

l

ρlPlpĉ ¨ f̂q “
ÿ

l

ρl
4π

2l ` 1

l
ÿ

m“´l

YlmpĉqY
‹
lmpf̂q (5.36)

where the expansion coe�cients are de�ned in the same manner as Al in (5.34) and cospβq “

ĉ ¨ f̂ .
The equations (5.32, 5.33, 5.36) o�er a possibility to integrate the product IcpQ,ĉ ¨ q̂qρpĉ ¨ f̂q
over all orientations of ĉ which we parametrized by the angles γ, β.
Using the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics we arrive at

Ip~qq “
ÿ

l

2

2l ` 1
AlpQqρlPlpq̂ ¨ f̂q (5.37)

The equation (5.37) describes the intensity of the whole crystalline ensemble as a function
of the expansion coe�cients of the OPDF, the modulus of the momentum transfer Q and
the angle between the orientation f̂ of the �bre axis and the orientation q̂ of the vector of
the momentum transfer ~q.
If the orientation of the �bre, the function of single crystallite intensity and the OPDF are
given, then the total intensity is a function of the vector ~q, only.
Additionally, there is an implicit dependence on the unit cell parameters (in the structure
factor Sp~qq) and the parametrisation of the shape function ILp~qq (in our case it is the
numbers pL,M,Nq of the Laue shape function). All the parameters can be adjusted by
�tting the model to the measured di�raction data.
So knowing the OPDF, the structure factor and the shape function one can compute point
wise the whole di�raction image using equation 5.37 for suitable parametrisation of the
vector ~q, e.g. in terms of the usual scattering angles pθ, φq. To compute the intensity in a
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sector of the di�raction image with φ P rφ1, φ2s for some given values of φ1, φ2, one needs
to integrate the intensity in equation 5.37 over the variable φ as:

IpQq ” Ipθq “

ż φ2

φ1

Ip~qqdφ

“
ÿ

l

2

2l ` 1
AlpQqρl

ż φ2

φ1

Plpq̂ ¨ f̂qdφ (5.38)

Below, to put all said above together, we sketch an algorithm for the evaluation of the
intensity Ip ~Qq (5.37) of an ensemble of crystallites with any isotropic orientation distribu-
tion:

� Input:

tVθ,Vφu an array of the polar coordinates of the ~q at which the values of the
intensity is requiested.

OPDF(β) the function to evaluate OPDF at angles β

S(~q) the function to evaluate the unit cell structure

IL(~q) the function of crystallite shape factor (Laue intensity function)

tol the tolerance for the errors of computations

� Output: An array of values of ensemble averaged intensity Ip~qq, de�ned by
eq.(5.29).

1. compute expansion coe�cients ρl of OPDF as in eq.(5.36). The truncation num-
ber if de�ned by the given tolerance tol.

2. for each θ in Vθ:

a) compute expansion coe�cients AlpQq using equations (5.30, 5.35).

b) for each φ in Vφ: compute values of intensity Ipθ,φq as in eq. (5.37)

3. return: array of the values I(θ,φ) for θ P Aθ and φ P Aφ
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Modeling the silk structure factor.

The main target of this subsection is the setup of the computation model for the structure
factor needed to evaluate the intensity in equation (5.37). The computation of the structure
factor takes into account only the atom form factors of the heavy atoms CNO in the
periodical structure of the ´pAla´Gluqn´ amino-sequences which is approbed simulation
model of the silk β-sheet crystalites [41,160]. The model will be constructed on the basis of
the rigid peptide planes together with the crystallite unit cell symmetry combined with the
molecular symmetry of the participating chains and the intuitively clear mirror symmetry
of the projection of the H-bonds on the ab-plane of the unit cell. The model contains of
6 parameters to adjust positions of the 36 heavy atoms in the unit cell coordinate system.
So it is possible to �t the di�raction intensity computed by the model to the measured
data.

In what follows we �rstly specify the set-up for geometrical computation. Then we describe
the spatial structure of peptide helices and β-sheets and outline the procedure for an
evaluation of the X-ray scattering function for the α-helix and the structure factor for the
β-sheet crystallites.

Idealized geometry of the peptide helix

Since the work of Pauling [132,133] the modelling of proteins was based on the assumption
that the peptide backbone has a certain ideal geometry independent of the chemical envi-
ronmental context, see �gure 5.30. The rigid geometry model assumes �xed bond lengths
and angles, leaving torsion angles as the only variables needed to de�ne the structure. The
idealized (averaged) values for the geometry of the peptide plane (backbone) have varied
a little over the decades, the most frequently used values are shown in �gure 5.30. Such
models assume a nearly �at structure of the amid group, i.e. the value of torsion angle Ω

(around the C-N axis) is about 180˝. Therefore, the degrees of freedom in the backbone
conformation are the two dihedral angles Φ and Ψ per residue (sketched in �gure 5.31).
These angles de�ne for each atom Cα the rotation of the left and right peptide planes
about the N ´Cα and Cα´C bonds, respectively [173] (more on dihedral angles see page
206).

In the following we will parametrize the two simplest standard structures (α-helix and
β-sheet) in terms of the dihedral angles. For β-sheets this will allow us to relate the
dihedral angles with the crystallographic unit cell parameters used to �t the experimental
data from the X-ray scattering experiments. We will follow the route introduced in [145]
and elaborated in [66] relating the protein secondary structure with the Ramachandran
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Figure 5.30.: Geometry of an averaged peptide plane [30,31].
The left pane (a) shows the bond-lengths and the right pane (b) shows the bond-angles of
the 'standard peptide' unit.

torsion angles. In [145] Quine uses the theory of the screw motion to describe standard
motifs in the protein secondary structure, where the positioning of the protein backbone
(peptide plane) is described in terms of local helix parameters (the rotation axis and angle;
translation along the rotation axis), which he relates to the torsion angles.
The simplest regular helical structure of a protein chain can be considered as built from the
copies of an initial peptide plane P0 by sequentially application of an Euclidean isomeric
transformation Ŝ as

p1` Ŝ ` Ŝ2
` Ŝ3 . . .qP0 (5.39)

with Ŝ consists of a rotation followed by a translation, i.e. Ŝ “ T̂~vR̂ûpθq :“ tR̂ûpθq|~vu.
T̂~v denotes the translation-operation over the vector ~v. R̂ûpθq denotes the operation of the

Figure 5.31.: Sketch showing the torsion angles Ψ,Φ
Rem: on the all of our 2D and pseudo-3D sketches we represent each atom type by its
usual in the literature colour: H - white, C - grey, N - blue, O - red. Only the �rst atom
of residuals will be an exception. We usually represent them by the green colour.
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rotation by the angle θ around the axis ~u through the origin.

Figure 5.32.: Equivalence of rotation-translation Ŝ to screw displacement.
The �gure shows traces of two displacements of a body placed at a point ~r. The body is
represented by a triangular �ag. One displacement is the rigid body displacement consisting
of the rotation around the axis û through the origin O and the translation by a vector ~v:
P0 Ñ P1 Ñ P2. The trace of this transformation is displayed by the thick blue arrows:
the arc-arrow θ represents the rotation and the straight arrow ~v represents a translation.
The projection of this path onto the plane perpendicular to the rotation axis is shown
by the thin blue lines. The other displacement is the equivalent screw transformation
P0 Ñ P s1 Ñ P2 consisting of the rotation around the axis û through the point B“O ~̀bK
and the translation by the vector ~v}, which is the component of ~v parallel to the rotation
axis. This movement is represented by the thick green arrows and its projection onto the
plane perpendicular to ~u is represented by the thin green lines. Both movements equally
transform the point P0 at ~r to the point P2 at the R̂ûpθq~r ` ~v.

Due to the Chasles theorem ( [70,89,145]) we can describe any rigid body displacement as
a screw motion, see demonstration sketch in �gure 5.32. A screw motion consists of two
successive operations: a rotation around some �xed point B and a translation parallel to
the rotation (screw) axis. The parametrisation of the screw displacement consists of the
(rotation) screw axis (speci�ed by the unit vector û and the point B), the rotation angle
θ and the length of the translation t.

The relations between the translation-rotation (speci�ed by û, θ, ~v) parameters and those
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of screw motion equivalent to it (speci�ed by {~b, û, θ, t}) are [70]:

~bK “
1

2

ˆ

~vK ` ûˆ ~v cotp
θ

2
q

˙

t “ |v}| “ ~v ¨ û (5.40)

~vK “ ~v ´ û t

where the symbol K denotes the component perpendicular to the rotation axis and bK is
the shortest vector from the origin to the screw axis.
That means that equation (5.39) describes a simple helix with the axis parallel to the
rotation axis through the point ~b. The (non integer) number of peptide planes (or residues)
per turn is π{θ, the rise per residue t “ ~v ¨ û and the pitch of the helix is p “ n t. All these
parameter are functions of the dihedral angles Φ,Ψ. So we can �nd these values from the
known dihedral angles or, expressed di�erently, knowing the parameters of the helix one
can compute the values of the dihedral angles. In a β-sheet crystallite structure the protein
chains build the degenerated helix with 2-residuals per turn and θ “ π, so the length of
the folding period along the peptide chain speci�es the values of both dihedral angles. The
known dihedral angles and the crystallographic symmetry of the unit cell of the β-sheet
crystallite will completely specify the structure factor of the unit cell.
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Figure 5.33.: Peptide local frames
The �gure visualize the de�nitions of the planes of the types P and Cα (5.42 - 5.45) on the
example of a maximally extended double-segment of a protein chain with a peptide units
(planes) geometry shown in the �gure 5.30. The unit vectors ~c,~a de�ne the peptide plane
frame P , coloured yellow. Similarly, the unit vectors ~c 1,~a 1 de�ne the (second) peptide
plane frame P 1, coloured green. The unit vectors ~a,~c 1 de�ne the residual frame Cα. The
vector ~d ”

ÝÝÝÑ
CαC

1
α is called the virtual bond of the peptide plane P .

Local frames. To describe the parameters of Ŝ (eq. 5.39) in terms of dihedral angles
two kinds of local frames are introduced. The �rst one describes the peptide plane and the
second the residual. Let us de�ne two unit vectors in the peptide plane as shown in �gure
5.33. The �gure shows a double segment of a chain built from N -terminus to C-terminus.
The unit vector in the direction CαC is denoted as ĉ and the unit vector pointing in the
direction NC 1α is denoted as â.
~d is de�ned as 'virtual bond' of the peptide plane equal to the vector

ÝÝÝÑ
CαC

1
α (see �gures

5.30 and 5.33):
~d ”

ÝÝÝÑ
CαC

1
α “ ĉ|CαC| ` b̂|CN | ` â|NC

1
α| (5.41)

� Peptide plane frame P :

The orthonormal coordinate system is de�ned as a triple:

te1, e2, e3uP “ tĉ, n̂ˆ ĉ, n̂u, (5.42)
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where the normal vector n̂ is de�ned as

n̂ “
ĉˆ â

}ĉˆ â}
. (5.43)

� Residual frame Cα:

The orthonormal coordinate system is de�ned as a triple:

te1, e2, e3uCα “ tâ, n̂c ˆ â, n̂cu, (5.44)

where the normal n̂c is de�ned as

n̂c “
âˆ ĉ1

}âˆ ĉ1}
. (5.45)

Dihedral angles Φ,Ψ. 5

For sequence of three unit vectors û1, û2, û3 (see �gure 5.34) one can de�ne a dihedral angle
as the rotation angle from the plane û1 ˆ û2 into the plane û2 ˆ û3 in a counter-clockwise
sense. Its numerical value is de�ned as argument of the complex number Z, i.e.:

θ ” Torpû1, û2, û3q “ ArgpZq (5.46)

Z “ ´û1 ¨ û3 ` pû1 ¨ û2qpû2 ¨ û3q ` i û1 ¨ pû2 ˆ û3q

where Torp. . .q denotes a function of torsion angle of it arguments and ArgpZq is the
argument of a complex number Z, i.e. ArgpZq “ lnpZ{|Z|q. The derivation of (5.46) is
given in appendix A.1.

In the recommendation of the IUPAC-IUB Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature
(CBN) [18] the torsion (dihedral) angle for a system of four atoms {A,B,C,D} (see �gure
5.35) is de�ned as the angle between the plane ~u1 ˆ ~u2 containing (A,B,C) and the plane
~u2 ˆ ~u3 containing (B,C,D). Equivalently, in the projection of the system onto a plane
normal to the B-C bond, the angle between the projection of A-B and the projection of
C-D is called the torsion angle of A and D about the bond B-C. In the con�guration
where the projections of A-B and C-D are coincide the torsion angle is de�ned to be zero.
With the setup above the protein dihedral (Ramachandran) angles are de�ned as follows
[145]:

Φ “ φ` 180˝ “ Torpĉ, â, ĉ1q ` 180˝

Ψ “ ψ “ Torpâ, ĉ1, â1q
(5.47)

5the other equivalent terms are the torsion angles or internal rotation angles
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Figure 5.34.: Dihedral angle of three non-collinear vectors
the �gure shows a dihedral angle as de�ned of a three unit non-collinear vectors ~u1, ~u2, ~u3.
A,B are planes spanned by the pairs (~u1, ~u2) and (~u2, ~u3), respectively. ~nA, ~nB are normals
to these planes. The dihedral angle Torp~u1, ~u2, ~u3q “ θ is de�ned as angle of counter-
clockwise rotation from ~nB to ~nA around the axis ~u2.

There are tree planes participating in the de�nition of these dihedral angles: two adjusted
(successive) peptide planes (the P frames) and one residual plane (the Cα frame). The
peptide planes are spanned by the vectors tĉ, âu and tĉ1, â1u. The Cα plane is spanned by
the tâ, ĉ1u vectors, compare �gures 5.33 and 5.31.

The relation between regular helix parameters and Φ,Ψ-angles

As mentioned above the transition from a peptide plane to the next can be described as a
rotation and a successive translation along the virtual bond vector ~d.
For convenience we introduce the following abbreviations:

ξ :“ pca (5.48)

χ0 :“ {NCαC

χ` :“ χ0 ` ξ “: χ

χ´ :“ χ0 ´ ξ

where ξ “ pca denotes the angle between unit vectors ĉ and â, χ denotes the angle {NCαC,
i.e. the angle between â and ĉ1. Then the rotation from a peptide plane to the next in a
regular helix structure can be described as [145]:

R̂û
pθq “ R̂â

pφq R̂n̂
pχ`q R̂ĉ

pψq (5.49)

where φ, ψ - are torsion angles de�ned in (5.47). This equation relates two dihedral angles
with the rotation angle and axis of the screw motion from peptide plane to the next. The
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Figure 5.35.: Newman projection illustrating the sign of torsion angles
The left pane shows the zero-con�guration of a set of four atom, used in the de�nition of
the torsion angle. The right panes shows a projections onto a plane normal to the BC bond
together with the measuring direction of the torsion angle. For each of the views (DCBA
and ABCD) on the right pane, a right-handed turn of the bond to the from atom about
the central bond gives a positive value of torsion angle.

computation can be done in terms of rotation matrices, spherical trigonometry, quaternions
or more common (and a lot easier) in terms of geometric (or Cli�ord) algebra (see e.g. [70]).
The author used the latter. The computation is shown in the appendix A.1 on the page
255. The resulting rotation is de�ned as rotation around the axis û by the angle θ and is
speci�ed by the following relations:

u0 :“ cos
θ

2
“ cos

φ

2
cos

ψ

2
cos

χ`

2
´ sin

φ

2
sin

ψ

2
cos

χ´

2
(5.50)

~u :“ û sin
θ

2
“ ê1

ˆ

cos
φ

2
sin

ψ

2
cos

χ`

2
` sin

φ

2
cos

ψ

2
cos

χ´

2

˙

` ê2

ˆ

cos
φ

2
sin

ψ

2
sin

χ`

2
´ sin

φ

2
cos

ψ

2
sin

χ´

2

˙

` ê3

ˆ

cos
φ

2
cos

ψ

2
sin

χ`

2
` sin

φ

2
sin

ψ

2
sin

χ´

2

˙

Here tê1, ê2, ê3uP is the triple of coordinate vectors in the P frame speci�ed in (5.42). The
angles between the screw axis and the vectors ~d, ĉ, n̂ can be obtained from scalar products:

~d ¨ û “
~d ¨ ~u

a

1´ u2
0

ě 0 (5.51)

ĉ ¨ û “
ĉ ¨ ~u

a

1´ u2
0

(5.52)

n̂ ¨ û “
n̂ ¨ ~u

a

1´ u2
0

(5.53)
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Spherical coordinates pα, βq of the rotation axis can be computed as:

α “ arccos pn̂ ¨ ûq “ arccos 1
|~u|
pn̂ ¨ ~uq

β “ arg pĉ ¨ û ` i ê2 ¨ ûq “ arg ~u
|~u|
¨ pê1 ` i ê2q

|~u| “
b

1´ cosp θ
2
q

(5.54)

where α and β are azimuthal and polar angles of the screw axis û, respectively; ~u and θ
are given by the relations (5.50).

The coordinates of the �rst residual carbon atom Cβ For given directions â and ĉ1

and values of the A “ N-Cα-Cβ, B “ C-Cα-Cβ and C “ Cβ-Cα-N angles we can write the
unit vector r̂ of the direction Cα-Cβ as r̂ “ xâ` yĉ1 ` zn̂, px,yq is the solution of:

˜

cosA

cosB

¸

“

˜

1 cosC

cosC 1

¸˜

x

y

¸

(5.55)

i.e.
˜

x

y

¸

“

˜

cosA´ cosB cosC

cosB ´ cosA cosC

¸

1

sin2C
(5.56)

and the third coordinate z “
a

1´ |xâ` yĉ1|2 “
a

1´ x2 ´ y2 ´ 2xy cospCq.

Model for β-sheet crystallite The simplest approximation to the amino acid sequence
of molecular chains in the silks crystallite region is commonly assumed to be of the type
p´Glu´Ala´qn [106,163,164] which is arranged into the pleated-sheet conformation [132].
The unit cell possesses at least P21 symmetry and is �lled with 4 (sub-) chains, each
consisting of two peptide planes. These four chains are subdivided into two pairs, each pair
forms a sheet structure by hydrogen bonding (OH-bonds). Two chin segments participating
in the same sheet are independent with respect to the cell symmetry group and the two
sheets participating in a unit cell are related through the two-fold screw symmetry. The
commonly assumed model for the silk structure of sheets is an anti-parallel beta-sheet
structure, where the orientation of the molecular chains in a sheet are alternating between
up and down [106]. There are two possible variation of this model structure: polar and
anti-polar [164]. The di�erence is only in the arrangement of the residues. In the polar

anti-parallel structure: all the methyl groups of alanine residues are on the one side
of the sheet. While, in the anti-polar anti-parallel structure: the alanine residues
are alternately placed on the both sides of a sheet. In the �rst case two neighbour molecules
in a sheet are related through the two fold rotation symmetry in the plane of the β-sheet,
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while in the second only the peptide units (planes) posses this symmetry. In the most of
our examples we will show only the �rst variation of the model structure.

Let tûa, ûb, ûcu be the basis of the unit cell with dimensions ta,b,cu. The basis vectors of
the cell are perpendicular to each other. The c-axis is directed parallel to the �bre axis,
the a-axis is in the β-sheet plane and the b-axis is orthogonal to the β-sheet plane.

The structure of the chains in the silk β-sheet can be seen as repetitive helices with 2
peptide units per turn. We assume the same geometry of the standard peptide plane
describing the Ala and Glu units. Hence, the screw symmetry of the molecular back-bone
is the same as of the unit cell. Only the position of residuals will deviate from this screw
symmetry.

Geometrical constraints and reduction of the free parameters of the unit cell.

There is a series of geometrical constraints to the structure of a chain inside of the unit
cell:

1. to be compatible with the crystal-symmetry the screw-rotation (from a peptide plane
to the next plane) has to be a half turn rotation θ “ 180˝. The rotation axis û of
this displacement has to be parallel to the c-axis of the unit cell.

2. the virtual bonds of two successive planes and the c-vector of unit cell build a triangle,
so that c “ 2 p~d ¨ ûcq.

3. in the β-sheet plane (i.e. ûcˆûa plane) all the C-O ¨ ¨ ¨ H-N bonds between neighbour
chains have to be nearly linear and have approximately equal projections onto the
β-plane. Or, alternativelly, the projections onto the ûa ˆ ûb plane of the two OH-
bonds one coples two bottom peptide units and other the two top peptide units of the
two neighbor chains in the β-sheet are mirror symmetric with respect to the plane
parallel to ûc ˆ ûa contening the molecular screw axes. Additionally, at the ambient
conditions the O¨ ¨ ¨N distance has to be about 2.8 Å.

The constraints 1. and 2. mean that the length c is a function of the torsion angles Φ,Ψ

through the relations for rotation angle θ and its axis û in equations (5.50):

cosp θ
2
q “ 0

2 ~d ¨ û “ c
(5.57)

The value of c (or equivalently the Φ,Ψ values) completely speci�es the relative con�gu-
ration of the chains in the unit cell and the only remaining degree of freedom is the rigid
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rotation of the chain as a whole about it's screw axis. Together with the equations (5.40)
these conditions de�ne the coordinates of the intersection of the molecular screw axis with
the peptide plane and the screw translation vector as:

~bK “ 1
2

´

~d´ p~d ¨ ûqû
¯

~v|| “ p~d ¨ ûqû
(5.58)

The point bK is a molecular screw centre and it will coincide with the unit-cell origin if
we rotate the plane so that the molecular screw axis will coincide with the z-axis of the
crystallite.
The third condition allows to approximate the angle of the rotation of the whole chain
around the c-axis with respect to the unit-cell axis and the unit cell spacial parameter 'a'.
Mathematically, the geometrical part of the constraints from above can be formulated as

σ̂c “ û

σ̂a “
ĥK ` ôK

|ĥK ` ôK|
(5.59)

σ̂b “
σ̂c ˆ σ̂a
|σ̂c ˆ σ̂a|

where: ĥK, ôK denote the normalized components of the ~NH and ~CO bond-vectors, re-
spectively, orthogonal to û. The vectors σ̂a, σ̂b, σ̂c are the unit vectors of the crystallite
unit cell. These expressions can be used to relate the basis of the local peptide frame to
the basis of the crystallite unit cell, e.g. the rotation matrix from the local frame into the
frame of the unit cell can be expressed as Ri,j “ σ̂i ¨ êj. This rotation is described by the
Euler angles p´α,´β,´γq, where α, β are the spherical coordinates of the screw axis û
de�ned by eq. (5.54) and γ is the angle between the orthogonal to û component of the
Cα Ñ C bond and the σa above.
This allows us to calculate the orientation of the peptide plane in the unit cell for a given
length c or, equivalently, for a given value of torsion angle Φ (or Ψ) and �nally to de�ne
the atomic positions in crystallite unit cell, as will be described in the next paragraph.
Below, we give a short listing of the steps needed to construct a double peptide unit from
the initial one and relate it with the unit cell coordinate system, assuming the value of the
dihedral angle Φ is given (see �gure 5.36 visualizing the discussed transformations):

� On the basis of the con�guration of the initial peptide plane compute the vectors
â, ĉ.

� Compute the value of the second dihedral angle Ψ as function of the given angle Φ.
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� Compute the screw displacement in the local coordinat system of the initial peptide
plane and apply it to the initial peptide unit.

� Compute the vectors â1, ĉ1 for the second peptide plane.

� Compute the coordinates of the residual atom (Cβ or H).

� Using the constraints for the H-bonds, compute the rotation matrix. Now we know
the coordinates of the atoms in the chain relative to the coordinate system of the
unit cell and we can apply the other symmetry operations to �ll the unit cell with
the other 3 chains (this will be discassed in the next section).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.36.: A chain segment consisting of two planes in the loacal and crystallite

frames
The �gure shows a pair of peptide planes related through the molecular screw displacement
described in the text. The values of dihedral angle are Φ “ ´141˝,Ψ “ ´138.328˝. The
orange dashed line represents the rotation axis of the molecular screw movement from
a peptide plane into the next and the orange arrow represents the translation vector of
this screw displacement. (a) The view in the local frame (ê1, ê2, ê3) of coordinate system
connected with the �rst peptide plane, laying in the xy-plane. The second plane is obtained
from the �rst one applying the srew operation, which rotation is given by (5.50) and
translation vector is the �virtual bond� de�ned by (5.41). (b) The view of the same chain
rotated into the frame of unit-cell coordinates (σ̂a, σ̂b, σ̂c). The σ̂a-asis coinsids with the
crystallite a-direction, σ̂c is directed along the �bre axis. The rotation matrix is de�ned as
Ri,j “ σ̂i ¨ êj , where σ̂i are computed as in (5.59). The rotation is choosen to satisfy the
geometrical constraints discussed on the page 210.
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Figure 5.37.: Positions of the peptide chains in the unit cell
The �gure shows a sketch of the positioning of the peptide planes in the unit cell together
with chain-labelling convention used. This is the top view to the unit cell. The red points
represent the positions of the molecular screw axis. a,b represent the size of the unit cell,
a1,

b
2 1

is the coordinates of the lower-left chains centre. The distance between the chains in
the β-sheet is a

2 , b1 is the ��rst� distance and b ´ b1 is the �second� distnace between the
β-sheets.

The structure factor

The unit cell of the β-sheet crystallites possesses three symmetry operations: the screw
displacement Ŝ due to the crystallographic symmetry P21, the 180˝ rotation R̂2 around
the axis parallel to êb and local (molecular) screw displacement Ŝmol due to the symmetry
between peptide planes in the chains, as discussed previously. The last two are not

symmetries of the space group, but they follow from the structure of the β-sheets and
the structure of the molecular chain [106,163,164].

Due to these symmetries each atom type from the standard peptide plane will appear 8
times, participating in the 4 peptide units, in the unit cell. And each residual atom has at
least 4 symmetry induced equivalent atoms in the unit cell. Figure 5.39 demonstrate this
situation schematically.

Using the operations above we can generate 8 positions of the set of symmetric atoms in
the unit cell as

~ri “ P̂i~r, ~r “ px,y,zq (5.60)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.38.: Peptide planes in a unit-cell
Figure shows a four peptide chains segments 'Ala ´ Gly' �lling a unit cell of the β-sheet
crystallite for two con�gurations: (a) the non-stretched con�guration with Φ “ ´141˝, lat-
tice parameters pa,b,cq “ 9.48, 9.5, 6.98 Å, (b) the completely stretched (�at) con�guration
with Φ “ ´180˝, lattice parameters pa,b,cq “ 9.24, 9.5, 7.29 Å. Only Ala residual is shown,
but without hydrogen components.

where ~r denotes coordinate-vectors of the initial position of an atom in the chain placed
in the bottom left corner of the unit cell.

For a given atom in the peptide plane the vector ~r is a function of the initially given values
of the dihedral angle Φ the size parameters of the cell a, b and coordinates of the molecular
screw axis of the �rst chain A1 (see �gure 5.37). The transfomation from the local frame
into the unit cell frame de�ning this dependence is described in the previous section.

The operators P̂i relating ~r with the coordinate vector of an atom in the i plane are de�ned
as follows:

P̂1 “ Îd, P̂2 “ ŜmolP̂1 A1 ´ chain

P̂3 “ ŜP̂1, P̂4 “ pT̂´1
c qŜP̂2 A2 ´ chain

P̂5 “ R̂2P̂1, P̂6 “ R̂2P̂2 B1 ´ chain

P̂7 “ pT̂´1
c qŜP̂5, P̂8 “ ŜP̂6 B2 ´ chain

(5.61)

where the operation Tc is the translation by the vector cêc. In the 3rd column the labels
of the chains, containing the planes in the two �rst columns, are listed.

For convenience, we give below the actual form of this operators in the representation in
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the homogeneous 4D space (see e.g. [5]):

P1 “

ˆ

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

˙

, P2 “

˜

´1 0 0 ´ 1
2
a

0 ´1 0 ´b1
0 0 1 1

2
c

0 0 0 1

¸

, P3 “

˜

´1 0 0 0
0 ´1 0 0
0 0 1 1

2
c

0 0 0 1

¸

, P4 “

˜

1 0 0 1
2
a

0 1 0 b1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

¸

,

P5 “

ˆ

´1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 ´1 0
0 0 0 1

˙

, P6 “

˜

1 0 0 1
2
a

0 ´1 0 ´b1
0 0 ´1 ´ 1

2
c

0 0 0 1

¸

, P7 “

ˆ 1 0 0 0
0 ´1 0 0
0 0 ´1 ´ 1

2
c

0 0 0 1

˙

, P8 “

˜

´1 0 0 ´ 1
2
a

0 1 0 b1
0 0 ´1 0
0 0 0 1

¸

,

(5.62)

(a) Top View (b) 3D Perspective

View

(c) Front View (d) Side View

Figure 5.39.: The symmetry of the atoms inside the unit cell
The �gure shows the symmetry displacements of an atom starting at the position labelled
by 1. The enumeration labels are corresponding to the order of the application of the
symmetry operators described in text. The black and grey balls are connected by the local
(molecular) screw symmetry inside the chains. The atom positions (1,2) relate to the (5,6)
by a 180˝ rotation around the êb axis due to the β-turns inside the β-sheet plane. The axes
of the molecular screw displacement are going throw the intersections of the green and blue
lines and are parallel to the êc axis.
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The result of (5.60-5.62) is the following set of 8 positions of atoms of the same kind:

~r1 “ px, y, zq ~r2 “
`

´x´ 1
2
a, ´ b1 ´ y, z `

1
2
c
˘

A1 ´ chain

~r3 “
`

´x, ´ y, z ` 1
2
c
˘

~r4 “
`

x` 1
2
a, b1 ` y, z

˘

A2 ´ chain

~r5 “ p´x, y, ´ zq ~r6 “
`

x` 1
2
a, ´ b1 ´ y, ´ z ´

1
2
c
˘

B1 ´ chain

~r7 “
`

x, ´ y, ´ z ´ 1
2
c
˘

~r8 “
`

´x´ 1
2
a, b1 ` y, ´ z

˘

B2 ´ chain

(5.63)

For simplicity, the last two equation are given for the case where a1 “ a{4, the gener-
alization can be easily done by corresponding shifting of the molecular chains along the
a-axis.

Computation the structure factor of the unit cell. For a given parameter of the
standard peptide plane our model of the structure factor has the following minimal set of
free parameters:

� dihedral angle Φ,

� the length of the unit cell vector ~b,

� the parameters (a1, b1) de�ning the position of the chain A1 in the unit cell. Where
b1 means the distance between the β-sheets inside a unit cell and b´b1 is the distance
between the β-sheets of two neighbours unit cells.

� The length of the OH bonds, which can be a function of the environmental conditions.
Alternatively, one can use the length of the unit cell vector ~a as a parameter of the
model.
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The computation of the atomic positions inside the unit cell is going over the following
steps:

Input: (i) The set of free parameters from the list above. (ii) The parameters of the
standard peptide plane (e.g. as de�ned in [30,31])

Output: An array with the atomic positions inside the unit cell

1. compute the relative atomic positions of the standard peptide plane from given
parameters.

2. evaluate the second dihedral angle Ψ and coordinates of the molecular screw axis
~u using the equations (5.50) and the condition that the angle of the screw rotation
θ “ π. The length of the c coordinate vector of the unit cell is evaluated according
to eq. (5.57).

3. compute the coordinates of the chain centre and the translation vector of the screw
using eq.(5.58). At this step we are knowing the parameters of the molecular screw
transformation from the �rst plane to the next Ŝmol.

4. compute the value of the length of the unit cell basis vector a and the coordinates
of the directions of the unit cell basis vectors in the local frame P as described
by the equation (5.59) and taking in to account the 3rd constraint.

5. compute the position of the residual atom Cβ with eq. (5.56).

6. make transformation to the frame of the unit cell and translate the chains (molec-
ular) centre in to the position with coordinates p´a1,´b1{2, 0q. This is the posi-
tion of the lower-left chain A1. At this step we are know the atomic coordinates
of the lower plane of the chain A1.

7. evaluate the positions of the atoms in the other planes using the symmetry opera-
tions of the molecule Ŝmol and of the unit cell (5.60, 5.61 or 5.62) or, equivalently,
using eq. (5.63).
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Knowing the atomic positions and the atomic form factors fµpqq, the structure factor is
readily computed as:

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

µ

fµp|~q|qe
i~q¨~rµ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

where ~rµ is the position vector of the atom labelled as µ and fµ is its form factor.

Variation of the model parameters and their e�ect. In this section we
show e�ects on the scattering caused by the variation few selected model parameters.

Variation of the dihedral angles Φ. The dihedral angle Φ de�nes the length of
the (c, a) lattice constants and, hence, is responsible for the stretching-compression of the
crystallites along the c-axis. For each Φ the con�guration of the unit-cell changes so that the
length of the H bonds remains nearly constant and the OHN angle takes its value closest
to the 180˝ (means 0˝ departure from linearity). In our naive model this corresponds to
the minimal energy of H-bonds in the unit cell, i.e. a minimal deviation from the linearity
for a chosen NO distance (about 2.8 Åfor ambient environment). In the �gure 5.40 the left
pane shows the dependence of the lattice constants c and a from the dihedral angle Φ. The
right pane shows the deviation of the OHN con�guration from a linear one. Figure 5.41
demonstrates the e�ect on the scattered intensity of the 'equator' peak (hkl “ 020{200) on
the left pane and the 'meridian' peak (hkl “ 002) on the right pane. The movement of the
'meridian' peak mimics the behaviour of the lattice constant c (the red curve in the �gure
5.40), but the changes of the lattice constant a is nearly invisible in the stretching range
of the silk, the corresponding values of Φ are |Φ| ě 142˝. So, the model describes a small
Poison e�ect between relating the c and a constants but it will be very di�cult to observe
in the in situ X-ray scattering experiment. On the other hand the length of the b lattice
constant is the main factor specifying the position of the 'equator' peak but it remains free
in our model and is de�ned mostly by the minima of the Van der Waals interaction. In
our study the length of the b is a free �t parameter.
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Figure 5.40.: Unit cell geometry as a function of the dihedral angle Φ
The �gure shows the variation of the unit cell constants (on the left pane) and the angle ∆,
describing, the departure from the linearity of the O ¨ ¨ ¨H ´N con�guration (on the right
pane) as a functions of the dihedral angle Φ. For convenience we show the absolute value
of Φ on the abscissa (Φ is negative). The insertion on the top of the right pane sketches
the de�nition of the angle ∆ used as measure of the deviation from the linearity of the
H-bonds in the β unit cell.
The values of the internal cell constants was chosen to be: a1 “ 3.0 Å, b1 “ 4.2 Å, see �g.
5.37 for geometry of the unit cell. The other �xed parameters of the model are: b “ 8.5
Å, L,M,N = (7,9,32), �bre orientation 7.98˝ and the Gaussian as OPDF with the variance
(width) 17˝ and the mean (o�set) 0˝.
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Figure 5.41.: Integrated intensity as function of the dihedral angle Φ
The �gure shows plots of the integrated intensities for several values of the dihedral angle
Φ. The equator peak is shown on the left side and the equator peak (hkl “ 002) on the
right side. The integration was done over the interval 90˘ 5˝ for the 002 peak and of ˘20˝

for the equator peak of the azimuthal scattering angle φ. The �xed model parameters were
chosen as in �g. 5.40. The dashed lines shows zero-levels for each curve and dots (squires)
on these lines are positions of the peak maxima. The orange line on the left pane shows
the theoretical position (4π{a) of the 020 re�ection. The short brown lines on the right
pane shows the position (4π{cpΦq) of the 002 re�ection.
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Figure 5.42.: Computed powder di�raction
The �gure shows the powder di�raction image computed with the model con�gured as:
pL,M,Nq “ p7,9,28q, Φ “ ´142.0˝, b “ 8.7 Å, b1 “ 5.0 Å, a1 “ 2.3674 Å. The geometrical
minimization yields: a “ 9.47 Å, c “ 6.99 Å and Ψ “ 139.385˝, H bond depature from
linarity is 1.347˝. The dashed lines shows the location of the re�ections and are labeled
with corresponding hkl indexes.

The OPDF For convenience we show on the �gure 5.42 an example of the computed
powder di�ractorgramm together with the location of the re�ections and their hkl indexes.

The easiest visible e�ect of the anisotropic orientation distribution of the crystallites in
the �bre is demonstrated in the �gure 5.43. The �gure shows three di�raction images
computed for the same model parameters with the exception of the width of the OPDF. It
is ready visible that with increasing the width of the distribution the peaks spreading out in
the both (radial and azimuthal) directions. Additionally, the 002 peak is loosing intensity.
This means that the width of the OPDF can be directly estimated from the measured
di�raction image. Additionally, the bottom peak of the 002 re�ection is appearing with
the widening of the OPDF. As it can be concluded from the comparision of the �gures
5.43(a,b) and 5.44(a,b) the shift of the mean value of the OPDF yields a similar e�ect
but with additional deformation of the re�ections equi-level contours. In the last case the
spreading e�ect is caused by the splitting of the each re�ex into the two peaks, this is
visible in the second row (b,d) of the �gure 5.44.

Another e�ect of the OPDF is the drift of the 002 with the broadening and/or shifting
the mean of the OPDF. Figure 5.45 illustrates this phenomenon on the example of the
integrated scattering intensity curve for 'meridional' 002 and 'equatorial' 020{200 peaks.
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This e�ect is a simple consequence of the scattering geometry as it is demonstrated by
the sketch in the �gure 5.46 and can be formulated as follows. The peak maxima of 002

re�ection appears for vector of impulse transfer ~q which projection on the crystallite ĉ axis
satis�es the interference (Bragg) condition 4π{c. The optimally oriented crystallite is when
the Bragg condition above is satis�ed by the q “ 4π{c. For the crystallites rotated away
from the optimal orientation this condition is yields by a larger q.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.43.: Computed di�raction image for several widths of OPDF with mean

equal 0˝.
The �gure shows three di�raction images computed for the model with the same parameters
with exception one � the width of the OPDF. Which is chosen to be (a) σ “ 7˝, (b) σ “ 12˝

and (c) σ “ 17˝. The computation is done for a tilted �bre (about 8˝).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.44.: Computed di�raction image for two width of OPDF with mean

equal 5˝.
The �gure shows three di�raction images computed for the model with the same parameters
with exception two � the width and mean of the OPDF. Which is chosen to be (a) σ “ 7˝

and mean 5˝, (b) σ “ 12˝ and mean 5˝, (c) σ “ 7˝ and mean 10˝, (d) σ “ 12˝ and mean
10˝. The colour scale is the same as in �gure 5.43. The computation is done for a tilted
�bre (about 8˝).
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Figure 5.45.: The drift of the 002 with the broadening of the OPDF
The �gure shows the integrated intensity of the (a) 002 re�ex and (b) 020{200 re�ex for
several values of the width (σ) and mean (µ) of the OPDF. The location of the maxima is
pointed by the dashed line of the same colour as the curve. The drift of the position of the
maxima is clearly visible for the 002 re�ex. All this curve are cake-integration of the of the
corresponding computed di�raction images from the �gures 5.43 and 5.44.
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Figure 5.46.: The geometry of the e�ect of drifting of the 002 re�ex
The �gure illustrates the e�ect of enlarging of the value of the scattering impulse transfer
vector due to the rotation of the crystallite away from the optimal orientation. The large
red circle represents the Ewald sphere, the black arrow labelled as ~k0 represents the impulse
of the incident beam. The black arrow ~k represents the impulse of the scattered beam by the
optimal oriented crystallites, i.e. the orientation where the Bragg condition (|~k´~k0| “ 4π{c)
is satis�ed. The dashed arrows are the directions of the c-axis of crystallites: optimal
oriented is represented by the blue arrow and rotated away from the optimal orientation
are represented by the dark-green dashed arrows. The solid dark-green and blue arrows
represented crystallites Bragg vectors (4πĉ{c). It is evident that the scattering condition
for the dark-green arrows are satis�ed for the vectors ~q larger than for the blue arrow. On
the �gure this is marked by the small orange circle.
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variation of a1 variation of b1

Figure 5.47.: The e�ect of the variation of internal parameters a1,b1

The �gure shows the scattering intensities of the meridional 002 (a) and equatorial 020{200
(b) re�exes computed for several values of the a1 (the left pane) and b1 (the right) pane
with other parameters of the model holding �xed. The values of the varying parameter are
shown on the right of the corresponding plot in the color the corresponding curve. The
colored points on the plots for equator peak plots (b) on the left and right panes represented
the location of the peak maxima for the curve of the same colour.
The �xed parameters are: �bre tilt angle θf “ 8.0581˝ (optimal tilt); circular Gaussian
as OPDF with σ “ 17˝, µ “ 0˝; Φ “ ´142˝ and Ψ “ 139.39˝; a,b,c “ p9.47, 9.0, 6.99q Å.
Additionally we choose b1 “ 5.5 Åfor the variation of a1 and a1 “ 0 Åfor the variation of
b1.

The variation of the internal unit cell spacing parameters a1,b1 The internal
parameters of the unit cell a1, b1 (see �g. 5.37) in�uence the con�guration of atom position
in the a ´ b projection without change the size of the unit cell. Hence the a�ected the
interference in these directions. The �gure 5.47 shows an example of such e�ects on the
meridional 002 and 020{200 re�exes. As it clearly visible the variation of this parameters
a�ected mostly the form and position of the equatorial peaks.
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5.2.8. Application of the model from section 5.2.7 to a measured

data

To apply our model to real data from in situ X-ray scattering experiments the following is
assumed:

� The shape of the orientation distribution density function (OPDF) of crystallites in
a silk �bre is taken to be of Gaussian shape:

ρpθq “ A exp

ˆ

´
pθ ´ θ0q

2

2σ2
θ

˙

(5.64)

where θ mod 2π is the angle of the crystallite's orientation, θ0 describes the angular
o�set6, σθ is the width of the angular distribution and A is the normalization factor.

� The signal is assumed to result from scattering events from an ensemble of crystallites
with di�erent size.

� For the stretched (and hence, relaxing) �bre we will follow a stress ensemble hypoth-
esis, i.e. we assume that there is a distribution of stress (along the �bre axis) over
crystallites. Generally speaking, an increase of strain cause a relaxation processes
in the �bre which in turn leads to a broadening of the stress distribution. This is
especially true, when the protocol includes a continuous variation of strain.

Thus, for the description of the scattering intensity of relaxed �bres we will apply the
ensemble model, de�ned as:

Iensp ~Qq “
ÿ

L,M,N

AL,M,NIp ~Q,tL,M,Nuq (5.65)

where tL,M,Nu denotes the number of unit cells in the directions ~a,~b,~c, respectively.
IpQ,tL,M,Nuq is the scattered intensity averaged over the OPDF of individual crystallites
of the size L,M,N . The intensity is a function of the model parameters described in the
previous sections7. The above-mentioned parameters have to be �tted with non-linear
minimization procedures. The weights AL,M,N are adjusted by a linear least squares �t at
each call of the intensity function IenspQq.
Figure 5.48 shows an example of a simultaneous �t of this ensemble model to the re�ections
p002q, p020{200q of the relaxed �bre (with no stress applied). Here, for demonstration

6This parameter will be initially assumed to be zero. Generally, it is responsible for the shape of the

re�exion and slightly correlated with the width of the distribution σθ
7 for motivation and models setup see pages 193�, for the algorithmic description of the averaging over

the OPDF and the calculation of the structure factor see pages 200 and 217
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purposes the size distribution is chosen to be broader than usual: N P r3 ´ 33s and
L,M P 2 ´ 12. The results of such �ts show that only scattering intensities from the
N P r14´20s (mean value about 18) and L,M P r3´8s (mean value about 5-7) contribute.
Scattering from very small crystallites, i.e. N P r2 ´ 8s and L,M P r1 ´ 3s, only adds to
the background and can be neglected in further analysis. Thus, the resulting size of silk
crystallites is about 100 ´ 150Å in the �bre-direction and about 50 ´ 80Å perpendicular
to it. The resulting width σθ was about 7 ´ 10˝ and the size of the unit cell about
ta,b,cu “ t8.5, 9.6, 6.99u Åwith a corresponding dihedral angle Φ of about 145˝.

Figure 5.48.: Fit of the size-ensemble model to two re�ections of relaxed silk
The blue points represent the measured data and the thick red line represents the �t.
The lines at the bottom of plots show the main contributors from a set of crystallites
distributed over sizes tL,M,Nu, with L,M P r2 ´ 12s and N P r3 ´ 33s. For convenience,
their amplitudes were magni�ed by factor 3. For the purpose of clarity, some of the lines
as well as the background lines are not shown. The colour of lines corresponds to the size
of the crystallites, expressed by L,M,N , as: green - [2,4,13], red - [4,5,14], cyan - [5,6,20],
magenta - [5,7,21], yellow - [5,8,33].

In the following we will apply the model to the de�nition of the elastic modulus of the silk
crystallites from the in situ X-ray scattering experiments. At each value of the external
stress σ the scattered intensity curves of the 002-peak is �tted with our model and so the
peak position and, hence, the lattice d-spacing in the ĉ direction will be determined. Thus,
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as a result of this procedure the values of the crystallite elongation ε002 as a function of the
applied stress σ are obtained. Then, the crystallite modulus is de�ned from the linear �t
σ „ ε002. The proportionality coe�cient is the required elastic modulus Gc. Before we go
further, we have to note, that there is a pronounced e�ect of the peak broadening as the
applied stress is increased. This e�ect is illustrated in �gure 5.49, where two 002-re�ections
corresponding to a two di�erent stress values (5 and 235 MPa) are shown (blue points). In
our model such a broadening is mostly due to (i) a reduction the crystallite size (breaking
of crystallites) or (ii) a broadening of the strain distribution over the crystallites. The latter
is more realistic, it can be caused by relaxation processes in the amorphous host matrix.
The �rst hypothesis assumes the reducing of the crystallite size, e.g. due to breaking of
the crystallites. But the width (and shape) of the 002-peak recovers after removing the
stress and, even so, after the �bre breakage. Hence the crystallites cannot be destroyed by
the applied force.

This leads us to favour the second hypothesis, which assumes that, at each value of the
applied stress σ there is a (time and location dependent) variation of the internal stress
exerted by the crystallites in the �bre. Because the shape of the strain distribution is
unknown, we will use a statistical approach, where the mean elongation of crystallites is
de�ned as follows:

� Instead of adjusting the value of the dihedral angle Φ (which is responsible for the
crystallite elongation) by the non-linear model �t, the scattered intensities will be
calculated for a representative set tΦku of the dihedral angles.

� Then weighting coe�cients Ak, describing a degree of the contribution from each
member k of the above-mentioned set, are de�ned by a linear least-squires �t to the
data points.

� When the values of the coe�cients Ak are determined, they can be used to estimate
the mean value of the dihedral angle.

This means that equation (5.65) has to be modi�ed as8:
A

Ip ~Qq
E

Φ
“
ÿ

Φk

ÿ

L,M,N

AkL,M,NIkp ~Q,tL,M,Nuq (5.66)

where
A

Ip ~Qq
E

Φ
denotes the scattered intensity, averaged over the distribution of the di-

hedral angles; AkL,M,N are the weighting coe�cients to be �tted. k is an index running
over the set of the values tΦku. The meaning of the function Ikp ~Q,tL,M,Nuq and other

8 do not confuse coe�cients AkL,M,N with Ak.
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σ “ 5 MPa σ “ 235 MPa

Figure 5.49.: Stress ensemble �t of the 002-peak
002-re�ections of a single silk �bre for two values of stress are shown. To account for the
possible crystallite breakage and the distribution in the stress inside the �bre the data are
simulated as an ensemble of di�erently stressed crystallites of di�erent size. The blue points
represent the measured data, the background is given by the straight red line and the green
line represents the �t. The lines at the bottom of the plots show the main contributors
which are documented in the plot legends by the number of the unit cells in the ĉ direction
and the value of the dihedral angle Φ (degrees) which is responsible for the elongation state
of a single crystallite. The yellow (vertical) dashed lines mark the position of the maxima
of the main contributors.

parameters is the same as in the equation (5.65). The weights Ak, measuring the contri-
bution from a speci�c value of Φk to the intensity, as well as a probability P pΦkq to �nd a
crystallite with the elongation corresponding to Φk are de�ned as follows:

Ak “
ÿ

L,M,N

AkL,M,N (5.67)

P pΦkq “
Ak

ř

k Ak
(5.68)

The values introduced above are functions of the applied stress σ. For each value of σ the
mean value of Φ and, hence, the mean elongation of the crystallites is de�ned as an average
value:

xΦy “
ÿ

k

P pΦkqΦk (5.69)

The elongation of the crystallites corresponding to this mean value of the dihedral angle is
the desired mean elongation.

Figure 5.49 shows two examples for the above-described �t procedure and �gure 5.50 the
resulting relation of stress to the crystallite's elongation ε002 from which the elastic modulus
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Figure 5.50.: Stress-response curve compared with ε002
The solid blue line shows a typical stress-response curve of a single silk �bre (left scale).
The green symbols give the crystalline uni-axial strain ε002 (right scale), as determined
from the meridional 002-re�ection. The red symbols represent the smoothened version of
the curve given by green symbols. The e�ective crystallite elastic modulus Gc “ 13.5˘ 1.8
GPa is determined from the linear �t of the proportionality coe�cient.

can be determined. The most interesting result of this analysis concerns the fact that the
determined moduli are about 1.5 times smaller that the values resulting from the usual
procedure, described on the pages 164�. For the intermediate RH = 23% (RH for the
example shown in �gure 5.50) the elastic modulus resulting from our model is 13.5 GPa
while the usual approach gives 24.5 GPa. Such a reduction of the elastic moduli is due
to the dependency of the scattered intensity of an individual crystallite from the state of
its elongation. Indeed, the amplitude of the scattering intensity decreases with increasing
of elongation. This e�ect is illustrated in �gure 5.41. The source of this behaviour is the
variation in the interference caused by an internal rotation of the protein chains in the
crystallite during the elongation. As consequence, the 002 re�ecton intensity scattered
from the individual crystallite decreases with the increase of elongation. In our statistical
approach the abovementioned e�ect results in the larger values of weights Ak for elongated
crystallites in comparison with the models, where intensities are independent from the
state of elongation.

It is interesting to note, that molecular simulations, which are based on dispersion forces,
predict values of the elastic modulus from 13 GPa to 16 GPa [113,159,160]9, which are very
close to our �nding. A further study is desirable with the aim to resolve this discrepancy
between the results from the usual approach and our model.

9 in [113] the value 10 GPa is reported.



6. Discussion

Here we discuss the experimental and theoretical results presented above in the framework
of a new general model of the mechanical properties of silk. We introduce additional results
from complementary experiments and put them into perspective.

6.1. The general characterisation of the mechanical

properties of silk

A short recapitulation of the relevant morphology of silk is given, followed by the general
characteristics of the mechanical response of silk. This is done in relation with our mea-
surements and their theoretical description. The latter will be discussed in the following
sections.

Morphology and structure

Generally, silk is a composite, hierarchically structured material with a nested, interleaved
structure. On the mesoscopic level silk consists of polycrystalline regions embedded in a
(more or less) amorphous polymer (peptide) matrix.

At the molecular level the main building block of silk �bres is the polypeptide chain com-
posed of two sub-chains: �broin-H and �broin-L. The �rst sub-chain has an almost pe-
riodic pattern p´Ala ´ Glu´qn (see the whole code in the �gure 1.7) and participates in
the crystalline regions of silk. The other sub-chain, with a less ordered code (see �g. 1.6),
participates in the amorphous matrix. The backbone structure of these chains is described
by the repetition of the so-called peptide plane, amino-acid unit H2N ´Cα´HCO2. These
units are joined by peptide bonds between the carboxyl and amino groups of adjacent
amino acid residues1. We described the morphology of silk in more detail in chapter 1. We
adapt a widely used approximation to our purpose. There, the only degree of freedom of a
peptide chain is the set of dihedral angles between the peptide units (called Φ and Ψ)2. The

1see �gures: �g 1.2 on page 8, �g 5.30 on page 202 and �g 5.33 on page 205.
2 see e.g. �gures: �g. 1.4 on page 10 and �g. 5.31 on page 202.
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third dihedral angle (called Ω) together with the length and angles of the covalent bonds
remains unchanged in all conformations the chain takes in variable chemical and physical
environments (see e.g. [22, 31, 134]). This allows us to introduce the so-called �Standard
Peptide Plane Model� of the peptide unit above with the well-de�ned parametrisation [31]
taken from a large amount of existing experimental data 3.
The crystalline parts of silk consist of small β-sheet crystallites with a characteristic size
of about 10 nm. As the name suggests, they are constructed by stacks of parallel β-sheets
consisting of parallel polypeptide sub-chains connected laterally by hydrogen bonds. The
planes are held together by Van der Waals forces. One of the vectors, spanning the unit
cell, (~c) is along the aligned molecular sub-chains. The β-sheets are parallel to the plane,
de�ned by the vectors â and ĉ. They are stacked along the direction b̂.
We will refer to these facts and notations later.

General characteristics of the mechanical behaviour of silk

The study of the molecular dynamics of silk by our group using in situ neutron scattering
experiments shows that silk is an elastomer. Its response to an external force has an
entropic character [155]. As an elastomer it responds to applied loads by time dependent,
strongly dissipative processes. Its viscoelastic behaviour results mainly from slippage4

between groups of long polypeptide chains and rotations around joints between the (more
or less) rigid chain monomers, i.e. amino-acid units. The slippage is mostly responsible
for the mechanical behaviour of silk on the long-time scales (order of hours or days) and
the internal rotation is manifested mainly at moderately long time scales (order of seconds
and minutes). For a more detailed discussion the reader is referred to chapter 2 (pp. 60
�, 66 � ). All our viscoelastic models applied and/or constructed in this work are built
on the basis of the above-mentioned observations and obey the laws of non-equilibrium
thermodynamics.
Here we give a short summary of the general characteristics of the silk's behaviour on
moderate time scales with the help of the response to a strain excitation in the cyclic tooth
form (for de�nition see our stimuli catalogue on the page 29). Additionally, a discussion is
given on page 168. Figure 6.1 sketches the characteristic properties of the silk behaviour in
such experiments. The olive curve shows the behaviour of the native sample, i.e. sample
without previous stretching history. Through the raising part of the stretching curve
the response exhibits two yield regions with softening and hardening regimes. The �rst
stretching forces the sample to transit from the native (stable) state to the, so-called, pre-

3 see detailed discussion on pages 201�.
4 translation of a chain or a group of chains relative the other along their main axis.
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Figure 6.1.: Sketch of the silks response to a tooth excitation of strain

The olive curve represents the stretching of silk starting from the native state (no

stretching history). The blue and light blue curves show the typical response of the

pre-stretched silk in a wet and dry environment, respectively. The brown curve rep-

resents the back path, common to all stretching states. Arrows show the direction of

the strain change: elongation or contraction. εeq0 ´ εeq1 is the relative elongation of the

sample through the transition from the native to the pre-stretched state. Compare with

�gures 5.15 and 5.16.

stretched state. The latter is metastable by its nature but the characteristic time of its
dissipation processes is much longer than the time of the measurement. The behaviour of
the sample on the back path is represented by the brown curve and is approximately the
same for all stretching states of the sample. At the point εeq1 the sample is (e�ectively) at
rest and, obviously, it is longer than in the native state, marked by the (red) point εeq0 .
The response to the raising part of the second cycle of the tooth is represented by blue
curves. Their characteristics are strongly dependent on the humidity and the rate of strain.
For silk at low and moderate relative humidity (up to about 70%) it is less curved (bent)
than in the case of high relative humidity. Surprisingly, the behaviour of pre-stretched silk
at moderate humidity allows a very simple description in terms of the linear viscoelastic
theory [93]. However, the behaviour of native silk (at any humidities) and pre-stretched
silk (at high humidity) are strongly non-linear and show regimes with both a softening
and hardening behaviour. Without external force pre-stretched silk shows a tendency to
restore its native state (see discussion on pages 168 �, and �gure 5.16). Later, in this
chapter (section 6.3), we will discuss this, as well as the ansatz for the phenomenological
modelling of the silk behaviour at all humidities, and the transition from the native to the
pre-stretched state in more detail. It is well known that silk is very strong at moderately
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long time scales: there its response is comparable to that of steel. However, a very weak
force applied over a long time interval su�ce to break it. This demonstrates very well that
stretched silk has no well de�ned statical/equilibrium state. Another demonstration of the
non statical nature of the mechanical response of silk is shown in �gure 6.2. There, the
response of the silk �bre to a tooth strain excitation with a very small rate of strain, is
presented. The mean elongation velocity is 0.18 nm/s. Step 95 was held much longer than
the other and the silk sample relaxes over a time interval of about two days.
A more convenient way to study the long-time behaviour is by relaxation experiments. Our
measurements show that on large time scales the silk relaxation approaches an asymptotic
with an inverse power law « 1{tν . This leads us to assume that the behaviour on such
long time scales is mostly due to the slicing/slipping movement of the large part of the
molecular chains and that it is realized by processes with memory (non-Debye relaxation).
A very good description within the linear fractional viscoelastic theory (section 2.2), is
possible. Our application of this theory to the long-time relaxation experiments on silk
�bres is discussed in the chapter 5 on page 175 �.
The dissipative molecular dynamics of silk can be measured by neutron quasi-elastic scat-
tering (QENS). It can be well-described in terms of the fractional theory of the anomalous
di�usion. Similar to the linear fractional viscoelastics it is formulated in terms of fractional
calculus, which is based on the notion of the fractional derivative (integration) operator.
We will return to these experiments in section 6.3.
With the aim to get more detailed information the above-mentioned experiments and
theoretical models have to be combined with information on the molecular structure as it
can be obtained by X-ray scattering. This approach allows to estimate the elastic moduli
of the silk crystallites and also to get a �rst feeling of the characteristics of the amorphous
part of the silk structure, such as its elastic moduli and relaxation times ( see chapter 5:
pp 173 � and pp 169 �) [93].
For the purpose of gaining more information from the measured X-ray di�raction images
we developed a new, detailed molecular model and computation procedures for the X-ray
scattering intensity from the polycrystalline regions of the stretched silk �bres 5.2.7. A
short overview of our approach is given in section 6.2.
Below, we describe three characteristic time scales, which we observe in our stretching
experiments:

� short time scales: measurement in milliseconds up to one second. Here the glassy
response is visible or by large amplitude of strain the forced folding can be observed.

� moderate time scale: characterized by time intervals from seconds to several min-
utes. Here classical dynamics and viscoelasticity are the main components of the silk
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Figure 6.2.: Response to a very slow (tooth) elongation
The �gure shows the response of a native Bombyx mori silk �bre of 1 mm length to a
very slow tooth excitation (the average rate of strain is about 0.18 nm/s). The tooth was
realized by small steps, each of 2.5µm height and duration of 3 hours. The numbers along
the curve show the enumeration of the steps. Step 95 was much longer, 55 hours (more
than 2 days). Through the whole duration of the step 95 the sample �bre continues to
reduce its resistance to the applied strain. Generally, the shape of the response curve is
very similar to the form observed in experiments with moderate strain rates (about some
µm/s), i.e. 3-4 order of magnitude faster. The force curve shows two yield regions and the
usual form of the curve on the back path. Compare with �gures 5.15 and 5.16.
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behaviour and the fractional processes are only at their beginning. The viscoelastic
behaviour can be modeled either by purely linear viscoelastic models or by using the
non-linear dynamical models originating in the Eyring rate theory5 (see sec. 2.3). On
this time scales we assume that the protein folding processes (based on the internal
molecular rotation and sliding) are dominant.

� long time scale: characteristic time intervals of hours to several days. Here the
fractional character of the silk viscoelastic behaviour becomes visible. On this time
scale a dominance of the large scale slipping of the (unfolded) molecular chains can
be assumed.

6.2. Crystallite structure of a stretched silk �bre.

Neutron and X-ray scattering experiments belong to the best-suited methods for studing
the internal properties of matter on the molecular level. Most of the knowledge about the
structure and dynamics of condensed matter stems from such scattering experiments. In
our in situ scattering experiment we have studied the structure and dynamics of stretched
silk �bres as a function of the applied strain. In wide-angle X-ray scattering (di�raction)
experiments our main e�ort was to study the behaviour of the silk crystallites under stress.
To this end the speci�cation of the elastic properties of the crystallites o�ers a possibility
to use them as embedded force sensors. This gives us an access to informations about the
local stress (distribution) in the silk �bres at a given strain which further allows a more
detailed study of the mechanical properties of the amorphous component of the silk �bres.

Lattice strain and the elastic modulus of crystallites.

Here we review the procedure for extracting information about the lattice deformation
under applied stress from the X-ray di�raction images. In spite of a lack of justi�cation it
is the most frequently used procedure [93,107,158�160,163]. More details are given in sec.
5.2.2 and in the sec. 5.1 on page 154.

An application of external stress to a silk �bre causes a lattice deformation of the β-sheet
crystallites embedded in the �bre's amorphous matrix. Due to the direct relation6 between
the position of a re�ection peak and the d-spacing in the direction of this peak, the amount
of the lattice deformation can be read from the di�raction images. The change in the

5Transition State Theory
6i.e. Bragg law
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Figure 6.3.: The shift of the 002 re�ection with increasing of stress

Reproduction of the �gure 5.5.

spacing of the crystallite lattice can be observed by plotting the corresponding re�ection
intensity versus momentum transfer. Figure 6.3 shows scattered intensities of the 002

re�ection for several values of applied stress, where the e�ect is clearly visible. Measuring
scattered intensity as a function of the applied stress allows to estimate the elastic modulus
of the crystallites in the �bre as a linear �t of the lattice elongation against the applied
stress. One of the methods for computing the position of the 002 re�ection, which is widely
accepted in the literature, consists in computing the distribution centre of the function IpQq
or by �t of the shape of IpQq by a suitable pro�le function [93,158�160]. Such an approach
can be done under the assumption that either (i) all crystallites in the �bre are under the
same stress (very sharp distribution of stress) or (ii) one needs to assume a distribution of
the stress/strain over the crystallites ensemble with a �nite width. The former assumption
is not a very physical one. The latter assumption implies that the scattered intensity from
di�erently elongated crystallites equally contributes to the measured di�raction image.

In such a way we obtained a crystallite modulus of 25 GPa which is consistent with values
reported in the literature. On the other hand, it is in contradiction with modules of
about 10 GPa resulting from molecular simulations [113]. Some attention was paid to this
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contradiction by adapting the theory to the experimental results (see e.g. [159,160]).
It was observed that stretching (along the �bre axis) of the silk �bres causes a well-
observable elongation of its crystallites along their scroll axis ĉ but the spacing in the
directions normal to ĉ remains nearly unchanged, which implies, that the Poisson e�ect is
very small. This behaviour has to be compared with the recently observed behaviour of
silk crystallites under (isotropic) high external pressure [94]: pressure-induced changes of
the spacing along the ĉ axis were much smaller than in the directions normal to it.
The value of the elastic modulus of silk crystallites also depends on the relative humidity
(see discussion in 5.2.2 on the page 164). I.e. the elastic modulus decreases with increasing
humidity. Because the water cannot enter into the crystallites the softening of the crystal-
lites can be attributed to interface e�ects. Indeed, the surface/interface e�ects play a very
important role for mesoscopic particles [73,74].

Further re�nement.

To get more information from X-ray di�raction images one needs a suitable parametrization
of the form and structure factors of the crystallites in the strained �bre. Additionally,
one needs a parametrization of the distribution of the orientations of crystallites, their
size/form (or its distribution) and the distribution over the lattice strain in the ensemble
of the crystallites in the �bre at a given amount of applied stress. At a given value of applied
stress/strain the X-ray scattering intensity, as measured in an experiment, is the average
of the intensity scattered from a single crystallite over all possible crystallite orientation,
sizes and deformations.
For the further re�nement of our data from the in situ scattering experiments we de-
veloped a new computation model which is based on geometrical minimization and the
above-mentioned averaging procedure. The detailed description of the model and its �rst
applications to experimental data is given in the chapter 5 on the pages 193-227. The form
of the crystallites is assumed to be brick-like. Hence, the Laue function was taken as a
crystallite form factor. The computation of the structure factor for a given elongation of a
crystallite in the direction of the c-axis is based on the assumption that the process of the
deformation of the lattice is realized by an internal rotations of the molecular chains in the
unit cell. Hence, the crystallographic symmetry and con�guration of the covalent bonds in
the unit cell remain unchanged. The crystallographic symmetry of the silk crystallites is
taken from the early studies (see e.g. [107,163]). The above-mentioned internal molecular
rotations are viewed as rotations of the peptide planes connected to each other. The latter
are assumed to be rigid, so their planar atomic con�guration is known a priori. It was
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taken from the International Tables for Crystallography, F [31].
For every given elongation the optimal rotation is computed using a geometrical minimiza-
tion under following constrains: the crystallographic symmetry and given elongation. The
procedure minimizes the deviation of the H-bonds from their optimal geometrical con�g-
uration. After the minimization all atomic position in the unit cell are known, and the
structure factor and, hence, also the scattered intensity from a single crystallite can be
computed. The computation is based on the Pauling Rules for the peptide planes in the
β-structure. The procedure of the averaging over the rotational distribution was heavily
optimized using spectral functional methods and algorithms, so the computation of the
512ˆ 512 pixels di�raction image for an ensemble of the crystallites of a given size can be
done on a desk PC in 5 - 15 minutes.
The model can be used either for simultaneous �tting of a characteristic set of re�ections or
to �t a complete di�raction image. Free parameters of such �ts are the unit cell constants,
parameters specifying the distributions over crystallite orientations, size and strain. This
information can be further used in the analysis of the macroscopic data of stretching
experiments. Additionally, after inclusion of the intermolecular interactions, it can be used
as a basis for molecular simulations. In any case, it would be very interesting to compare
the results of the model with results of truly molecular simulations.
The model presented above is based on well-established results about geometry and con�g-
uration rules for the secondary conformations of peptide chains (particularly for β-sheets)
obtained from a large amount of experimental data. No assumption about intermolecular
interaction potentials or dynamical properties of the studied system is made. Hence, it can
be classi�ed as a computation procedure rather than as a simulation model. The only ad

hoc assumptions which have to be made concern the speci�c shape of the orientation- and
size distributions.
The model predicts that by stretching along ĉ the variation of the spacing in the â direction
is very small, nearly invisible. This prediction is veri�ed by our measurements. There, the
spacing along the b̂ axis is a free �t parameter of the model. The other prediction is the
dependence of the amplitude and shape of the scattered intensity from the elongation of
a crystallite along the ĉ axis. This causes a decrease of the value of the elastic modulus
resulting from the �ts of the model to our data from in situ X-ray scattering experiments.
A value of about 10´12 GPa was found, which is about 1.5 times smaller than the modulus
obtained from the usual procedure, that is without accounting for the intensity variation.
This resolves the contradiction between the measured and simulated values mentioned in
the previous subsection. This observation needs to be further studied before it can be
considered as �nally established.
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6.3. Modelling the mechanical properties

The mechanics at moderate time scales

In spite of the complexity of both the structure and the molecular dynamics of silk the
(macroscopic) mechanical behaviour of pre-stretched silk �bres can be well-described in
terms of the linear viscoelastic theory. This is true for ambient relative humidity (up to
about 70%) and for moderate time scales. Under these conditions the measured mechanical
response curves can be described with the so-called 'Standard Solid Model' which is the
simplest model of a solid body in the framework of the linear viscoelasticity. The relevant
aspects of the theory are given in the chapter 2 (pages 19� 39). Our application of the linear
viscoelastic theory to the measured data is described in chapter 5 (pages 169 �). There,
to take the semi-crystalline morphology of silk into account, we extend the Standard Solid
Model: (i) a separate spring element is included to describe the behaviour of the crystallite
and (ii) we re-interpret the dash-pots as frictional dissipation of energy, resulting not
only from the amorphous parts of silk, but also from the interface of the crystalline and
amorphous regions. This allows us to separate the mechanical properties of crystalline and
amorphous phases but also to show their interplay. Using the value of the elastic modulus
of crystallites, known from the in situ X-ray di�raction experiments, we were in a position
to estimate the viscoelastic characteristics of the amorphous matrix.
The model described above failed to describe the behaviour of native silk (at any humidity)
and of native/pre-stretched silk at humidities greater than 70%. As symbolically sketched
in �gure 6.1, the response of silk �bres in a wet environment (represented by the blue
curve) and the response of native silk at any humidity (olive curve) exhibit a non-linear
behaviour. Hence, if we want a single description of native and pre-stretched silk in a wider
range of humidity we are forced to abandon the linearity. The detailed description of our
non-linear models together with their motivation is given in the chapter 2 (pages 60 �)
and the results of their application to the behaviour of silk is given in the chapter 5 (pages
180 �). Here we only give a short summary of our approach.

The foundation of our approach is the Transition State Theory (TST), whose application
to viscoelastic phenomena can be considered as a generalisation of the linear viscoelastic
theory (see e.g. [33, 146, 147, 167]). It adapts the idea that a deformation of the amor-
phous component of silk consists of thermally activated processes involving the motion of
molecular units7 (segments of peptide chains) over potential barriers. Hence, new dash-pot
elements have to be introduced. They are governed by non-linear laws of thermally ac-

7 molecular units: do not confuse them with peptide planes mentioned in section 6.1.
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tivated processes. Again, molecular movements underlying the deformation of a material
can be divided into slipping and folding processes. The slipping processes can be well
described by the Eyring-Tobolsky models [146,147].
Motivated by recent developments regarding protein folding (see the discussion on pages
66 �) we picked up some old ideas published by Burte and Halsey [14, 15]. They describe
viscoelastic deformations in terms of the population dynamic of molecular units undergo-
ing transitions between a few states, each possessing its own length and elasticity. This
corresponds to the stochastic modelling of the protein folding given by R. Zwanzig in [186].
The transition from one state to another is described in analogy to the kinetics of chemical
reactions (see e.g. [23]), where reaction rates are given by TST. The macroscopic elonga-
tion is then de�ned by the above-mentioned population of states with di�erent elongation
of molecular units. This de�nes the laws for the non-linear dash-pot element, which have
to be incorporated into the viscoelastic model to simulate this type of behaviour of the
material under study.
We must note here that molecular units, as mentioned above, must be understood in a very
averaged sense. Their elongation states should not be taken as separate discrete entities,
but rather as an average over a large spectrum of similar states. The main assumption
concerns a well de�ned boundary separating ranges of di�erent degrees of elongation and
energy. The conditions of applicability of such few-state kinetics are similar to the two-
state kinetics suggested in [186] for describing protein folding.
Generally speaking, such few-state models of elongation replace a large group of folding
processes by an averaged one. This elongation process follows a simple scheme, accounting
for (at least) three main aspects: (1) an elongation of a material is accompanied by a large
number of spatial transformations on the mesoscopic level; (2) the underlying mechanisms
are thermally activated processes; (3) an elongation is not endless, i.e. there must be a lim-
iting boundary. Stepping over the latter causes a much stronger response and/or breaking
of some molecular chains.
For the purpose of clarity we describe two models in more details:
Two-state model: The simplest form of such models is the two-state model, where the

amorphous part is considered as consisting of molecular units of the same type. They can
occupy two elongation states, say A and B; A denotes the compact (short) state and B
denotes the elongated state. The elongation, corresponding to the A Ø B transition, is
proportional to the population xB of the species in the state B. This behaviour of the
material is simulated in terms of a Maxwell unit with a non-linear dash-pot part and a
spring. The spring represents of the contributions from the elasticity of the states A,B
and from the crystalline regions. The behaviour of the dash-pot is governed by the rules
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of the transitions AØ B. Hence, it is a function of stress and population xB.
This simple model allows surprisingly good descriptions of the mechanical response of the
pre-stretched silk �bres over the whole range of humidity!
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Three-state model: To describe the behaviour of silk in the
native stretching state we require an additional state, say C,
which can be characterized as pre-molten or pre-activated. The
molecular units in this state have the same length as in the
state A, but the energy level of state C must be higher than
that of the state A. The scheme is sketched in the �gure on
the left-side, where state D is reserved for later use. This new
state (C) can be thought of as describing the molecular units in

a conformation as compact as in the state A but with some H bonds broken. The barriers
separating the state C from the states A and B have to be chosen to provide reaction
rates A Ø C which are much smaller than that of the processes A Ø B and C Ø B. On
the other hand the rates of the reaction C Ø B must be larger than that of the reaction
AØ B. Note, that the AØ C transition is independent of the external stress, because it
exhibits no elongation.
This model accounts for: (1) the notion of the native and pre-stretched sample states, (2)
the appearance of the secondary yield point (in the stretching path from the native state)
and (3) the transition from the native state to the pre-stretched state and back. As in
the two-state model the elongation of the dash-pot is controlled by the population of the
elongated state B. The principle of the model can be demonstrated with the following
simpli�ed scheme:

� The native state is characterized by the equilibrium population of states A,B and C
(without external perturbation). By stretching of the sample starting from this state
the most frequent transition is C Ñ B, which is responsible for the appearance of
the �rst yield point.

� When the population of the state C is exhausted, the transition AÑ B will dominate
and is responsible for the second yield point.

� Through the back path (e.g. as represented by the brown line in the �gure 6.1 on
the page 235) the most frequent transition is B Ð C. At the end of the back path
the state C will be overpopulated. This causes a two-fold e�ect: (a) the sample in
the pre-stretched state is longer than it was in the native state, (b) by the successive
stretching the kinetics will be dominated by C Ø B transition, hence the behaviour
will be very similar to that of the two-state model describing the behaviour of the
pre-stretched sample.
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� If the pre-stretched sample is left at rest, then the slow redistribution processes will
take place driving the system to the equilibrium distribution, i.e. the sample returns
to the native state.

At least qualitatively, the three-state model describes all our observations related to the
mechanical response of silk in its both stretching states and this in the whole range of
humidities.
Indeed, �ts of measured data with the three-state model give a very good quantitative
description for the stretching curve of the native silk (represented by the olive line in
�gure 6.1) as well as for the back path (represented by the brown line). Examples are
shown in �gures 5.27 and 5.28. However, the calculated length of the pre-stretched sample
(point εeq1 ) resulting from the model is much shorter than measured. Hence, the model
failed to describe the successive stretching in one pass and we cannot give a quantitative
description of the native Ø pre-stretched transitions. This drawback can be overcame by
further extension of the model, introducing a separate dash-pot describing the dissipation
due to the sliding (which will cause the irreversible elongation) and/or taking into account
the interaction of the molecular units with their environment as well as mutual interaction.
The latter can be realized by introduction of the third (post-molten) state D with only the
D Ø B transition allowed (for this state). The state D can be thought to account for a
molecular alignment, caused by the mutual interaction or interaction with the surrounding
of the elongated molecular units (state B). This results in a state D with the length close
to that of B state but with a lower energy level. The behaviour of the resulting four-state
model will be close to the observation and this resolves the above problem.

Mechanical response on long-time scales.

In our study we encountered a deviation of the relaxation behaviour of silk at long-time
scales from the classical (Debye) relaxation. Non-Debye relaxation implies the presence of
memory e�ects. Formally, the underlying dynamics looses its Markovian character and the
constitutive equations governing the behaviour of the material, become integro-di�erential.
Fortunately, silk is a member of a large class of materials whose long-time viscoelastic
behaviour can be described in terms of the fractional viscoelastic theory. This theory
is an extension of the classical viscoelastic theory introducing a new viscoelastic element
(fractional dash-pot) relating stress and strain by means of fractional order derivative.
The notion of the operation of a fractional derivative exists since the times of Leibniz.
Nowadays there is a fully established theory of the calculus of the di�erential and integral
operators of fractional order (see e.g. [87, 105]). In the last few decades it was used to
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establish new models in many �elds of physics, such as viscoelasticity, heat conduction,
anomalous di�usion, chaos etc., see e.g. [7,86,109]. In spite of the fact that the operations
of integration and di�erentiation of fractional order have no well established geometrical
interpretation, the notion of fractional operations arose quite naturally in the study of the
dynamics of systems with self-similar composition of random processes, like di�usion and
polymer dynamics [6, 52, 109,112,119].

We introduce the relevant theoretical aspects in chapter 2 section 2.2. Our application to
the data from our long-time relaxation experiments is described in chapter 5 (pages 175
�). The �ts of the model of the Fractional Standard Solid type results in the fractional
exponents laying in the range r0.4 ´ 0.6s. This can be compared with the value 0.5 for
the Rouse model, used to describe a long linear polymer chain. The Rouse model is a
particular example of models describing self-similar arrangement of interrelated processes.
We discuss this interpretation on pages 178 �.

There is no well-established theoretical description unifying the non-linear aspects of the
short range behaviour with the fractional linear response on the long-time scales. The
separate description of the behaviour on the di�erent time scales is possible because of the
short/moderate time scales the processes of fractional behaviour are not yet established.
Hence the processes, responsible for the non-linear behaviour, are dominating. But, in
the long time measurements one deals with a situation where all short time (non-linear)
processes are nearly completed and the fractional viscoelasticity dominates the behaviour
of the material.

6.4. Fractional self di�usion as measured with QENS.

To access the dynamics of silk at the molecular level, in situ neutron scattering experiments
were done on time-of-�ight spectrometer IN6 at the ILL. For additional measurements the
backscattering instrument IN10 and the spin echo spectrometer IN11 were used. In this
study we apply quasielastic (QENS) and low-energy inelastic (INS) neutron spectroscopy
using the H atoms (dominant incoherent scatter) as a spectroscopic probe to further un-
derstand the internal behaviour of the silk �bres. The incoherent neutron scattering spec-
troscopy accesses both temporal and spatial molecular correlations through the Van Hove
autocorrelation function W p~r,tq. The measured quantity is the intensity which is closely
related to the scattering function SpQ,ωq or (in the case of IN11) the intermediate scatter-
ing function Ip ~Q,tq; both are obtained by Fourier transform from from W p~r,tq [8]. (here
~ω means energy transfer, ~ is the Plank constant and ~Q denotes the scattering vector ).
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For biomaterials the technique is sensitive to the single-particle autocorrelation of the H
atoms visible by the incoherent scattering.
We used an experimental setup combining in situ tensile tests and hydration with cold
neutron time-of-�ight spectroscopy on aligned bundles of silk �bres. The supplementary
recording of the neutron backscattering and spin-echo spectra was done on the unstretched
silk samples using an ex situ humidisation. The results were reported in [154] where the
QENS part of spectra was analysed in terms of the combination of the classical constrained
and unconstrained jump and constrained continuous di�usion models. The analysis demon-
strated that the classical di�usion models, where the IpQ,tq dissipates exponentially, are
insu�cient to describe the dissipation processes in the sample. The resulting model can
describe the QENS data only in a small subregion of the accessible range of energies and
momentum transfers. The description of QENS spectra, �tted in this way, was of rather
qualitative character, but nevertheless provides strong evidence for the presence of a sub-
di�usional dynamics.
Here we show that the fractional di�usion model [109] can be successfully used to describe
the collective intercorrelated internal dynamics of the humid silk proteins as is seen through
the Van Hove's autocorrelation function. A similar approach to proteins in solution was
given in [88].
This model describes a sub-di�usion type of motion, sometimes called a fractal time ran-
dom walk, where the characteristic waiting time can diverge while the characteristic spatial
length remains �nite. The correlation function obeys the equation

B

Bt
W p~r,tq “ 0D

1´α
t

1

τα0
∇2W p~r,tq (6.1)

or, equivalently

0D
α
tW p~r,tq ´

t´α

Γp1´ αq
W0p~rq “

1

τα0
∇2W p~r,tq (6.2)

where symbol 0D
α
t represents the Riemann-Liouville fractional di�erentiation operator of

the order (power) α P p0,1s; for more details see section 2.2. τα0 is the inverse of the
generalized di�usion constant and is de�ned by the spatial σc and time τc characteristic
scales as

1

τα0
“
σ2
c

ταc

and is measured in units of [sα{Å2]. The initial value W0p~rq dissipates with the inverse
power law „ t´α. In the limit α Ñ 1 the above equations reduce to the Fick's law
describing the classical di�usion process [8]. In the literature it was recognized that the
the replacement of the time derivative in the di�usion equation by a fractional operator
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accounts for memory e�ects which are reported for many complex systems (see references
in [109]). The spatial Fourier transform of eq. (6.2) results in the following equation for
the intermediate scattering function Ip ~Q,tq:

0D
α
t IpQ,tq ´

t´α

Γp1´ αq
“ ´

Q2

τα0
IpQ,tq. (6.3)

It is the fractional relaxation equation described in section 2.2 on page 49. The solution
of 6.3 is given by the Mittag-Le�er function:

IpQ,tq “ I0pQqEαp´|t{τ |
α
q (6.4)

so the single modes of 6.2 decay in accordance with the Mittag-Le�er patterns with char-
acteristic time:

τα “ τα0 {Q
2.

The behaviour of the intermediate scattering function IpQ,tq and the corresponding scat-
tering function SpQ,ωq are shown in �gure 6.4. From the �gure it is seen that by decreasing
the parameter α the dissipation of the initial state initially increases but then slows down
at longer times, as represented by the �atter tails of the curves. This causes a broadening
of the wings by the SpQ,ωq with a simultaneously sharping of the curve in the middle range
close to zero.
E�ectively, the discussed model requires only two parameters: τ0 and α ! The two model
parameters must be compared with 11 parameters needed to describe the same data in
terms of classical di�usion [154]. Figure 6.5 shows an example of the application of the
fractional di�usion model to the measured scattering function SpQ,ωq for several Q. The
�gure shows the data measured with unstretched humid silk and �tted by the above model
with α “ 0.508 and τ0 “ 341 ps{Å2 (both with con�dence interval of about 6%). The
longer tails of IpQ,tq were observed by us as about nano-second relaxations in the spectra
additionally measured on the spin-echo spectrometer IN11.
The success of the model leads us to assume that the movement of single molecules and
chains in humid silk occurs in strongly correlated fashion: many transport processes are
strongly interconnected and their mutualy in�uence causes memory e�ects. We assume
that it is this unifying collective character of the dynamics which allows us to describe the
dissipative behaviour of such a complex system by a model with only a few parameters.
The author cannot resist the temptation to compare the results concerning the long-time
relaxation experiments and the current simulation of the QENS spectra by the fractional
di�usion dynamics. In case of silk both show the presence of memory e�ects: one � on
the time scale of several hours/days and on the molecular time scales from picoseconds to
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Figure 6.4.: Fractional subdi�usion
The �gure shows (a) the intermediate scattering function IpQ,tq and (b) the incoherent

scattering function SpQ,ωq for several values of the fractional power α. The line in

magenta shows the case α “ 1 corresponding to the usual di�usion (Fick's law). The

red line shows the behaviour for α “ 1{2, which is close to our �nding for silk.

Figure 6.5.: QENS spectra of unstretched silk

The quasi-elastic scattering function shown for several values of the momentum transfer.

Black lines show the fractional sub di�usion model �tted to the measured data.
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nanoseconds the other. Both experiments are based on measurements over relatively long
periods of time: 6-30 hours of the data recording in the case of neutron scattering and sev-
eral hours to days in the case of the relaxation experiments. In the both cases the resulting
order (power) of the fractional di�erentiation operators, accounting for the memory e�ects,
was close to 1{2. This value occurs in two famous model of fractional dynamics. The �rst
one is the Rouse model, describing the relaxation dynamics of long/in�nite polymer chains
in solution. The other is a model system of dynamical processes simulated with dash-pots
and springs interconnected by a simple fractal structure. It seems that memory e�ects
propagate from the molecular to the macroscopic level and �nd their manifestation also in
the long time relaxation experiments.



7. Conclusions and outlook

The focus of this thesis was on the mechanical properties of Bombyx mori silk. The goal is
to learn about the response of this material to an external (mechanical) perturbation. This
is done by monitoring changes of the microscopic structure in the crystalline regions. In
parallel, molecular dynamics of the amorphous phase are studied. In order to achieve this
goal in situ scattering experiments were performed: synchrotron X-ray radiation and cold
neutrons were used as probes of the structure and dynamics, respectively. Extensive use of
instruments at large scale facilities has been made. Because the mechanical behaviour of
silk exhibits a pronounced time-dependent nature much attention was devoted to the tem-
poral evolution of the phenomena under study. In order to get better access to the evolution
of the mechanical properties of silk, in our stretching experiments, we covered several time
intervals, ranging from fractions of a second up to several days. Another very important
parameter which in�uences the properties of silk is the water content of the surrounding
atmosphere. In order to take this in�uence into account we performed all our experiments
at controlled environmental conditions. The theoretical analysis of our experimental data
results in a set of interrelated viscoelastic, structural and dynamical models. They allow
mimic of silk behaviour in a wide range of applied forces and elongations. Furthermore,
they help to clarify (i) the basic principles on which the viscoelastic behaviour of silk is
based as well as (ii) the geometrical/structural aspects of the elongation of the β-sheet
crystallites in silk. All computational aspects of our models are presented in this thesis
in the form of highly optimized 1 algorithms and implemented in software packages, e.g.
computing of non-linear responses, Mittag-Le�er functions, solving fractional equations,
geometrical optimizations and multi-dimensional rotational averaging. They are ready for
use in further studies of silk. � Some results of this study already have been reported [93]
and additional publications are in preparation.
For our in situ experiments on single �bres a highly specialized stretching sample cell was

designed and built. It has a high sampling rate and allows su�cient resolution in the mon-

1 Due to the requirement to �t our models to a large amount of measured data, much work and time was

spent to optimize their computation. As a result, some of our routines were about 1000 time faster

than their initial direct implementation.

251
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itoring and driving of the stretching process under controlled environmental conditions.
A software package has been designed and implemented which controls all the hardware
integrated in the sample cell. Its server-client architecture allows a remote access to the
stretching process. The software allows to communicate with a software of large facil-
ity instruments to drive a scattering experiment synchronously with a chosen stretching
protocol.

We found that silk �bres can either be in a stable or metastable viscoelastic states
(see e.g. pages 234, 168 or [93] ). The �rst state, that of silk �bres without any stretching
history, is called virgin or native. The other one, called the pre-stretched state occurs when
an external force is applied. Obviously, the viscoelastic behaviour of silk in the native state
deviates from that in the pre-stretched state. An interesting fact is the existence of a back
transition pre-stretchedÑnative extending over long times.

The measured mechanical behaviour of silk is successfully described by models based on
the Transition State Theory (TST). There, the elongation of the sample is related to a large
number of thermally activated processes. The model describes all measured data (in a wide
range of humidities) at moderate time scales. It clari�es the non-linear character of the
stretching curves and, for the �rst time, the nature of the transition nativeØpre-stretched.
An activation energy of these processes of the order of 100 kJ

mol
has been determined. This

quantity is a decreasing function of the humidity; hence water acts as a plasticizer: it
increases the molecular mobility within silk2.

The analysis of our in situ scattering experiments shows that the β-sheet crystallites in
silk exhibit a purely elastic behaviour. This �nding justi�es the use of crystallites as force
sensors embedded in the amorphous phase of silk, as we have done. In spite of the fact that
water molecules do not penetrate the crystallites we observe a decrease of the crystallites'
elastic modulus with the increase of the water content in the surrounding atmosphere. We
address this e�ect on interface phenomena. Since neither the modulus of the crystallites
nor of the amorphous phase of silk is known a priori or directly measurable by stretching
experiments, we have combined stretching tests with the X-ray scattering technique in a
viscoelastic modelling. In this way we got access to elastic moduli of both, crystalline and
amorphous regions; as well as to the relaxation properties of the amorphous phase.

Further progress has been achieved in the understanding and description of the elongation
of β-sheet crystallites within silk. Our detailed model describes the atomic con�guration
in the crystallites as a function of the elongation εc. This allows for a calculation of the
structure factor Sp ~Q; εcq. Assuming adequate distributions of the parameters of crystallites

2 This is in accord with our �nding from neutron scattering experiments [154].
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in the ensemble (e.g. orientation) the averaged di�raction image can be computed and �tted
to an experimentally recorded one. Our model clari�es the mechanism of the elongation
of crystallites and explains why the observed Poisson e�ect is very small. No assumptions
about potentials need to be made; thus, it would be very interesting to compare predictions
of this model with results of potential-based computer simulations.

Important results were also obtained concerning the long-time relaxation experiments
as well as Quasielastic Neutron Scattering (QENS) experiments. Both deal with the long-
time behaviour but each on its own scale: macroscopic and molecular, respectively. Both
show the presence of memory e�ects in the underlying dynamics, manifesting themselves
in an anomalous relaxation/di�usion behaviour. Both allow descriptions in terms of the
fractional linear dynamics. In both cases, the order (power) of the fractional di�erential
operator, which appears in the dynamical laws of the underlying phenomena, is close to 1{2.
Such a value usually arises in studies of long chain polymers with a self-similar organisation
of the dynamical sub-processes. The applicability of the fractional theory to the dynamics
and viscoelasticity of silk was previously not considered in the literature. It opens a wide
perspective for better understanding the mechanical behaviour of silk.
In this work a link between the macroscopic viscoelastic behaviour and the mechanism

at the molecular length scales has been established. With our experimental techniques and
analyses we could separate the mechanical properties of the crystalline region of silk from
those of the amorphous part, as well as show their interplay.

Outlook: The amount of open questions and possibilities in further studies of silk
'is legion'3; here we will point out only few of them. The usefulness of very detailed,
wide-ranged phase diagrams of silk with respect to environmental conditions (temperature,
humidity, pH-values etc.) would be enormous. Our models can be used here as classi�cation
tools. Stress and strain ensembles in a stretched silk �bre could be accessed by in situ X-ray
scattering experiments with sub-µm beams. The quantities measured in such experiments
are distributions in crystallite size, orientation and stress as a functions of the location
inside a �bre. In spite of the success of our mechanical models they have an averaged
(mean �eld) nature and do not allow a detailed description of silk at the mesoscopic
scale. Such an extended description would be possible in terms of a mesoscopic non-
equilibrium thermodynamics (e.g. [148]). An experimental foundation of this could consist
in combination of in situ measurements: small angle scattering, di�raction with a sub-µm
sized X-rays beam and cold neutron scattering at several energy resolutions.

3Gospel of Luke, 8.30





A. Appendix

A.1. Appendix to the chapter 5

Computation of the rotation de�ned in the equation (5.49). In the frame of the
Geometric (Cli�ord) Algebra over the 3D Euclidean vector space a rotation of an angle θ
about an axis q̂ is described by the rotor (see e.g. [70])

R~qpθq “ exp pi q̂
θ

2
q. (A.1)

Where 'i' denotes the unit pseudo-scalar in the 3D space. This can be separated into scalar
and bi-vector parts:

R~qpθq “ q0 ` i ~q “ q0 ` i q̂ q “ cos
θ

2
` i q̂ sin

θ

2
, (A.2)

where q0 “ cospθ{2q is the scalar part of the rotor and i ~q “ i q̂ sinpθ{2q is its the bi-vector
part. q̂ is the unit vector in the direction of the rotation axis.
The rotation of an object X from the algebra is described as

X 1
“ R~qpθq

:XR~qpθq

The rotation de�ned by equation (5.49) is represented by the rotor:

R~upθq “ u0 ` i ~u “ eiĉψ{2 ein̂χ{2 eiâφ{2 (A.3)

which can be computed in two steps.
First, the product of the �rst two term in (A.3) gives:

Q “ q0 ` i~q “ pc0 ` i~cq pn0 ` i~nq (A.4)

the scalar and vector parts of Q reads:

q0 “ c0n0 ´ ~a ¨ ~n “ c0n0 (A.5)

~q “ c0~n` n0~c` i~c^ ~n “ c0~n` n0~c´ ~cˆ ~n “ c0~n` n0~c´ cnê2
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where '¨' denotes the inner-product (scalar-product), 'ˆ' - usual vector cross-product and
'^' is the Grassmann's exterior (wedge) product.
Second, the triple product will be

R~upθq “ u0 ` i ~u “ Qeiâφ{2 “ pq0 ` i ~qq pa0 ` i~aq (A.6)

Then the separation into the scalar and bi-vector component reads:

u0 “ q0a0 ´ ~q ¨ ~a (A.7)

~u “ q0~a` a0~q ` i ~q ^ ~a

Combining equations (A.5, A.7) and rearranging the terms gives:

u0 “ c0 n0 a0 ´ n0 ~a ¨ ~c` ~n ¨ p~aˆ ~cq (A.8)

~u “ c0n0~a` a0n0 ~c` pa0c0 ` ~a ¨ ~cq~n

`i pa0 ~c^ ~n` c0 ~n^ ~a` n0 ~c^ ~aq

This further simpli�es to

u0 “ pa0n0c0q ´ pan0cq cos ξ ´ pancq sin ξ (A.9)

~u “ ĉ pa0cn0 ` ac0pn0 cos ξ ` n sin ξqq (A.10)

â pac0n0 ` a0cpn0 cos ξ ` n sin ξqq

n̂ pa0c0n´ acpn0 sin ξ ´ n cos ξqq

“ ê1 pa0cn0 ` ac0pn0 cos ξ ` n sin ξqq

ê2 pa0cn` ac0pn0 sin ξ ´ n cos ξqq (A.11)

ê3 pa0c0n´ acpn0 sin ξ ´ n cos ξqq

where we did use the naming convention introduced in (A.2). The bi-vector component is
expanded into components of the triple t~c,~a, ~nu in (A.10) and of the basis tê1, ê2, ê3u of
the peptide plane P in (A.11). Substitution n0 “ cos χ`

2
, n “ sin χ`

2
give us:

u0 “ a0c0 cos
χ`

2
´ ac cos

χ´

2
(A.12)

~u “ ê1

ˆ

a0c cos
χ`

2
` ac0 cos

χ´

2

˙

(A.13)

ê2

ˆ

a0c sin
χ`

2
´ ac0 sin

χ´

2

˙

(A.14)

ê3

ˆ

a0c0 sin
χ`

2
` ac sin

χ´

2

˙
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Derivation of the equation (5.46) for the value of the torsion angle. We identify the
two oriented planes shown in �gure 5.34 with the two unit bi-vectors (Â “ û2 ^ û3 “ i3n̂1

and B̂ “ û1 ^ û2 “ i3n̂2), where i3 is the 3D Euclidean pseudo-scalar i3 ” ê1ê2ê3. The
dihedral angle θ can be speci�ed through the relation: ´ B̂Â “ ei3û2θ [70]. Then

ei3ûθ “ ´pû2 ^ û3qpû2 ^ û3q “ û1 ¨ pû2 ^ û3q ¨ û3 ` Âˆ B̂

can be expanded into

û1 ¨ pû2 ^ û3q ¨ û3 “ pû1 ¨ û2û3 ´ û1 ¨ û3û2q ¨ û2

´B̂ ˆ Â “ n̂2 ^ n̂1 “ i3û1 ¨ pû2 ˆ û1q

which results in the relations (5.46), if we consider the plane i3û2 as complex plane C.
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